Election Day Guide
For Officers of Election

2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 320
Arlington, Virginia 22201
703-228-3456
voters@arlingtonva.us vote.arlingtonva.us
www.twitter.com/ArlingtonVotes www.facebook.com/ArlingtonVotes

General Information
Our Staff
The following are the key staff members you are most likely to need to speak to prior to Election Day:
Name and Title
Gretchen Reinemeyer, Director of Elections
Eric Olsen, Deputy Director of Elections
Bill Sands, Outreach Coordinator
Jackie Letizia, Election Specialist

Office
703-228-3455
703-228-3462
703-228-3560
703-228-347

Cell
571-319-9742
571-481-8576
703-850-6533

On Election Day, you might also speak to the following if you need to call in to our office:
Charlene Bickford, Electoral Board Chairman
Matthew Weinstein, Electoral Board Vice Chairman
Scott McGeary, Electoral Board Secretary
Cheryl Scannell, Absentee Voting Manager
Nerys Lopez, Senior Assistant Registrar
Don Hodgen, Senior Assistant Registrar
Judy Sever, Assistant Registrar
Wes MacAdam, Assistant Registrar/Technician
Jack Nickerson, Assistant Technician
Richard Muffley, Assistant Technician
David Roth, Assistant Technician

How to Reach Us
•
•
•

Call the main office number at 703-228-3456.
Do not call our direct lines on Election Day. You may get our voice mail, and we may not be able
to answer your call in a timely manner.
Do not leave voice mail messages on Election Day!

Time of Day: 202-762-1401 (USNO)
Synchronize your watches with the U.S. Naval Observatory time number at the beginning and end of
Election Day to assure you are opening and closing the polls precisely on time. You can also use the
time clock displayed on your cell phone.
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Chapter 1: Pre-Election Day Preparation
1.1: All Election Officers
You do not need to know everything about managing an election.

But you do need to know where to look to find answers and information. That’s why we provide you
with this Guide, which includes most of what you need to know. Read it over (several times before
Election Day, preferably) and bring it with you on Election Day as a resource. Hold onto it and bring it
with you to your training class for the next election. We’ll provide you with substitute pages for sections
that change (dates, new laws and procedures, etc.).
Your other resources on Election Day are your Chief and Assistant Chief, who are experienced in
running elections and are expected to have the management skills to manage the polling place. On
Election Day, it is often more expedient to send voters with questions or situations you cannot
immediately address to your Chief or Assistant, rather than hold up the process by searching for an
answer in this Guide (but still read the Guide before the election!).

 Contact your Chief Election Officer (see your assignment notice) to confirm you will work on
Election Day.
 Sign up for and attend training.
 Go online (vote.arlingtonva.us and select Elections and Work at the Polls) and review some of the
training material. This document is available online, too.
Also check out the quick training videos now available on our
website!

 If you are not familiar with your assigned location, check it out before election morning. Ask your
Chief about arrangements for parking, food (not all locations have a refrigerator available, for
example), etc.
 Plan to spend all day at your assigned location. You must arrive at 5 a.m. and cannot leave until the
Statement of Results is complete and your Chief dismisses you. Most precincts are typically finished
around 8-8:30 p.m. for most elections.
 Plan to bring adequate food and beverages to get you through the day or arrange to have it
delivered.
 Leave your electronic devices at home on Election Day. This includes laptops, MP3 players, personal
game devices, etc. E-readers are allowed as long as Wi-Fi is disabled. You may bring a cell phone but
you must keep it off or on vibrate while you are working. You cannot make or take calls while you
are on duty, but you can check messages and return calls during your breaks, as long as you do so
outside the voting room.
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 See Section 14.6 for ideas on what to do when it is slow at the polls.
 Keep your assignment sheet with your Chief’s phone/cell phone number handy the night before the
election, along with our office number 703-228-3456, in case an emergency arises, and you are not
able to work. Please note: DO NOT CALL your Chief or anyone else after 10 p.m. the night before the
election. If you are sick or an emergency arises, and you won’t be able to work the election, leave a
message on the office voice mail. Remember everyone needs a good night’s sleep before the election!
 Be sure to get a good night’s sleep yourself the night before the election.
 Wear comfortable, but not sloppy, clothes. Remember, you are representatives of Arlington County.
Do not wear any items of apparel with messages or statements that could be considered political or
controversial. Use common sense: A Washington Nationals shirt is fine, but a pro- or con-political
candidate/party/issue shirt is not.
 Please do not wear perfumes, colognes, or scented products on Election Day. Many people, including
your fellow officers as well as voters, have allergies or are highly sensitive to such products.

1.2: Chiefs/Assistant Chiefs

Read the first part under Section 1.1: All Election Officers. Again, you don’t need to know everything, but
you need to know how to find answers and information. If you can’t immediately find the answer in this
Guide (which we know you will read several times before the election), your resource is the Elections
Office at 703-228-3456. Remember: If you are not sure about something, ALWAYS call for correct
information.

 Talk to each other and decide how some of the tasks listed below will be divided.
 Call or email all Election Officers as soon as you receive your assignment list to (a) confirm they will
be working, (b) be sure they know the location of the polling place and the correct time of arrival,
and (c) remind them to sign up for and attend a training class. Do not wait until right before the
election or you could find yourself short-staffed.
 Decide how your precinct will handle food (i.e. bring something to share or bring individual food)
and communicate this to your workers.
 Assign tasks and schedules for rotation of tasks but be flexible and willing to amend your schedule
based on the abilities of your workers.
 Immediately inform the Office of Elections
at 703-228-3456 if one of your workers
cancels.
 Visit your polling place prior to Election
Day to arrange the polling place layout,
check electrical outlets, and check the
telephone location (or determine if a cell
phone is needed). Assure you have
receptacles for trash and recycling. The
precinct cart that includes the voting
equipment, ballot box, booths, and your
larger signs is delivered on the Thursday
or Monday before the election. We also
deliver tables and chairs to a few
precincts, but in most precincts, they are
1-1: Sample precinct layout
provided by the host.
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 Assure the Deputy Director has a cell phone number that the Office can use to contact your precinct
on Election Day. It can either be your personal cell or that of one of your workers. Make sure you
have cell phone reception inside your polling place. If not, contact our office so we can discuss other
arrangements.
 Sign up for and attend a Chiefs training class. If you have a Chief’s notebook from a previous election,
please bring your Guide and the binder with you. We’ll provide you with any updates to this Guide.
 Between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on the Monday before the election, the Chief or the Chief’s
designee must pick up the polling place materials in the lobby of 2100 Clarendon Blvd. Review your
materials against the checklist in the case, and immediately notify our office if anything is missing.
o You will pick up the large black wheeled supply case, which includes your emergency ballots,
voting equipment keys, and other material.
o You will also pick up your pollbooks (two to four, depending upon the election).
 Election materials must be returned on Election Night in the lobby of 2100 Clarendon Blvd. If you
are unable to either pick up or return the election materials, arrange for your other workers to do
so. Because you will also be returning all of your ballots, we recommend that at least one other
officer assist you in returning materials.
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Chapter 2: Before the Polls Open Checklist
All Election Officers arrive at 5 a.m.

2.1: Chief Officer – Opening Duties
 Welcome any authorized representatives (see Section 12.1); check and collect written
authorizations.
o Reps must be registered voters in Virginia, and you must verify their registration status before
you can permit them to remain in the polling place.
o Ask the reps to show their Virginia Voter Information Card or Notice to verify they are registered
voters. If the rep does not have a Virginia voter card or notice, call the office at 703-228-3456 for
verification.
 Place authorization forms collected in Bag #8.
 Your supply case has a large zippered side compartment where you will find the Chief’s Folder and
the end-of-day numbered and color-coded envelopes. Remove all these from the case.
 Remove the group of papers in the folder, which will include:
o Statement of Results (SOR) and related attachments (two copies)
o Seal and Count Form
o Ballot Record Report(s)
 For dual primaries, there will be a Ballot Record Report for each party primary
o Oath of Officer
o Pink pay form/worker list
o Absentee List(s)
 For dual primaries, there will be an Absentee List for each party primary
o Any other documents as needed or necessary
 Find the Oath of Officer and administer to all officers. Be sure all officers sign the form.
 Chief: Complete, date and sign the oath form at the bottom of the sheet and place in Envelope #2
(blue stripe).
 Also have all officers sign the pink pay form. Do not place this form with the Oath but keep it
separate to give to staff when you return your election materials. We suggest you place it back in the
Chief’s Folder.
 Remove election supplies, forms and material from the case and arrange on Chief’s table.
 Arrange tables and chairs for best traffic flow and assign opening tasks.
ABSOLUTELY NO FOOD OR BEVERAGES ARE ALLOWED NEAR THE VOTING MACHINES! If
you are working at the pollbook, you may have a drink in a CLOSED CONTAINER ONLY at the
desk.
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2.2: Opening the Scanner
The large black ballot box is delivered to your precinct in your precinct cart, along with the scanner,
accessible ballot marking unit, booths, and other supplies.

In large elections like a Presidential election, we will deliver a second ballot box and a second scanner to
most precincts. The extra scanner will fit in the carts but the second ballot box will not and will be
delivered separately. Instructions below are how to open one scanner; repeat if you have been assigned
a second scanner.

2-1: Scanner overview

 From the supply case, locate the clear plastic key bag in Reusable Envelope #7 (Red) containing
several keys attached to a red, white, and blue lanyard and remove the lanyard from the bag. The
lanyard also includes a key that unlocks the precinct cart lock. You will only have one lanyard.
 The Chief or the Assistant Chief must wear this red, white and blue lanyard at all times. Do not
remove it at any point until after the polls are closed. Do not remove the keys from the lanyard.
 Using the cart key, either the Chief or Assistant unlocks the precinct cart.
 Remove both the scanner(s) and the ballot marker, in their soft black carrying cases, from the cart.
They are a little heavy, so it’s easier for two officers to lift them.
 Remove the ballots, ballot box, headset, power strips, cords and cables, barcode scanner stands,
precinct Polling Place sign(s), booths, cardboard privacy shields, and large sign bag from the cart.
 Presidential elections: If you are assigned a second scanner, the ballot box is delivered separately
from the cart.
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 Make sure you have the Seal and Count Form. If you have
more than one scanner, you will need to perform the following
for each scanner.
 Remove the scanner from the case. It’s a little heavy, so it is
helpful to have two officers perform this task.
 Confirm the scanner’s serial number, located on the front of the
unit, with the serial number written in the Custodian section of
Part 1: Machines on the Seal and Count Form (last four
digits). Enter this number in the Opening section.
 Place the scanner on top of the ballot box and slide it back.

2-2: Scanner in case

2-3: Slide onto ballot box

 Locate the touch screen interface on the right-hand side of the scanner.
 Gently lift the screen from the top/back edge and move the stand back until it stops.
 Set the touchscreen back on the stand.

2-4: Screen
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2-6: Rest back on stand

2-3

 Locate the seal protecting the scanner’s transport media or
TM (under the display screen) and enter the last four digits
of the seal number in the Opening section of Part 1 of the
Seal and Count Form. This number must match the
number entered in the Custodian section. Do NOT remove
the seal.
 Use the Ballot Box Key to lock the scanner into place (two
locks; see photo 2.8 below).

2-8: Lock scanner on ballot box

2-7: Location of media seal


If using a power strip, be sure the switch
on the strip is in the “on” position
(don’t laugh; it’s a common error!).

Plug the power cord into the socket of
the scanner, located behind the display. Plug
into a power strip or outlet.

Turn the power switch on.

 The scanner will run a series of diagnostics and load the
election. This will take about three minutes. Do not interrupt
these procedures, which will be complete when you see the
message instructing you to insert a header card.

 Meanwhile, use the Ballot Box Key to open the back of the ballot
box (lock on the left; see Figure 2-10) and verify the ballot box
2-9: Power switch, scanner
is empty. The cover to the main ballot box lifts up and off. On the
ballot box, the locks for the main ballot box and emergency ballot boxes are identified with labels.
 Close and relock the ballot box. Drop the cover back on the hinge at the bottom before closing and
locking it.
 Use the Ballot Box Key to open and verify the
emergency ballot box (lock on the right; see Figure 210) is empty. The emergency ballot box drops down but
remains attached.
 Close and relock the emergency ballot box. It simply
folds back up on its hinge.
 Position the ballot box(es) in the room, if not already
done.

2-10: Ballot Box locks

 The scanner will print a Machine Info Report, which is automatically cut. Remove the Machine Info
Report and set it aside temporarily.
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 The scanner now asks for a Header Ballot. Confirm the Header Ballot provided has your correct
precinct and insert it into the scanner.

2-11: Insert header screen

2-12: Header ballot

 The machine will print the Zero Count Report.
 If you have more than one ballot style in an election, you will receive a Zero Count Report for each
ballot style in use. For example, in federal elections you have both a full and federal ballot, and in
presidential elections you have full, federal, and presidential ballots. Jefferson Precinct is split
between two House of Delegates Districts, so that precinct has two ballot styles when that office is
on the ballot.
 Remove the Zero Count Report(s). Two officers must verify all counts are zero, and sign at the
bottom of the report(s).
 After all the provided Header Ballots have been inserted, touch Done at the bottom of the scanner
display. In most cases you will only have one Header Ballot.
 Return the Header Ballot to the Chief’s Folder.
 The display should now read “Please Insert a Paper Ballot” and the Ballot Indicator Light should be
green.

2-13: Insert paper ballot screen

 Verify the scanner display has the correct date and the Public Count is zero.
 Enter the Public Count number in the Opening section of Part 1 of the Seal and Count Form.
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 The Protective Count number is found on the Zero Count Report. Enter this number in the Opening
section of Part 1 of the Seal and Count Form.
 Place the Machine Info Report and the Zero Count Report(s) in small Envelope #2B (blue stripe),
found in the Chief’s folder.
 If you have a second scanner assigned, repeat the process on the second scanner.

2.3: Opening the Ballot Marking Device

2-14: Ballot Marker overview.

 Remove the ballot marker from its carrying case. Be sure to have two officers lift from the bottom,
as it is heavier than the scanner. Place the unit on a table in the designated area for accessible
voting.
 Confirm the ballot marker’s serial number, found on the side of the unit, with the number entered
in the Custodian section of Part 1 on the Seal and Count Form. Enter this number in the Opening
section of Part 1.
 Enter the seal number from the seal protecting the ballot marker’s ballot compartment in the
Opening section of Part 1 of the Seal and Count Form. DO NOT REMOVE THE SEAL. This number
should match the number entered in the Custodian section.
 Lift the display up and set it into place using the brace on the back.
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2-15: Ballot Marker in lowered position

2-17: Lower arm

2-19: Tighten screw
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2-16: Lift screen, note location of arm and magnets

2-18: Insert arm onto screw

2-20: Ready for voting

2-7

 Unwrap the cord securing the keypad and remove it from its
holster. Be sure it is accessible for any voter who needs it.

 The ballot marker uses TWO power cords. The upper cord is
already connected to the power supply under the display.
Insert a second cord on the back of the unit next to the power
switch.
2-21: Keypad location

2-22 Upper power connection

2-23: Power switch

 Plug both cords into a power strip (of course, be sure the strip has power!).

 Start the ballot marker by turning on the power switch next to the lower power cord.
 The unit will run a series of diagnostics and load the election. This takes about 90 seconds. Do not
interrupt these procedures.

2-24: Hardware check screen
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 When the diagnostics are complete, the ballot marker prints a Machine Info report and displays the
message “Election Day. Press Continue to Open Voting.” See Figure 2-25.
 Touch Continue.

2-25: Ballot Marker opening

 An Open Report will print. The Open Report includes the Public and Protective Count numbers for
the ballot marker. Two officers must verify all counts are zero and sign the tapes.
 Enter the Public Count number in the Opening section of Part 1 of the Seal and Count Form (see
Section 2.4.2).
 Enter the Protective Count number in the Opening section of Part 1 of the Seal and Count Form
(see Section 2.4.2).
 Place the Machine Info Report and Open Report in small Envelope #2B (blue stripe), found in the
Chief’s folder, along with the Machine Info and Zero Count reports from the scanner.
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2.4: Seal and Count Form
Before the polls open you must verify the Seal and Count numbers for the scanner and the ballot marker
in Part 1 of the Seal and Count Form, as described above and below. The seal numbers for all
pollbooks, Envelopes 2 and 7 and the Yellow Ballot Bag must be recorded.
2.4.1: Part 1: Machines: Certification by Officers

The first section of Part 1 is the Certification by Custodian sections for the scanner and ballot marker.
After the machines were prepared for the election and tested at the warehouse, the technicians noted
the protective counter numbers for each machine and affixed the seals. Typically, you will only have one
scanner and one ballot marker, although in heavy turnout elections some precincts may be assigned two
scanners.

After the machines are set up for the election, the technicians affix seals to each unit and note the seal
numbers on the Seal and Count Form. On Election Day, the election officers must verify that the serial
numbers, seal numbers, and counter numbers for each piece of equipment match what was prepared
for the precinct by the technicians to assure no tampering has occurred.
You must enter your numbers for verification in the Opening section of Part 1.

□ In each column, enter the following information for each piece of equipment delivered; Seal Number,
Protective Count and Public Count. SC1 is the first scanner, BMM1 is the ballot marker.
□ In the column for each machine’s serial number, you should have recorded the seal number found on
the TM (media) compartment (last four digits only) when you opened the scanner.
□ For the ballot marker, you entered the seal number for the seal affixed to the paper ballot
compartment on the front of the device.
After you have successfully opened the equipment:

□ In the column for each machine’s serial number, enter the protective counter number for the device,
found on the Zero Count Report for that device.
□ Verify this number is the same as the technicians entered in the Custodian section.
□ In the column for each machine’s serial number, enter the public counter number for that device, also
found the Zero Count Report. At the beginning of the day the public counter number for each device
should be zero.

Your Initials
2-26: Part A, before polls open

If there are any discrepancies between what was entered by the custodians in Part 1 and what you find
on the seals and counters when you open the equipment, call the office immediately at 703-228-3456.
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2.4.2: Part 2: Pollbooks: Certification by Officers
The first section of Part 2 is the Certification by Custodian sections for the Pollbooks.

After the pollbooks are set up for the election, the technicians affix seals to each unit and note the seal
numbers on the Seal and Count Form. On Election Day, the election officers must verify that the serial
numbers and seal numbers for each match what was prepared for the precinct by the technicians to
assure no tampering has occurred.
You must enter your numbers for verification in the Opening section of Part 2.

□ In each column, enter the following information for each pollbook delivered: Seal Number.
2.4.3 Part 3: Envelopes: Certification by Officers

The following envelopes will have seals that must be recorded on the Seal and Count Form Part 3.
• Envelope 2 – Blue (will not be sealed in the AM since it is empty)
• Envelope 7 -Red (sealed both in the AM and PM)
• Yellow Ballot Bag (will not be sealed at the end of the day since it must be returned empty)

□ Record the last four digits of the opening seal numbers on the Seal and Count Form
Part 3.
□ Envelope 7
□ Yellow Ballot Bag

2.5: Poll Pad Electronic Pollbooks

Your precinct will have two to four electronic pollbooks, called Poll Pads (iPads), that contain your
precinct’s list of registered voters and are used for check-in.

2-27: Poll Pad
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2.5.1: Setting up the Poll Pads
 Record the Pollbook Seal on the Seal and Count Form Part 2.
 Place the pollbook cases on the table right-side up. The case will have your precinct’s name on the
top of each case along with the pollbook(s) number. This number is not the iPad serial number.
 Open the latches on the cases and remove the Poll Pad units. There are two units per case. The
power cords and all accessories are also found in the Poll Pad case.
 Each Poll Pad will have a Base, Arm, ID Tray, Stylus, Cord, and Brick (charger).
 Attach the arm to the Poll Pad by squeezing the green tabs and rotating. The Home button should be
on the right.
 Put the arm and Poll Pad in the base.
 Slide the ID scanner onto the back of the Poll Pad.
 Store the cases out of the way during the election.
2.5.2: Poll Pad Power Setup

 Each unit has a power brick and cord. Insert the plug end of the cord into a power strip or outlet. Be
sure the brick is connected to the cord.
 On the side of the unit, insert the thin cord from the brick into the small rectangular port. See left
connection in Figure 2-28.
 Repeat for the other units.

Power Button

Home Button
2-28: Right Side of Poll Pad, cord attached, Home Button

2-29: Left Side of Poll Pad - Power Button

 Place Poll Pad units with the ID holder attached on the check-in table.

 On the top left side of each unit is the On/Off switch for the Poll Pad. Hold down the switch on each
unit to turn it On (See figure 2-29).
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When the unit is properly connected to power, the Charging light on the front of the unit in the top right
corner will be green. This means that the Poll Pad battery is charging. If you don’t see the green light,
check all your connections and switch to another power source if necessary.

2-30: Power Indicator (battery icon) – Top Right

2.5.3: Opening Poll Pad
Note: A stylus is in a slot in the upper left back of the unit as you are facing it.
Perform the following steps on each unit.
 The first screen you see will be the Arlington County Homepage.

2-31: Home screen

2-32: Check-In Option Screen

 On the Home Page, verify the Poll units display the correct precinct information. Note that all
Precinct Numbers will be your three-digit precinct number, including preceding zeros. For example,
Precinct 27, Jefferson, will be listed as 027.
 On the Home Screen, verify the Check-in Count is zero.

2-32A: iSync & Import screen
 NEW!! Remove the thin cord and Insert you iSync from Envelope #7 into the slot. A menu will
appear. Choose Import Voter file. Enter Code. Repeat on EACH Poll Pad.
 Tap the “Get Started” button. Two options will appear; Scan Barcode and Manual Entry.
This will be the working screen.
 You are ready to check-in voters.
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2.6: Ballots
Ballots are delivered in two locations. The majority of the ballots are found in a box inside the precinct
cart. They are delivered in sealed packs, with the assumption that each pack contains 100 ballots.

Inside the black supply bag, there will also be a pack of ballots for each ballot style in use in your
precinct, found in the Yellow Ballot Bag. Because the Chief has possession of the black supply bag, these
ballots can be used in an emergency situation if you cannot get into your polling place on time on
Election Day. The Chief also has a pollbook and the green ballot bag (2.7), so if necessary you can still
open the polls on time and serve any waiting voters, even if you cannot set up your equipment by 6:00
a.m.

Count the number of packs found in both the precinct cart and in the Yellow Ballot Bag. On the top of the
first page of the Ballot Record Report, indicate whether then numbers you receive match the numbers
the office said they gave you. If not, make a note of the discrepancy. The Chief should call the office to
notify us of the discrepancy.

After you confirm the number of ballot packs received, place ballots found in Envelope 6 with the ballots
found in the precinct cart.

2.6.1: Counting ballots before use
When we order ballots, we request them sealed in packs of 100 each, and we assume all sealed and
unopened packs contain 100 ballots. But sometimes, due to small hiccups in printing and sorting
equipment, a pack may be over or short. To reconcile the number of ballots used at the polls, you need
to know how many ballots you actually have. For this reason, you must count out each sealed pack prior
to use.
As you open each ballot pack, count the number of ballots in the pack before you hand ballots out to
voters. Enter the number of ballots counted on the line for that pack in Part 4 of the Ballot Record
Report (see Figure 11-2).
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Hints:
•

•

•

Before the polls open, count out several ballot packs so you’ll be ready for the initial rush of
voters. The number you initially need depends on the type of election and anticipated early
turnout.

In order to make counting easier, we recommend you count in sets of ten ballots, alternating
crossing them over each set. That way you can easily count the number of sets to figure out how
many ballots are in a pack. It’s also easier for the ballot officer to resume counting if he or she is
interrupted; it’s easier to recount ten ballots than it is to recount 100.

Don’t wait until you are on your last ballot of one pack to start counting out your next pack. You
want to keep the line moving. In busy elections, the Chief may assign one Ballot Officer for
counting ballots and a second for handing them out to voters.

2.7: Ballot Bag

 The Ballot Bag is mainly used for Provisional Ballots, which do not get counted at the polls or
inserted into the scanner. In rare cases such as a temporary evacuation, you might also need to
insert emergency ballots into the ballot bag.
 Confirm the Ballot Bag is empty.
 Secure the bag with the plastic seal provided (located in the plastic window on the front of the bag).
Zip the bag closed and insert the seal through both the zipper end and the bag tab to seal.
 Place the sealed bag on or near the Chief’s table.

2.8: Voting in Four Easy Steps

Arrange the polling place to clearly designate the four key areas for voters. At each area, post the
appropriate signs for voters.
2.8.1: Check-In: Pollbooks

Your check-in table is the first point of contact for voters. For most elections, you have two pollbooks,
and voters can check-in at either one. One Officer will be assigned to each pollbook in use.

 Using the green tape, place a line on the floor several feet from the table. Voters waiting in line
should be instructed to wait at the line until called forward by a pollbook officer. Greeter officers or
student pages, if available, can provide this instruction to voters.
 Tape the notices reminding voters to show photo ID on the table.
 Keep this Election Day Guide handy for reference, especially Chapter 3, Voter ID.
 Keep the voting permits back on the table, away from the voters. You should hand one to a voter
only after determining the voter is eligible and has been checked in on the pollbook.
 See Chapter 6.
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2.8.2: Get Ballot: Ballots
The ballot table will include the Ballot Record Report, extra pens, privacy folders, and, of course, the
ballots. This is where voters who have checked in and received voting permits exchange the permits for
ballots. We recommend that you also place a green tape line on the floor a few feet away from the table,
where voters with permits can wait until the Ballot Officer is free.
For smaller elections, only one Officer is needed to staff the ballot table, but you probably will need two
or more in busier elections. See Chapter 7.
2.8.3: Mark Ballots: Marking Stations

Each precinct will have at least one, and in busier elections two, four-station voting booths, which are
delivered in your precinct cart, folded as seen in Figure 2-33. The booths
are easy to assemble, using two officers, following the instructions on the
next page.
When fully assembled, your booth will look like Figure 2-34, providing four
marking stations in a compact area. At least one of the two booths will
have a marking station in a seated position, allowing voters in wheelchairs
or who must sit to vote to use the same booth. If you have two booths, the
second one will have all standing stations, as studies show that voters who
stand to vote complete their ballots more quickly than those who sit.

2-33: Folded Booth, as
delivered

2-34: Open Booth in Use
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In addition, each precinct is provided with
cardboard privacy screens, the number of which
may vary according to precinct size and type of
election. These may be set up on tables to provide
additional marking stations for voters.

 At each ballot marking station except the Ballot
Marker, place one of the black ballpoint pens we
provide you in your precinct supply case.
Hint: Also place a few yellow Post-it
sheets inside each station, on the
table or marking surface, so voters
can “test” the ink on the pens – and
not on the cardboard privacy screens
or the back of the permanent booths.

2-306: Cardboard privacy screens used for voting

 On the permanent stations, tape a Voting Instruction sheet and the sheet with the explanation of
political party affiliations to the metal top on each station. We recommend you tape them both to the
left side of each station, since some stations (two per unit) have an American flag pre-printed on the
right, and of course you don’t want to cover the flag!
 The cardboard privacy screens will have the instruction sheets pre-attached inside.
 The wider cardboard privacy screen with the universal disability symbol on the outside is placed
around the Ballot Marker. This screen does not have the Voting Instructions, since they appear on
the ballot marker screen and audio, but it does have the party affiliation explanation.
2.8.4: Cast Ballot: The Scanner

At least one Officer should be stationed near the scanner to answer any voter questions and to keep the
process moving. The Officer must take great care not to view voters’ ballots. See Chapter 8.

Place a green tape line on the floor several feet away from the scanner for voters to wait until it is free.
This helps protect the privacy of the voter at the scanner. If you have more than one scanner in use,
have one line of voters and direct them to whichever scanner is free first.

2.9: Signs

2.9.1: Outside polling place
 Assemble the precinct Polling Place sign(s) (found in the precinct cart) by placing the plastic cover
over the metal bracket, and place in a prominent location outside the polling place entrance. Some
precincts may have more than one sign.
 Post Handicapped Entrance, Polling Place Here, and directional arrow signs as necessary.
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2.9.2: Prohibited Area
Political activity is prohibited within 40 feet of the entrance to the building in which the polling place is
located. See Section 14.9.

 Post one Prohibited Area sign as close as possible to the 40-foot boundary (40 feet from the main
entrance to the polling place). The other sign can be posted at or near the entrance to the voting
room.
o Use the tape measure, found in the precinct cart, to measure the 40-foot boundary, if
necessary. Use common sense: If the boundary falls in the middle of a roadway, designate
it in a safe place, but not closer than 40 feet from the building entrance.
o You can also mark the boundary with the green masking tape, if needed.
 Post the Persons Allowed in Polling Place sign near the entrance to the voting room. Although this
information is listed on the Prohibited Area sign, we’ve broken it down for better clarity.
2.9.3: Inside polling place

 Post Sample Ballots and larger Ballot Marking Instructions near the voting room entrance, in a
location where the voters can easily read them.
 Post “…Legal Name” signs at each check-in table.
 Post all other signs, maps, and posters provided.
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Chapter 3: Voter ID
You are required to ask voters for ID at the polls, and the ID presented MUST contain the voter’s
photograph.

The most common form of ID presented will be a Virginia driver’s license or DMV ID card, both of which
you can scan to find the voter.

If voters do not have acceptable ID, they may only vote a provisional ballot. If they do not provide the
Electoral Board with a copy of their ID by noon on the Friday after the election, their provisional ballot
will not be counted. Note: When the Veteran’s Day holiday falls on the Friday after the election, the
deadline is extended until noon on the following Monday.
Acceptable Forms of ID in Brief, With Examples
Virginia
Driver’s
License or
DMV ID,
governmentissued ID (US,
Virginia, or
Virginia
subdivision)

Virginia Driver’s License

Military ID

US Passport

Employer ID

US Passport,
Employer ID
with photo,
student ID
from Virginia
institution of
higher learning

Global Entry, Nexus,
Sentri or FAST card, used
for TSA pre-screening

Virginia student ID

Also accepted is a special Virginia Photo Voter Identification Card,
issued for FREE to any voter who does not have one of the other
acceptable forms. Voters who do not have any of the other accepted
IDs may obtain this ID at the Office of Voter Registration.

Because it takes 7-14 days from the time of application until the
voter receives the Voter Photo ID Card, voters who apply right
before an election may present a Temporary Identification
Document at the polls. These Temporary documents are valid for 30
3-1: Virginia photo voter ID
days and are accepted as valid photo voter IDs. The document is
printed on a full sheet of paper and includes the date of application, the date of expiration, and the name
of the staff member who processed the ID application.
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3-2: Temporary photo voter ID

The chart on the next page lists various forms of photo ID and whether they are accepted for voting
under Virginia law. We recommend you keep it handy for reference on Election Day.
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3.1: Voter Identification Chart
All voters must be asked to show one form of identification. * Any voter who does not have
identification may vote a provisional ballot, and subsequently must provide the Electoral Board with a
copy of their ID by noon on the third business day after the election if they want their provisional ballot
to count.
All forms of ID must include the voter’s name pre-printed by the issuing authority. The name does not
need to exactly match what is on the pollbook as long as you can identify the voter – for example, an
employer ID may include a voter’s nickname instead of full legal name. Not all forms of ID include an
address, and an address on an ID (if included) doesn’t need to match the pollbook as long as the
residence address confirmed by the voter matches what’s in the pollbook.

Identification
Accepted?
All IDs must include a photograph of the voter and the voter’s printed name.
Driver’s Licenses/DMV IDs
Valid Virginia Driver’s License or Learner’s Permit
Driver’s license from a state other than Virginia
Valid Virginia DMV-Issued Photo ID Card

Yes
NO
Yes

Virginia Voter Photo ID card or Temporary ID sheet
Valid US Passport or Passport Card
Military or Military dependent ID
Homeland Security Trusted Traveler Program Cards
used for TSA pre-screening – includes Global Entry,
Nexus, Sentri, FAST
Valid Government-issued ID card from federal
government, Virginia, or Virginia local political
subdivisioni
Tribal enrollment or other tribal ID

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Government-Issued IDs (US or Virginia govt. only)

METRO Access Card

Employer IDs

Valid Employee ID card issued by voter’s employer in
ordinary course of business

Student IDs

Valid Student ID issued by a public or private college
or university located in VA
Valid Student ID issued by a public or private college
or university outside of VA
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Yes
Yes, if issued by one of the 11 tribes
recognized in Virginia i
Yes
Yes
Yes
NO
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Identification
Valid Student ID from a public or private
high/secondary school in VA

Other IDs

Nursing home resident ID
Membership card from private organization
Credit card with photo

Accepted?
Yes
Yes, if issued by government facility
NO
NO

Valid, as used above, means that if the ID has an expiration date, it must be no earlier than 12 months
prior to the election date. Note that not all acceptable IDs include expiration dates.
Virginia requirements: Code of Virginia § 24.2-643(B)
• Valid Virginia driver’s license, or
• Valid United States Passport, or
• Any other identification card issued by a government agency of the Commonwealth, one of its
political subdivisions, or the United States, or
• Any valid student ID card issued by any Virginia institution of higher education or any private
school, or
• Any valid employee identification card containing a photograph of the voter and issued by an
employer of the voter in the ordinary course of the employer’s business.
*If the voter presents an older, non-photo Voter Identification Card along with a valid photo ID, you can scan the
non-photo card to find the voter in the pollbook. See Section 6.2.
i political

subdivisions include recognized Indian tribes and governmental subdivisions with authority to make rules
and regulations having force of law, such as any Virginia city, county, or town. See Code of Virginia, §§ 8.01-885, 51.1700. Eleven tribes are: Cheroenhaka (Nottoway), Chickahominy, Eastern Chickahominy, Mattaponi, Monacan,
Nansemond, Nottoway of Virginia, Pamunkey, Patawomeck, Rappahannock, and Upper Mattaponi.
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3.2: Virginia Photo Voter Identification: Q &A
The information below is excerpted from a document prepared by the Arlington
Elections Office. The full document may be found at http://vote.arlingtonva.us.

Q: Do I need to show ID when I go to vote?
A: Yes. This is not exactly new, because in Virginia, voters have been
required to show ID to vote for many years. What’s new is that effective
with the Nov. 4, 2014 election, your ID needs to include a photo.
Q: Do I need to get a new photo ID for voting?
A: Not if you already have one of the accepted IDs; most voters do. See the list above. If you don’t have
any of these, we can give you a FREE voter photo ID.

Q: Does the photo ID have to be government-issued?
A: No. While many forms of government-issued photo IDs are allowed, you could also use an employer
or student photo ID, either of which may not necessarily be issued by a government entity. See above.

Q: My employer is based in DC. Can I use my photo ID card?
A: Yes. The employer doesn’t have to be located in Virginia.

Q: I go to school at Georgetown University and my roommate goes to George Washington
University. Can we use our student IDs to vote?
A: For student IDs, Virginia law specifically states the school must be located in Virginia. Georgetown is
only in DC, so for you the answer is No. If your roommate attends class exclusively at GWU’s DC campus,
the answer is also No. If, however, your roommate attends classes at GWU’s Virginia campus in Ballston,
he can use his GWU student ID to vote. Your roommate should be prepared to tell pollworkers he
attends class in Virginia, if it is not clear on his ID.

Q: My son just turned 18 and is registered to vote. He attends Bishop Denis O’Connell High School
in Arlington. Can he use his O’Connell student ID to vote?
A: Yes. A student ID may be from any institution of higher education or any private school located in
Virginia, so an ID from O’Connell, which is a private school, qualifies. Any public high school ID would
also be accepted.

Q: I don’t own a car and I take public transportation. I still have my New York driver’s license,
which I use for car rentals, but I don’t plan to get a Virginia license until it expires. Can I use my
New York license as long as it is still valid?
A: No. Virginia law is very specific that any driver’s license used must be a valid Virginia license. We
strongly encourage you to get a FREE photo voter ID, so you won’t have any problems when you go vote.
Q: Can I show you a picture of my ID on my smartphone?
A: No. You have to show the actual document when you go to vote.
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Q: I have a passport, but it is expired. Can I use it to vote?
A: That depends on when it expired. If a passport, driver’s license, or any other type of ID with an
expiration date has been expired within 12 months of the date of the election, it is considered valid and
you can still use it to vote. However, if that’s your only form of acceptable ID, we recommend you obtain
a FREE photo voter ID, so you won’t run into any problems in future elections.
Q: What happens if I go to the polls and don’t have acceptable ID? Can I still vote?
A: Yes, but you will need to vote a provisional ballot, which isn’t counted on Election Day. Your ballot
will only be counted if you provide the Electoral Board with a copy of your ID by no later than noon on
the third business day after the election. The receipt the pollworkers give you when you vote a
provisional ballot has specific information. If you don’t have any of the acceptable forms of ID, you can
go to your local voter registration office and get your FREE photo voter ID, even on Election Day! As
long as you do so before noon on the third business day after the election, your ballot will count.
Q: If I already have one of the acceptable forms of photo ID, can I still get a free voter photo ID?
A: The FREE photo ID is intended for voters who have no other form of acceptable ID. When you
complete the application, you sign a statement affirming you have no other ID. If, however, you have
either lost or misplaced your photo ID and it is right before the election date, we can issue a free
temporary ID so you won’t have any problems having your vote count.
Q: Do I need a photo ID if I do curbside voting?
A: Yes, all voters who vote in person, whether at the polls or absentee, need to show photo ID. This
applies to curbside voters as well.

Q: I still have my voter information card, which doesn’t have a photo. Is that now worthless?
A: Not at all, since it contains important information and will still be issued anytime someone registers
to vote or updates his or her address. This card lists your polling place, your local registration office
information, election district, and your Congressional, Virginia Senate, and Virginia House District
information. If you live in a town, it will include town precinct information, which may be different from
county precinct information.
Q: I moved last month, and I haven’t updated my Virginia driver’s license, which still shows my
old address. Will that be a problem?
A: No. Your Virginia driver’s license is still valid and can be used as your photo ID, even though it has
your old address. If you have already updated your voter registration record and received a new, nonphoto voter information card, go to vote at your new precinct, listed on the card. When the poll worker
asks you to confirm your residence address, he will verify that the address you confirm is the same as
what is on our rolls.
If you haven’t yet updated your voter registration address and you’ve moved within Virginia since the
last Nov. election, you can still vote at your former polling place. Tell the poll worker you have moved.
You will be taken out of line and be required to update your address before being allowed to vote.

Q: For security reasons, I use a post office box address for mail delivery, and this is the address
that is on my Virginia driver’s license. Can I use my license as my photo ID?
A: Yes. As mentioned in the question above, all voters are required to confirm their current residence
address to the poll workers, who will compare the information against what is on our rolls. As long as
your license is still valid, the address listed doesn’t matter for voting purposes. Many types of photo IDs
don’t include addresses at all.
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Q: I volunteer for a hospital and have a volunteer photo ID. Is that acceptable?
A: Yes. This falls under the category of employer ID, even though you are a volunteer and not a paid
employee.

Q: Can I use my Metro Access card as a photo ID?
A: Yes. Because WMATA (The Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation Association), which runs
Metro, is a joint venture between the Maryland, Washington, and Virginia state governments, it is an
acceptable government-issued ID.
Q: I work for a federal government agency that issues photo employee IDs, but for security
reasons, the name of the agency does not appear on the ID and I cannot reveal the name of my
employer. Is my ID acceptable?
A: Yes. As long as it is clear that the ID was issued by your employer during the normal course of
business, your ID is acceptable. This includes certain government agencies that cannot be named!
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ter 4: Guide to Voters with Disabilities
Section 51.5-43 of the Code of Virginia states that, “Discrimination against qualified persons with
disabilities in exercising the right to vote is prohibited.” As a sworn Officer of Election, it is your duty to
enforce this law. No qualified voter has a disability that prohibits voting; only those who have been
adjudicated by the courts as mentally incapacitated lose their qualification to vote. It is your job to be
aware of all legal options available, and to work with voters who have disabilities to find the most
suitable method for them to cast a ballot.

4.1: Accessibility – Your Responsibilities

Prior to Election Day, County staff reviews polling places to assure there
are no barriers to access for persons with disabilities. This includes
assuring there are ramps and designated parking spaces. They also check
pathways for any potential issues such as broken sidewalks or brush
obscuring the path and assure lighting is adequate for all voters.

On Election Day, Election Officers are responsible for assessing the
exterior of the polling place and reporting any potential issues, such as icy
sidewalks or down tree limbs, to the facility custodial staff (or to our office
if facility staff are not available). Election Officers also are responsible for assuring a clear, barrier-free
path of travel inside the polling place. Elections Officers must be aware of voters’ special needs and take
appropriate actions to assist them, as addressed in the sections below.

4.2: Understanding Disabilities and Functional Limitations

Remember that a person with a disability is a person first and is not defined by the type or number of
functional disabilities he or she may have: He is a “person with a disability” not a “disabled person.”
According to census data, an estimated 20% of the voting population has a disability or functional
limitations due to age alone. Since many disabilities are not visible, simply looking at a voter is not an
effective way of identifying any specialized needs a voter may have.

By definition, an individual with a disability has a physical or mental impairment that substantially
limits one or more major life activities (Americans with Disabilities Act and Sec. 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act). These disabilities may fall into broader, more familiar areas such as vision, hearing,
motor, or intellectual/information processing.

A limitation is defined as a lack of capacity in an area that restricts functionality. For example, someone
with a mobility limitation may be able to walk, but only for a short distance without the aid of an
assistive device like a cane or walker; or he or she may need a wheelchair for mobility.
As people age, the number of voters with disabilities or functional limitations will grow. This will be
especially evident in the coming years as the Baby Boomer generation (born between 1946-1964) ages.
Consider these sobering facts, according to Census figures:
• In 1998, the voting age population of adults 45 and older was 80 million.
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•
•

By 2012, that number had grown to 120 million, and it will continue to grow over the next 20
years.
Add to that longer life expectancies of this population group, which also tends to be the largest
voting bloc, and this shift becomes a large and growing issue for the way we conduct elections.

4.3: Common-Sense Guidelines

Let’s start with some common-sense guidelines, many of which apply to all voters:

1. Be courteous and respectful. If you want to address the voter by name, use “Mr.” or “Mrs./Ms.”
and the voter’s last name. Do not address voters by first name unless you know them personally
and know they prefers this form of address. A safe yet courteous form of address is to simply use
“Sir” or “Ma’am.”
2. Common sense will provide the answer to most questions.

3. Don’t underestimate people with disabilities. Physical disability DOES NOT equal lessened
mental capability.

4. Be considerate of extra time it may take for a person who is disabled or elderly to get things
done, and give unhurried attention to a person who has difficulty speaking.

5. Always speak directly to the voter, and not to a companion, aide, or sign language interpreter.
Remember that any voter with a disability may be accompanied by, and receive assistance from,
another person of their choice in the voting booth, unless the person is an employer or agent of
the voter’s employer, officer or agent of the voter’s union, or authorized political party
representative (Sec. 24.2-649 of the Code of Virginia). See Section 4.8.
6. Treat adults as adults. Don’t patronize or talk down to people with disabilities. Likewise, don’t
lavish praise on a person with a disability for having the “courage” to overcome a disability.
7. Never pretend to understand what a person is
saying. Ask the person to repeat or rephrase.

8. Ask before you help. The person may not want
assistance. Don’t insist – take “no” for an answer.
9. On the other hand, don’t be shy about offering
assistance. Your courtesy will be appreciated.

10. If your polling place is in a building with several routes through it, be sure that sufficient signs
are in place to direct a person to the most accessible route to the polling location.
11. It’s okay to use common expressions like “see you soon” or “I’d better be running along.”

12. Relax. We all make mistakes. Offer an apology if you forget some courtesy. Keep a sense of humor
and a willingness to communicate.
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4.4: Voters with Mobility Impairments
1. Do not push or touch another person’s wheelchair or equipment
without prior consent. People using adaptive equipment often
consider the equipment part of their personal space. You might
also break or damage a wheelchair or piece of equipment if you
are not familiar with it.
2. Try to put yourself at eye level when talking to someone in a
wheelchair. Sit or kneel in front of the person.

3. Ask before helping. Grabbing someone’s elbow may just throw a
person off balance. A person with mobility impairments might lean on a door while opening it.
Quickly opening the door might cause the person to fall.

4. If asked, know where someone can find accessible restrooms, telephones, and water fountains in
the building.
5. When giving directions to a person in a wheelchair, consider distance, weather conditions, and
physical obstacles (curbs, stairs, steep hills, etc.).
6. Either fasten mats and throw-rugs down securely or move them out of the way. A person with
mobility impairment could trip.
7. Keep floors dry as possible on rainy or snowy days.

8. Keep the ramps and wheelchair-accessible doors to the polling place unlocked and free of clutter.

4.5: Voters who Have Speech or Hearing Impairments

1. A voter who cannot speak can confirm his name and address simply by providing written
identification to the pollbook officer. The officer will read the name and address aloud, and the
voter can provide physical confirmation (such as nodding his head) that the information is
correct.

2.
Follow the voter’s cues to determine whether
speaking, gestures, or writing are the most effective means of
communication
3.
If speaking, speak calmly, slowly, and directly to the
voter. Do not shout. Your facial expressions, gestures, and
body movements help in understanding. Face the voter at all
times, even if a sign language interpreter is present, and keep
your face in full light (not backlit), if possible.

4.
Let the person take the lead in establishing the
communication modes, such as lip-reading, sign language, or writing notes.

5. Rephrase, rather than repeat, sentences that the voter does not understand.
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6. Pay attention, be patient, and wait for the person to complete a word or thought. Do not finish for
the person.
7. Ask the person to repeat what is said if you do not understand. Tell the person what you heard
and see if it is close to what he or she is saying.

8. Be prepared for persons who use assistive technology to enhance or augment speech. Don’t be
afraid to communicate with someone who uses an alphabet board or needs to write something
down.

4.6: Voters Who Are Blind
A voter who is blind may choose to either use an assistant or vote an audio ballot unassisted. If the voter
decides to use an assistant, follow the instructions under Section 4.8. Remember that a blind voter is
never required to sign any form, including the Request for Assistance, but the person assisting must
complete Section B of this form. Read aloud any required oaths or affirmations to the blind voter, and, if
the voter so affirms, write “blind voter” on the signature line.

General guidelines:
1. Identify yourself and state that you are an Officer of Election as soon as you come in contact with
the blind voter. Greet a person who is visually impaired by letting the voter know who and where
you are.
2. If guiding a blind voter, offer your arm to the voter, rather than taking the voter’s arm. Walk
slightly ahead of the person.
3. As you guide the person into a room, describe the layout and the
location of furniture, and note who else is nearby. Point out doors,
stairs, and other barriers as you approach them. Be specific about
describing the location of objects: “There’s a table two feet to your
left.”

4. If a blind voter has a guide dog, walk on the opposite side of the voter from the dog. Do not pet or
otherwise distract a guide dog without permission from the owner. Be aware that service
animals that assist persons with disabilities should be allowed into all buildings. Such animals
are highly trained and need no special care other than that provided by the owner. Do not
interfere with the animal’s responsibilities by talking to or playing with it.
5. Let the blind person know if you must leave his or her presence.
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4.7: Voters with Cognitive, Intellectual, or Educational Impairments
1. Keep your communication simple. Use short sentences and rephrase comments or questions for
better clarity.
2. Stay on point by focusing on one topic at a time.

3. Allow the person time to respond, ask questions, and
clarify your comments.

4. Focus on the person as he or she responds to you and pay
attention to body language.
5. If appropriate, repeat back any messages to confirm
mutual understanding.

Thanks to the Research Alliance on Accessible Voting for much of the information above.

4.8: Request for Assistance Form

(Voter is physically or educationally disabled, including voters needing language assistance; see form
below)




Use a Request for Assistance form if the voter asks for assistance in casting a ballot. The voter may
choose anyone in the polling place except for authorized political party or candidate representatives
or neutral observers to serve as an assistant, provided the person assisting is not the voter’s
employer or union representative.
It’s a good idea to keep some forms at the check-in table; the Pollbook Officers can give the form to
the voter upon request, particularly if the voter arrives with an assistant. Or, if the voter appears to
need assistance voting, the Pollbook Officers can offer assistance as an option. The Machine Officer
or other Officer can serve as the assistant.

Blind Voter
A blind voter is not required to sign the Request for Assistance form, but the person assisting him must
complete the assistant section (Section B). On the voter’s signature line (Section A):

Write “Blind Voter” then print the voter’s name

The person assisting must sign and print his name and address in Section B.
Other Voter Unable to Sign (physical disability)
On voter’s signature line (Section A)

Write “Voter Unable to Sign” then print voter’s name

The person assisting must sign and print his name and address in Section B.
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Language Assistance
If the voter asks an Officer of Election to assist by translating the ballot
• The Officer of Election must ask party or candidate observers present if they are able to provide
interpretation assistance in the voter’s language.
• If any such observers can provide assistance, they must be permitted to observe while the
Officer of Election provides language assistance.
• Any such party or candidate observers must also sign the Section C of the Request for Assistance
form (one representative from each party/candidate only).
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4-1: Request for Assistance Form
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4.9: Using the Ballot Marking Device
Any voter who so chooses may mark his ballot using the Ballot Marker; it is not limited to only blind
voters for audio ballot purposes. Many voters without apparent visual disabilities may have a
limitation that makes marking a paper ballot difficult. If a voter hesitates or seems to be confused by
the paper ballot, offer the Ballot Marker as an option.

The Ballot Marker has a touch-screen interface option. If a voter has vision limitations, the typeface
and contrast may be easily adjusted. The Ballot Marker also supports the use of sip-and-puff devices,
and voters who wish to use such devices simply attach them to the proper connection.
Make sure the Ballot Marker is set up at a seated height on a table that is wheelchair accessible. If
the voter is not in a wheelchair, a chair should be provided for voters who need to sit while voting.
The Ballot Marker should be set up at a location apart from other voting stations for privacy, and so
that voters using the audio ballot can hear with minimal distractions, but not so far away that voters
with limited mobility are burdened from reaching it.

We provide you with a large cardboard privacy shield that must be placed around the Ballot Marker
to assure privacy to the voter while he marks his ballot. The larger screen includes openings for the
Ballot Marker’s cords on the back of the screen to distinguish it from the privacy shields used for
voters voting paper ballots.
For voters needing to use the Ballot Marker, determine, with the voter’s assistance, the devices or
tools the voter needs to conveniently mark his ballot. These tools include the accessible keypad,
headset, magnified touch screen, or, if provided by the voter, a sip-and-puff. We do not provide sipand-puff devices, but voters may bring them for their use. Voters may also wish to bring their
personal headsets rather than use the one we provide.
Options include:







A voter in a wheelchair may choose to use the touchscreen to mark a ballot and will proceed
navigating through the ballot, making selections and changes as required. The voter simply
touches the screen and selections are highlighted. The voter will review the selections on a
Summary Page, making any changes, and complete voting by printing the ballot.
A blind or limited vision voter can use the accessible keypad to navigate through the ballot,
using the headset to listen to the audio, which provides instructions on how to make
selections, review the ballot on the summary screen, and print the ballot.
A limited vision voter might also use the zoom-in function on the display to enhance the size
of the ballot. This enlarges the ballot on the screen. Some voters may wish to use this function
while listening to the audio.
A hearing-impaired voter may choose to increase the volume on the headphone, or use the
touchscreen display.
A voter with restricted mobility skills who uses a sip-and-puff may bring the device to the
polls and mark a ballot on the ballot marker, either with or without audio assistance. Some
voters with limited motor skills may be able to use the touch screen, either using fingers or
knuckles to touch the screen or use a stylus device, or they may choose to listen to the audio
and use the keypad while reading the screen.
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4.9.1: Touchscreen Voting on Ballot Marker
 To activate the Ballot Marker for voting, the Election Officer must first enter the Precinct ID on
the touchscreen. The Precinct ID is your three-digit precinct code with two leading zeros, so
Precinct 017 would be 00017, for example.
 If more than one ballot style is available, such as in a dual primary situation, the Election Officer
must also select the correct ballot for the voter.
 Inform the voter that the Ballot Marker will display an instruction screen after the password is
entered. If the headset is attached, the instructions are also on the audio interface. The following
items are covered in the instructions.
o Since the instructions take more than one screen to display, inform the voter that she may
use the arrow keys on the screen to navigate back and forth between screens.

4-2: Sample Ballot Marker Instructions

 The Settings button at the bottom of the screen allows the voter to change the brightness or
contrast of the screen. The voter can select Normal, Dark, or Light under Brightness, or Normal
or High under contrast. When the voter is satisfied with her Settings selections, she touches
Done. Changes to Settings may be done at any of the screens.
 When the voter is comfortable with the instructions and settings, she may begin to vote by
touching Start.
 The total pages of the ballot, and the page being displayed, will be indicated at the bottom right
of the screen.
 The voter can make selections by touching anywhere in the box by the desired candidate or
question selection, which will highlight the selection.
 If the voter fails to make a selection after two minutes, a message will appear on the screen
asking the voter if she needs more time. If the voter continues to fail to respond, the OVI will
cancel the session.
 To change selections, the voter must first touch the previous selection to deselect it before
making a new choice.
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4-3: Sample Ballot Marker touchscreen ballot

The following buttons appear on the screen:

Cancel: Cancels the ballot (voting session) and brings the BM screen back to the prompt to
enter the Election Password.
Help: Displays instructions.

Settings: Allows the voter to change the brightness settings of the screen to one of three
preset brightness levels (Dark, Normal, Light) and contrast settings (Normal or High).
Previous Page: Allows the voter to navigate back to previous pages of the ballot, if any.

Next Page: Allows the voter to navigate forward to additional pages of the ballot, if any.
Done: This moves the ballot from the Ballot Entry (selection) screen to the Summary
screen. The Done button is initially disabled and only enabled once all contests on the
ballot have been displayed.

Zoom In: The + button on the side of the screen allows the voter to decrease the number of
columns displayed from 3 to 2 to 1. The system is designed to change the font size as the
number of columns decreases to improve readability. The Zoom function is enabled when
at least two columns appear on the screen.
Zoom Out: The – button on the side of the screen allows the voter to increase the number
of columns displayed from 1 to 2 to 3, which displays more contests on the screen but also
decreases the font. The Zoom Out function is enabled when one or two columns are
displayed on the screen.
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4.9.2: Audio Voting on the Ballot Marker
Whenever the headset is plugged in to the keypad, the audio
instructions will play. The instructions and ballot will still appear on the
touchscreen, so a limited vision voter may choose to use a combination
of audio ballot and the touchscreen. For purposes of instruction,
however, we assume the voter using the audio will also navigate the
ballot using the keypad.
Be sure the headset is securely plugged in to the keypad, in the jack on
the upper left. Give the voter the opportunity to touch and become
familiar with the keypad before you activate the ballot.

Keypad buttons and functions:
4-4: Accessible keypad

Tempo: The keypad has two Tempo keys on the upper right to increase or decrease the tempo of the
audio presented to the voter. The Tempo setting stays as set by the voter for the duration of the ballot
session. It is then reset to the default value after the ballot is printed or the current session is
cancelled.
Tempo Speed Up: The light blue up arrow (with a +) key at the top right side of the
keypad allows the voter to speed up the play of the audio.

Tempo Slow Down: The light brown down arrow (with a -) key at the top right side of
the keypad (below the Tempo Up key) allows the voter to slow down the speed of the
audio.

Pause: Pressing the Tempo Up and Tempo Down buttons at the same time will pause the
audio. The voter will hear the message “Pause – press up or down volume buttons to
restart.” Pressing either the up or down volume buttons will restart the sound. Pressing
any of the arrow buttons will take the voter to the selected contest or candidate and the
audio will start playing from that point.

Volume: The keypad has two Volume keys on the upper left to increase or decrease the volume of the
audio presented to the voter. When the volume is changed, it affects the next sound file played. The
volume setting stays as set by the voter for the duration of the ballot session, after which it returns to
the default volume.
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Volume Increase: The reddish oval (with a +) key at the top left of the keypad allows the
voter to increase the volume of the audio.
Volume Decrease: The black oval (with a -) key at the top left side of the keypad (below
the Volume Increase key) allows the voter to decrease the volume of the audio.

Navigation: When the ballot is displayed, the keypad navigation is organized in a circular fashion.
The right and left keys move through the candidates and choices and include the “Done” option.

Right Key (Yellow): Moves the voter forward through the contests. The last entry in the
list is the “Done” option. If the voter moves past the “Done” option, the OVI goes back to
the first contest.
Left Key (Pink): Moves the voter backward through the contests. The back button will
stop at the first contest, and the voter will hear “You are at the beginning of the ballot.”

The Up (Blue) and Down (Gray) Arrow Keys will cycle the voter through the candidates
or choices available for the current contest. The audio will name the candidates as this
occurs, and if a candidate has been selected, the audio will inform the voter.
Enter Key (Middle Square Green Key): If the choice where the voter is at is selectable,
this button makes the selection. This button is also used by the voter to deselect a choice
he wishes to change. If the “Done” button is selected, the OVI moves to the Review
Screen.

4.9.3: Finishing and Printing the Ballot
After the voter makes her selections, the voter selects Done. At this time the screen displays and/or the
headset reads instructions for the Ballot Summary, which displays or reads all the contests from the
ballot with only the selections made by the voter.

Voters have the option of changing selections at this time. They are also informed if not all selections for
a particular contest have been made. To make changes, the touchscreen voter touches the selection, and
the audio voter uses the keys to navigate to the selection she wishes to change and selects Enter.
Once the voter is satisfied with all selections made, she touches or navigates to Print. The Ballot Marker
will then print the ballot. If the Ballot Marker has not been used for some time, it will first print a blank
stub of paper before printing the ballot. This is simply a test to assure the printer is working properly.
The voter, with assistance of an Election Officer if necessary, then takes the ballot to the scanner.
Because all ballots printed by the ballot marker are only printed on one side, an Election Officer
assisting the voter with this step should immediately turn the ballot over so the voter’s selections
cannot be seen. A privacy folder may also be used.
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At the scanner, either the voter or the Election Officer assisting, as appropriate, feeds the ballot into the
scanner by inserting it in the center of the reader between the two arrows.

4-5: Insert ballot into scanner

4.10: Voting Outside the Polls

(Eligible voter is physically unable to enter polling place; under Virginia law voters 65 and over are
permitted to vote outside the polls.)
4.10.1: Outside Polls Voter on Pollbook
•

•

Chief: Either affirm voter’s identity and eligibility with person coming into the polls on behalf of
voter or write down voter’s information from Pollbook so you can confirm the information with the
voter. Be sure to check the ID of all persons voting outside the polls. Do NOT remove a Poll Pad used
for check-in from the polling place!
Pollbook Officer: Once the Chief or other designated officer has affirmed the voter’s identity and
checked the voter’s ID, find the voter’s name in the pollbook as you would with any other voter.
 Once you have selected the voter and are on the Poll Worker Confirmation screen, tap Outside
Polls.

 From the Select Ballot Screen, after selecting the voter’s party ballot, tap Accept.
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 The next screen will be the green screen confirming the voter was checked in.
 If you do not tap Outside Polls by mistake for a voter who voted outside the polls,
please tell the Chief.
 Chief: make a note of the error on Part C on both copies of the SOR.

4.10.2: Take Ballot Out to Voter

Chief or designated officer: Take the following items out to the voter:
• Blank ballot
• Black ballpoint pen and clipboard
• Privacy folder
• Request for Assistance form
• I Voted sticker

 Attach the ballot to the clipboard and hand the clipboard, pen, and privacy folder to the voter.
 Instruct the voter to mark the boxes next to his selections and when done voting, place the ballot
into the privacy folder. If the ballot has selections on both sides, be sure to remind the voter to vote
both sides.
 If the voter needs you or any other individual to assist, including holding the clipboard where you
might view the voter’s selections, complete the Request for Assistance form.
 When the voter has completed the ballot, make sure he places it in the privacy folder.
 Retrieve the folder with the voted ballot and all other items from the voter.
 Give the voter an I Voted sticker and thank him for voting. Assure the voter that you will
immediately insert his ballot into the scanner, without viewing it, when you return to the polls.
 Once back in the polling place, pull the top of the ballot slightly out of the privacy folder and insert it
in to the scanner to cast the voter’s vote.
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Chapter 5: While the Polls Are Open




Synchronize your watch with the Time of Day telephone number 202-7621401 or with your cell phone clock.
At exactly 6:00 a.m., open the doors and announce the polls are now open.
Welcome any authorized representatives (see Section 12.1) and check and
collect their written authorizations. Place the authorization forms in Bag #8,
along with any other used forms.

5.1: Emergency Ballot Situations: What If We’re Locked Out?

5-1: Polls Open!

Emergency ballot situations include the following:
• You are unable to begin voting using the scanner by the time the polls open at 6 a.m. (i.e. you are
locked out of the polling place), or you lose power and the scanner is inoperable.
o Chief: Call our office at 703-228-3456 immediately if you are in this situation. We can send a
tech out to assist you, bringing additional equipment and ballots if necessary. Meanwhile, you
can start voting using a pollbook and the ballots. If you are locked out, we can assist by
contacting the appropriate personnel.
o If you lose power at any time, call us immediately at 703-228-3456 so we can work to get
power restored. The pollbooks will operate for several hours on battery power if needed, and
we can bring you battery backup or additional equipment if necessary.
• You must evacuate the polling place during the course of the election (see Chapter 17).
o Call our office at 703-228-3456 immediately. If you are able to remove at least one pollbook,
the ballot bag, and a package of ballots, you can continue the election on battery power for
the pollbook and insert ballots into the sealed ballot bag, as appropriate. We can also bring
you additional ballots or equipment if needed.
In an emergency situation, voters would be checked in on
the pollbooks, either on the Poll Pad or, if not available, a
list provided by our office, and issued a ballot, which after
voted is inserted into either the ballot bag or the
emergency ballot bin on the ballot box, as appropriate.
We provide 100 ballots in Envelope #6 for emergency
purposes; the Chief has these ballots in the supply case
picked up the day before the election. This enables you to
always have a supply of ballots available in case you are
locked out or must evacuate.
At the close of polls, before closing the scanner, you must
open the ballot bag and/or emergency ballot bin and
insert those ballots into the scanner for counting.
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If your ballot supply seems to be getting very low, call the office immediately so we can get more ballots
out to you. If we are unable to do so:
• Have voters use the Ballot Marker
• In rare cases, the Electoral Board may authorize ballots to be reproduced.
• Do not reproduce ballots without permission. This is state law.

5.2: Greeter/Lookup Officer

The Greeter or Lookup Officer, if used, will greet the voters and remind them to
have their IDs ready as they approach the check-in desk. If there are lines waiting
to check in, this officer will “work the line” to remind voters what is on the ballot,
handing out ballot listings and other information if necessary. If you use a lookup
device (November elections), this Officer can lookup voters to assure they are in the correct precinct
and if not, direct them to the precinct where they are registered (see Section 13.2), including completing
the Election Day Referral Form (see Section 16.6).
The Greeter/Lookup Officer also will be the first Officer to identify persons who may need some
assistance and provide relief as needed. For example, if lines are long, elderly or frail voters, those with
canes or walkers, and pregnant women should be offered the opportunity to sit in a chair while they
wait. See Chapter 4 for more information.
5.2.1: Student Pages and Election Concierges

These are individuals who may be present to assist you in conducting the election. Unlike Officers of
Election, Pages and Concierges are not paid and typically serve only part of the day, sometimes only for
a few hours.
Student Pages are high school students who are not yet eligible to vote and thus not eligible to serve as
Officers of Election. Election Concierges are adult volunteers who cannot commit to working for a full
day but wish to help out in some capacity.

Because Pages and Concierges are not sworn Officers of Election, they are limited in the tasks they can
perform. They cannot, for example, access pollbooks, handle ballots, or assist at the voting equipment.
They are, however, ideally suited for the Greeter/Lookup position described above, which frees sworn
Officers for other duties. Other tasks that may be assigned to Pages/Concierges include distributing “I
Voted” stickers and escorting voters who have registration issues from the check-in station to the
Chief’s table. They can also assist voters in marking their ballots if requested; the Request for Assistance
Form must be completed.
5.2.2: Improving the Voter Experience

Particularly in large turnout elections, several Greeter Officers may be deployed to manage lines at
different points in the polling place. Here are some specific guidelines:
•

Have single lines leading to the check-in tables, the ballot tables, the marking stations, and the
scanner(s). We recommend placing a line of green tape on the floor at all points where voters
must wait to be served at each step.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

Check with voters waiting in the check-in line to verify they are at the correct polling place. If not,
direct them to the correct location.
Remind voters they must have correct photo voter ID, and provide information about the valid
forms of ID.
o If a voter states he does not have one of the valid ID types, inform the voter he can vote a
provisional ballot, but the voter must still wait his turn in line. Instruct the voter to tell the
Pollbook Officer he has no ID when he reaches the check-in table.
Encourage voters to review what is on the ballot, which may include sample ballots or handouts.
Answer any questions voters may have about how to mark the ballot or insert it into the scanner.
Voters are permitted to read literature, including sample ballots or handouts about candidates or
ballot questions, while they wait in line. They can also read newspapers, books, or other print
material.
Cell phone or electronic device use is allowed while waiting in line, but once the voter enters the
voting room, any audible use must cease. Voters may continue to use their devices, but they
cannot make or take audible phone calls or listen/view any audible media. Ask voters to end calls
and set their phones on silent. See Section 14.1.
Frequently cycle voting permits from the Ballot Officer(s) back to the Pollbook Officer(s) and
manila privacy folders from the Scanner Officer(s) back to the Ballot Officer(s).

5-3: Voters waiting at Wilson Precinct, Nov. 2012

5.2.3: Accommodating Voters in Line
Some voters may not be able to stand in line. Sometimes other voters waiting may encourage the voter
who has a disability or trouble standing to move ahead in line, but to be equitable, you should assure
there are a number of chairs available to allow the voters to sit until the line reaches their place. To
mark the voter’s place, hand the voter and the standing person in front of the voter a colored
placeholder card, both with the same color.
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When the voter standing in line reaches the head of the line, escort the seated voter with the same color
card to the front of the line to be served next.

In a very busy election, this system may need to be used at all line points, but it is most critically needed
at the line to check-in, as this is typically the longest wait voters will encounter at the polls.
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Chapter 6: Check-In – Pollbook Officer
6.1: Determining if Voter is Qualified
The Pollbook Officer is the first officer to encounter a problem regarding a person’s qualification to vote.
If the problem is not one the Pollbook Officer can immediately resolve, the Officer should ask the voter
to step out of line, then call the Chief Officer for assistance. For the majority of voters, the Pollbook
Officer will follow the procedure outlined below in the first column, Steps 1-5. The What If . . . is found
in Chapter 15 of this Guide.
Standard Procedure

1. Ask voter to state full legal name, and ask to
see acceptable ID (even if you know the
person)
2. Locate voter’s name in Pollbook (scan ID)

3. Ask voter to state current residence
address.
4. Compare voter’s stated address with the
address printed in the Pollbook.
5. Repeat in a clear, loud voice the voter’s full
name and residence address.

What to Do If. . .

If you have questions about which IDs are
acceptable, see What If, Problem 1.
If voter has no acceptable ID, see What If, problem 2.
If “Inactive” is printed next to voter’s name, see What
If, Problems 3-7.
If voter’s name is marked as already voted, see What
If, Problem 14.
If voter’s address has changed, see What If, Problems
4-7.
If voter’s qualification to vote is challenged, see What
If, Problem 13.

6.2: Poll Pad Procedures – Finding Voters
6.2.1: Find Voter Using the Barcode Scanner option
If the voter provides a Virginia DMV Driver’s License or ID Card, the fastest and most accurate way to
find the name is to scan the barcode on the ID.
The scanner will not work on any other forms of ID, even if the ID has a barcode.

Place the ID in the holder with the barcode facing you. Tap the Scan Barcode button. The pollbook will
take a second to focus before the voter’s name comes up. When the barcode is read, the Poll Pad will
display the Voter Record on the Poll Worker Confirmation screen. Skip to 6.2.4:
If you get an error saying the barcode cannot be found or is invalid, use the Manual Entry Option.

Hint: If you don’t have a scannable ID (see next section) use the voter’s ID to help you find the name on
the pollbook. Be sure to give the ID back to the voter!
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6.2.2: Finding Voter Using Manual Entry
Even though searching for a voter using the barcode scanner is fast and accurate, sometimes the voter
will hand you an acceptable ID that does not have a barcode you can scan, or the barcode on the license
can’t be read, so you need to know how to manually find a voter.

If a voter hands you a valid ID that cannot be scanned, NEVER ask for an additional ID so you can scan it.
Voters have the right to present any type of ID they choose, provided it is one of the valid types.

6-1: Find Voter Screen

From the Check-in Option Screen Tap Search for the voter’s name by tapping the first few letters of the
voter’s last and first names on the keypad. Usually this will find the voter instantly or a list of names will
appear. Once you have a list of names displayed, you can also use the scroll to search the list. Most
names can be found using the first two or three letters. Example: The voter’s name is Michele Peterson,
so you tap “PET, MIC.”

6-2: Enter voter information and select name

For some names, you may need to type more of the last name and/or include the first few letters of the
first name to find your voter. Once you see the voter’s name on the list, tap anywhere on the line to
select it. This will take you to the Poll Worker Confirmation screen.
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6-3: Poll Worker Confirmation Screen

6.2.3: Confirm Voter Information and Issue Ballot
The purpose of the voter presenting an ID is for the election officers to visually verify the photo on the
ID against the voter. Some IDs may contain photos that are several years out of date. People age, change
hair color or facial hair, switch between glasses and contact lenses, etc. As long as the photo is a
reasonable match to the person standing in front of you, you should accept the ID.

The name on the ID does NOT need to exactly match what is on the pollbook, as long as you can identify
the voter. For example, voter William James Smith may present an employee ID listing his name as Bill
Smith. As long as the photo matches him and the name is reasonably the same, you should accept the ID.
Addresses on photo IDs, if they exist, are irrelevant and should never be checked against what is on the
pollbook, except if the voter chooses to affirm his address using the ID, as noted below. Virginia law
requires the voter to affirm his name and residence address; it does not require this affirmation to be
made via the ID presented. The easiest way to obtain this information is to ask the voter.
Ask the voter to verify her full legal name and current residence address. Repeat the voter’s name and
address clearly.

Some voters may not wish to state their name and address out loud, or they may not be physically able
to speak. They may instead choose to verify their name and address information by either affirming the
printed information on their ID, if any, is correct, or by otherwise presenting their ID information in
writing. This is perfectly acceptable. You must, however, still repeat the voter’s name and address
clearly; this is required by law.
If the information the voter confirms matches what is on the screen, tap the Accept arrow at the top of
the screen.
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6-4: Confirm Voter Info and Issue Ballot

After you tap Accept, a green screen will appear confirming the voter has been checked in. After a few
seconds the screen will return to the Check-in Option Screen.
Hand the voter a voter permit card and direct voter to the Ballot Officer. Proceed to process the next
voter in line.

Jefferson (027) Precinct Only – Elections for House of Delegates

On the Poll Worker Confirmation screen, note the voter's House district; it will be listed as either SHD
47 or SHD 49. This is important because you need to give the voter the correct ballot.

Tapping Accept will print a receipt that can be used as a voting permit so that the ballot officer knows
which ballot to issue.
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6.2.4: Dual Primaries Only
In a dual primary, both the Democratic and Republican parties hold primaries on the same date.
Although we do not register to vote by political party in Virginia, voters can only select ONE primary
ballot to vote.

Please note that selection of a party primary ballot does not mean that the voter is a member of that
party or necessarily supports that party; the voter is simply choosing to vote that particular ballot in
this particular election.

Ask the voter which party ballot he or she wishes to vote. In dual primaries, you must select the chosen
party from the drop-down list before you can issue the Ballot.
Hand the voter a voter permit card for the specified primary and direct him or her to the Ballot Officer.

6.3: Voter Has No Acceptable ID

If the voter has no ID, advise the voter he must vote a provisional ballot and will be required to provide
the Electoral Board (not Election Officers at the polls) with a copy of his ID by noon on the Friday after
the election in order for the ballot to count. Send the voter to the Chief to vote a provisional ballot. Note
that if the voter chooses to leave and return later, he cannot go to the front of the line when he returns.
Chief: See Section 9.2.

6.4: Change of Address or Name
(See What If, Problems 4-7)

Pollbook Officer: Whenever a voter gives you a name or address different from what is in the pollbook,
or if the voter says she moved or changed her name, send the voter to the Chief’s table. Clear the voter’s
information on the pollbook and continue with your next voter. However, if the voter presents a letter
from the Elections Office indicating we have her address change on file, he does not need to go to the
Chief. Process the voter as if her name and address on the pollbook is correct.

Exception: If the only change to a voter’s address is a change to a new apartment in the same
building, capture the voter’s name, year of birth, new apartment number, and signature on the
Apartment Number Update Sheet, which is kept at each pollbook station. Process the voter stating
aloud the old apartment number listed on the pollbook.

6-6: Apartment Number Update Sheet
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Chief: In most cases, have voter complete Virginia Voter Registration Application. See the flow chart on
at the end of Chapter 15 for guidance. In some situations, the voter must complete the Affirmation of
Eligibility form instead.
NEVER have the voter complete more than one form!
Place completed applications or forms in Bag #8.

Escort the voter back to the beginning of the check-in line but wait for the Pollbook Officer to continue
processing any voter in progress.

Pollbook Officer: After the Chief has brought the voter back to the line, process the voter as if the name
and address in the pollbook are correct. In this case, the voter will affirm his former address, which is
what you will state aloud.

6.5: Pollbook Only Shows Post Office Address for Voter

Certain voters are entitled to have their residence addresses protected from display on public
documents, including the pollbooks, for safety and security reasons. These covered voters include active
and retired law enforcement personnel and their families residing with them and those protected by
restraining orders or because they have filed stalking complaints. They must provide our office with a
post office address and supporting documentation to obtain this privilege.
The address on the pollbook for these covered voters will show their post office box address only. Do
NOT ask the voter to state his or her residence address. These voters instead must affirm the post office
box address displayed in the pollbook.

6.6: Voter’s Name Not on Pollbook in Your Precinct
(See What If, Problems 9-12)

Pollbook Officer: If a voter’s name is not on the pollbook, first try the following:
 Confirm the correct spelling of the voter’s name
 See the “Poll Pad Lookup Hints” in Chapter 13 for assistance in finding names on the pollbook.
 Ask the voter if his name has recently changed
 Ask when and where the person registered to vote
If you still can’t find the name, send the voter to the Chief’s table.

Chief: Obtain the voter’s full name, address, birthdate, and Social Security number before calling the
election office for assistance (complete Telephone Call-in form).
The office will research the voter and determine if the voter should be added to the pollbook.

 Authorized by Office to Add Voter to the Pollbook



You might obtain authorization from the office to add a voter to the pollbook, if authorized.
Record the discrepancy in Part C on both copies of the Statement of Results.
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o Be sure to indicate who in the office authorized the add-on.
o Record the name of the voter who was authorized to vote.
Take the voter back to the pollbook.

Pollbook Officer: Proceed issuing the voter a ballot as with any other voter by checking the voter’s ID
and repeating the voter’s name and address.

 Not Authorized by Office to Enter Voter onto the Pollbook
There are times when you cannot reach the office. If so:
• Have the voter cast a Provisional Ballot.
• Follow procedures for a Provisional Ballot.
See Chapter 9, Section 9.1 (also, Chapter 15: What-if, problem 12a. Provisional)

6.7: Absentee Voters/Voter Brings Absentee Ballot to the Polls
(See What If, Problem 19)

Pollbook Officer: If the voter has already has been issued an absentee ballot, you will see Absentee
Issued highlighted in RED by the voter’s name. If you scan an ID or select the voter, you will get a
message (see Figure 6-7) instructing you to call your Chief for assistance. Tap Go Back to return to Find
Voters and notify your Chief or Assistant Chief.

If the voter brings an absentee ballot to the polls, either voted or not voted, call the Chief or Assistant
Chief.

Chief: If a voter who has been issued an absentee ballot brings his ballot to the polls, either unused,
spoiled, or voted, the voter can vote a new ballot and insert it in the scanner after turning in his
absentee ballot to you. A spoiled ballot is one where the voter has marked it incorrectly, either in error
or the voter changes his mind and wants a new ballot.
With absentee voters at the polls, the rules can get complicated so it is always best, whenever possible,
to call the office at 703-228-3456 and ask to speak to the Absentee Department.
Chief: Mark the ballot “Spoiled” and place the ballot in Envelope #4 (orange stripe). If he chooses to
leave his voted ballot with you and not vote on the machine, advise him it not be counted, as absentee
ballots are not counted at the polls in Arlington because we have a CAP (Central Absentee Precinct).
Make a tick mark in the appropriate section of the Ballot Record Report (see Page 7-2).

Chief: If you determine or are instructed by the office that the absentee voter is eligible to vote in the
precinct, escort the voter back to the Pollbook Officer and instruct the Officer to find the voter and tap
Accept. You will be asked to enter the Supervisor’s Password as described above. Once you get to the
Allow Voter screen, the Pollbook Officer can proceed with issuing the ballot.
If the marked absentee voter does not bring his ballot to the polls, he can vote a provisional ballot.
See Chapter 9.
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6-7: Voter has been issued an Absentee Ballot

6.8: Other Situations
Challenge the voter (call your Chief) if the voter provides name or address information different from
what is on the pollbook, or if Inactive is highlighted in RED (see What If, Problems 3-7). If you select an
Inactive voter, you will see the following:

6-8: Inactive voter

Notes on Inactive Voters – Ask “Where” and “When”
 All voters marked Inactive require attention from the Chief or Assistant. Not all will be eligible to
vote in your precinct, so the Chief needs to make that determination.
 Chief: The flow chart at the end of Chapter 15 will help you in determining how to proceed. You
also have a copy of this chart in your blue forms folder.
 All Inactive voters who are eligible must complete a form before they can vote.
o Not all Inactive voters require completion of the Affirmation of Eligibility (AOE). Some only
need to complete the Voter Registration Application (VRA).
 You must first ask the voter where he lives. If he says he moved, you must ask him when he
moved. How he responds determines how you proceed, and which form to use.
Chief: Once the Inactive voter has completed the correct form, escort the voter back to the Pollbook
Officer.
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Pollbook Officer: Find and select the voter’s name in the pollbook. Repeat the voter’s name and
address as it is written in the pollbook.

Chief: After the Pollbook Officer selects the voter, you will be prompted for the Supervisor’s Code.

6-9: Processing Inactive voter

Pollbook Officer: Once the Chief has entered the Supervisor’s Code, you may issue the ballot.

6.9: Voter’s Name Marked as Already Having Voted
(See What If, Problem 14)

Send the voter to the Chief. This voter may vote a Provisional Ballot only. If you select the voter’s name,
you will not be able to re-issue a ballot to this voter.

6-10: A ballot has already been issued to this voter

Chief: If you think the Pollbook Officer may have already processed the voter but became distracted or
confused, you can check to see when the ballot was issued to this voter. On the Voter Lookup screen
shown above, the screen will show the timestamp of when the ballot was issued. If it was within just a
few minutes of the present time, you can presume the Pollbook Officer wasn’t paying proper attention
and has already processed the voter. In this case, go ahead and give the voter a permit and direct her to
the machines.
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If, however, the timestamp shows a time much earlier in the day, you must have the voter vote a
Provisional Ballot.

6.10: Pollbook Counts

At the bottom right of all screens is a status line with a count of ballots issued on that Poll Pad only.
6-11: Pollbook status line

IMPORTANT: Periodically check to assure all pollbooks have the same ballot count. If they do not, call
the Chief. To do this, go to the Menu at the top left of the screen and select Summary Report.

6-12: Summary Screen

Chief: If pollbook counts are not in sync, check your connections. Be patient – when the pollbooks need
to sync with one another, it may take a little time. Call the office at 703-228-3456 if you have questions
or continued discrepancies.
6.10.1: Other Useful Poll Pad Information
•
•
•

The icon at the top right of the screen shows battery and power information. The green color tells
you whether your unit is connected to a power source or not.
If a voter checks in at another unit connected to yours, you will see the voter’s name highlighted in
green. “VOTED” and the time the voter checked in are indicated in dark green.
The public count does not include other Poll Pads, only the one you are using.
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Chapter 7: Get Ballot – Ballot Officer
After the Pollbook Officer checks in a voter and hands him a Voting Permit, the voter is directed to the
Ballot Officer. The Ballot Officer takes the permit and hands the voter a blank ballot, directing the voter
to the marking stations.
The Ballot Officer is responsible for accounting for all paper ballots at the polls. A specified number of
blank ballots are delivered to each polling place. These ballots are sealed in packs of 100, and Ballot
Officers must count each pack to verify the number enclosed before using the ballots.
We send you your ballots in the precinct cart, either in sealed box with a Election Day label attached.
Please do not destroy the box when you open it because you must re-use it at the end of the day to
return any unused ballots.

 At the beginning of the day, the Ballot Officer counts the number of ballot packs provided and enters
the number in Part 1 of the Ballot Record Report (BRR). Presume each sealed pack includes 100
ballots. See Figure 7-1.

7-1: Account for all ballot packs received

 Remember that, in addition to the ballot packs provided in the precinct cart, we also send one
pack of ballots, sealed in the Yellow Ballot Bag, in the Chief’s precinct supply bag, to be used in an
emergency situation if you are locked out of the polling place at the beginning of the day (see
Section 5.1). Be sure to include this pack when you count the total ballot packs received. Once the
polls are open these ballots can be added to your total ballot supply; they are no different than
any other ballots.

 The Ballot Officer then breaks the seal on the first pack and counts the ballots. Although the ballot
printer is supposed to provide ballots in packs of 100 each, sometimes, due to automated processes,
the packs contain more or fewer ballots. It is important that each pack be counted so we can account
for ballots used at the polls.
 Mark the number of ballots in the pack on the appropriate line on the BRR under Part 4. Ballot
Packs Opened. See Figure 7-3.
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7.1: Voters Voting Standard Ballots

 When a voter approaches with a Voting Permit, take the
permit, give the voter a ballot, a manila privacy folder, and
direct the voter to an open marking station.
 Marking pens are available at the marking stations.
 As you are getting low on one pack of ballots, you should
break the Seal and Count Certification the next pack. In
busy elections, there may be more than one Ballot Officer
assisting in these tasks. Hint: Count them out in multiples
of 10, 20, or 25 so you won’t lose track of where you are if
you are interrupted.

7-2: Voter marking a ballot

7-3: Ballot Record Report
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7.2: Voter Spoils Ballot

 A voter who makes a mistake in marking his ballot or requests a new ballot is directed by other
Officers to return to the Ballot Officer.
 The Ballot Officer folds the spoiled ballot, marks it “Spoiled,” and places it in Envelope 4, Void and
Spoiled Ballots (orange stripe).
 Make a tick mark under Spoiled in Part 5 on the BRR for each spoiled ballot. See Figure 7-3.
 Give the voter a new ballot.

7.3: Void Ballots

 In a rare situation, a voter’s ballot may be voided if he is issued a ballot and decides not to vote.
 The Ballot Officer folds the voided ballot, marks it “Void,” and places it in Envelope 4, Void and
Spoiled Ballots (orange stripe).
 Make a tick mark under Void in Part 5 on the BRR for each voided ballot. See Figure 7-3.

 What’s the difference between Spoiled and Void? A Spoiled Ballot is one where a ballot was
issued at the polls, the voter makes a mistake, and another ballot is issued as a replacement. With
a Void ballot, another ballot is not issued to replace the original issued ballot.

Exception:

7.4: Voter Brings Absentee Ballot to the Polls

 If a voter brings an absentee ballot to the polls, he can void that ballot and be issued a new ballot
that will be marked and counted at the polls. When the Pollbook Officer encounters this situation,
the Chief or Assistant must be alerted to provide further instruction.
 After checking the voter in at the pollbook, the Chief or Assistant will escort the voter to the Ballot
Officer.
 Either voter or the Ballot Officer will mark the absentee ballot, which should be sealed in an
envelope, as “Void,” and the Ballot Officer issues a new ballot to the voter.
 In this case, since the voter’s original ballot was not issued at the polls, do not make a tick mark
under Void Ballots.

7.5: Provisional Ballots

 When the Chief or Assistant Chief needs to issue a Provisional Ballot to a voter, they will come to the
Ballot Officer to receive a ballot from the ballot supply provided.
 Make a tick mark under Provisional in Part 5 on the BRR for each ballot provided for this purpose.
See Figure 7-3.

7.6: Voters Voting on the Ballot Marker

 If a voter wishes to vote using the Ballot Marker, call the designated officer for assistance. In busy
elections, there will likely be a designed Ballot Marker Officer, but in smaller elections the Chief,
Assistant, or other designated officer may perform this role.
 Although the Ballot Marker Officer takes the Voting Permit from the voter, no physical ballot is
issued; the voter will use the Ballot Marker to mark and print his ballot.
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 Since the Ballot Marker produces ballots that have been first reviewed by voters, it is highly unlikely
that any ballots will be spoiled or voided after printing, but it is possible. If you do have any spoiled,
void, or provisional ballots that were issued on the Ballot Marker, make tick marks as appropriate
on Part 6 of the BRR. See Figure 7-3.
 Chief: If you encounter any unusual situation with the Ballot Marker, please call the office at 703228-3456 for further instruction. Discrepancies should be noted on Part E of the SOR.
 See Section 4.9.

7.7: Voting Permits

 Periodically cycle voting permits back to the Pollbook Officer. You are only given a limited supply to
assist with crowd control: You should never have more voters checked in and in the process of
voting than you have available permits.
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Chapter 8: Cast Ballot – Machine Officers
8.1: Scanner Officer

The Scanner Officer is stationed near the scanner to provide assistance to voters. For voter privacy,
mark a green tape line on the floor at a respectable distance where voters with completed ballots can
wait while a voter at the scanner is inserting a ballot. The process should only take a few seconds.

The Scanner Officer will take privacy folders from voters after they’ve inserted ballots and periodically
return them to the Ballot Officer. The Scanner Officer should also regularly check the marking stations
to assure pens are available and voters have not left political material behind.

8-1: Scanner overview

The voter must insert his voted ballot into the scanner himself; Election Officers can provide assistance
but only the voter can cast his ballot, unless the voter has requested
assistance and the Request for Assistance form has been completed. See
Section 4.8. The ballot may be inserted in any direction as long as the
short end is entered first.
If the voter is using a privacy folder, suggest he pull one edge slightly
out of the folder and hold it lightly as he feeds it into the scanner.
Be sure the ballot reader indicator light is green before the voter
inserts the ballot. The scanner’s screen should read “Insert Paper
Ballot.”

The voter simply places the ballot on the scanner unit, and it is fed into
the tabulator. While the ballot is being read, the indicator light will turn
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red. Once the ballot is cast, the light turns green again and a “Thank you for voting” message appears
briefly on the touch-screen.

The voter should then walk away from the scanner (don’t forget to give him an I Voted sticker!) and the
scanner is now ready for the next voter.

8-3: Insert ballot into scanner

8-4: Thank you for voting screen

8.2: Voter’s Ballot Rejected by the Scanner

 If the voter has voted for more selections than allowed for any office (overvote) or marked the ballot
in a manner that the scanner views it as a blank ballot, the scanner will not accept the ballot. The
printer produces a Ballot Alert notice when this occurs. A Ballot Alert message also appears on the
scanner’s touchscreen.
 When you hear the printer, ask the voter step aside with the printed Ballot Alert and his ballot. Have
a privacy folder available. This allows other voters to insert their ballots while you are assisting the
voter whose ballot was rejected.
 The Ballot Alert will indicate the issue with the voter’s ballot. The Scanner Officer should not look at
the voter’s actual ballot and instead offer a privacy folder. Only look at the ballot at the voter’s
request.
o Overvote. This means that the voter marked more than the number of allowed selections
for the specified office. It may be that the voter made a selection, then changed his mind,
trying to scratch out the wrong selection and marking a new one. Unfortunately, the
scanner won’t understand this. The Ballot Alert will indicate which office is overvoted,
giving the voter a chance to review his ballot so he’ll understand why this occurred.
o Blank ballot. Typically, this occurs when a voter has not marked the ballot correctly by
filling in the ovals next to his selections. Instead, he may have made check marks to the
right of his selections or circled them. The scanner cannot read any marks other than
those in the ovals.
o Ballot cannot be read. If this occurs, it usually means there are stray marks in the timing
areas on the border of the ballots. These marks identify the ballot and election to the
scanner, and if they are altered, the scanner can’t read the ballot.
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 The best solution in all cases is to have the voter go back to the Ballot Officer for a new ballot. His
original ballot will be spoiled. If, however, the ballot was blank or not marked correctly, the voter
can correctly mark the same ballot by filling in the ovals.
 If, however, the voter requests the ballot be cast as is, have him insert the
ballot into the scanner again.
 When the ballot is rejected and the Ballot Alert prints, have the voter press
the box by “Accept Ballot” on the touchscreen so a check mark appears.
 Have the voter insert the ballot again. The ballot will now be accepted by the
scanner.
 Before doing so, remind the voter that his selections will not be counted if
they are marked incorrectly. In some cases, however, voters may insist on
voting a blank ballot as a protest vote.
 We do not need to keep the Ballot Alert papers. They should be disposed in a
recycling container after you resolve the voter’s issue.

8-5: Accept Ballot

8.3: Ballot Marker Officer

In busy elections, most precincts will have a designated Ballot Marker officer to aid any voters who need
to mark their ballots using the Ballot Marker. In smaller elections, however, these tasks may be
performed by the Chief, Assistant Chief, or other Officer designated by the Chief.

 Determine how the voter wishes or needs to use the Ballot Marker: Touchscreen or Audio ballot.
 Enter your Precinct ID (see Section 4.9.1) to activate the Ballot Marker and select the ballot style if
appropriate:
o Dual primaries: Select the party primary ballot based on the voter’s permit.
o Presidential elections only: Select Full, Presidential, or Federal Ballot, based on the voter’s
permit.
o Federal elections only (non-Presidential): Select Full or Federal ballot, based on the
voter’s permit.
 See Section 4.9 for more detailed information on the Ballot Marker.

8.3.1: Touchscreen Voting
 See Section 4.9.1 for more detailed information.
 The voter can either sit or stand to mark his ballot.
 Inform the voter that after you activate the ballot, detailed instruction screens will first appear. If the
voter wishes to skip the instructions, he can touch the Start button at any time to go directly to the
ballot.
 The Settings button at the bottom of the screen may be used at any time to adjust contrast on the
screen.
 Enter the password to activate the ballot for the voter and step away for privacy, but remain nearby
in case the voter has any questions.
 The voter makes his selection by touching his choices. If he changes his mind, he must deselect the
current selection before he can make a new selection.
 Once the voter has completed his selections, he is presented with a Summary Screen where he may
review his choices and make changes if necessary.
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 Once the voter is satisfied with his selections, he can touch the
Print button.
 The Ballot Marker produces a ballot for the voter.
 Instruct the voter to then take the ballot to the scanner.
 At the scanner, the voter inserts the ballot by positioning it
between the two red arrows, and it is read just like any other
marked ballot.

8-6: Insert Ballot Marker-produced
8.3.2: Audio Voting
ballot into scanner
 See Section 4.9.2 for more detailed information.
 Since audio voting usually takes a little longer, invite the voter to sit.
 Provide the voter with the keypad and give her a chance to feel it before you activate the ballot. In
particular, assure the voter is aware the volume buttons on the top left of the keypad and the tempo
buttons on the top right. The tempo buttons allow the voter to speed up or slow down the audio.
 Plug the headset into the upper left side of the keypad where indicated and have the voter place the
pads on her ears.
 Instruct the voter to take the ballot to the scanner. If she is unable to do so without assistance, the
Ballot Marker Officer should help the voter place the ballot in a privacy folder.
 At the scanner, either the voter or the Ballot Marker Officer inserts the ballot by positioning it
between the two red arrows. The ballot is read by the scanner just like any other marked ballot.

8.4: Voter Can’t Leave Polling Place

Once a voter has checked in and been given a voting permit, he is not permitted to leave the polling
place before he casts his vote. If he insists on doing so, he cannot return later to vote. See the next
section.

8.5: Voter Leaves without Voting

Chief: If a voter decides he does not wish to vote after checking in at the pollbook and has begun
marking his ballot, make a short note on Part C of SOR1 and SOR2 (Figure 8-7). Provide any additional
explanation if needed (see Section 11.5). This situation may occur during primaries, where the voter
didn’t realize the party of his choice was not holding a primary until he either checked in at the pollbook
or was issued a ballot.
If the voter was issued a ballot and had not marked it, or he had not been issued a ballot, you do not
need to do anything other than make a note in Part C.

If the voter WAS issued a ballot and partially marked the ballot, either turning it back in saying he didn’t
wish to vote or just leaving it at the marking station, you need to inform the Ballot Officer that the ballot
is void. The Ballot Officer makes a tick mark on the Ballot Record Sheet under Void (Figure 7-3) and
inserts the ballot into Envelope #4. Be sure to also make a note on of Part C.
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Part C: Discrepancies

8-7: Part C, Discrepancies

8.6: Check your Counts

Chief: Periodically throughout the day compare the total of the Pollbook Count (see Section 6.10) with
the totals on the public counter number on the scanner. We recommend you try to do this about once
every one or two hours, especially in busy elections. If you have a discrepancy that cannot be explained
by a known incident of a voters checking in and leaving without voting, make a note in Part C. See
Figure 8-7.

8.7: If Person Has Questions Before Casting a Ballot




Call the voter’s attention to the Sample Ballot that shows the location of offices, names of candidates,
and issues, as applicable.
Explain the simple process to the voter: Mark selections by making a clear mark inside the red box
next to the choices, review ballot carefully, insert ballot into scanner.
Offer assistance if necessary via the Request for Assistance form.

If a voter needs assistance in a language other than English, see Section
4.8, Request for Assistance

8-8: Simple Voting Instructions
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8.7.1: Political Party Affiliation on Ballot
Under Virginia law, in General and Special elections political party affiliation appears on the ballot only
for federal (President and Vice President, US Senate, US Congress) and state offices (Governor,
Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General, Virginia Senate and House of Delegates).

Political party affiliation does NOT appear on the ballot for any of our local Constitutional offices (Clerk
of Court, Commonwealth’s Attorney, Sheriff, Commissioner of Revenue, and Treasurer) or for County
Board or School Board.

Election Officers cannot provide voters with information about party affiliation on local offices, even if
they know the affiliation. They can, however, suggest voters obtain sample ballots handed out by party
workers outside the polls, if available. Other voters in the room can also provide the information, or
voters can search for the information on their smartphones.
In General elections and Special elections for federal or state offices, you will post a notice inside each
ballot marking station to inform voters that party affiliation only appears for federal and state
candidates. The notice also informs voters of the parties associated with the letter codes on the ballot
(D=Democratic, R=Republican, etc.).
Note that party affiliation never appears on the ballot for primaries, since a primary is by its nature a
political nomination event. All candidates are either Democrats or Republicans, as applicable for the
type of primary being held.

8.7.2: Candidate Order on the Ballot
Candidate order on the ballot in General and Special elections for all offices except School Board is
determined by a drawing conducted by the State Board of Elections. Nominees for the two major
political parties, Democrat and Republican, are listed first, in the order determined by the drawing. Next
are third party candidates, if any (i.e. Green, Libertarian, Independent Green, etc.), based on a second
drawing. Independent candidates are next listed in the order they filed for the ballot.
All School Board candidates qualify for the ballot as independent candidates and are listed on the ballot
in the order they filed for the ballot. School Board candidates can and often are endorsed by political
parties, but by law they qualify as independent candidates.

In primary elections except Presidential primaries, ballot order is determined by the order in which the
candidate file their petitions with the party or district chair. If more than one candidate files at the same
time, the State Board of Elections (or Electoral Board for local offices) conducts a drawing to determine
ballot order. For Presidential primaries, the State Board of Elections holds a drawing to determine ballot
order.
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8.8: Write-in Votes
Write-ins are NOT permitted in primary elections.




In a General or Special election, if a voter wishes to write in a selection that does not appear on the
ballot, he should mark the box to the left of the Write-in line for the office and then write in the name
of his preference.
• On the Ballot Marker, the voter navigates to the Write-in line and spells out the name of
his preference by navigating an on-screen keyboard diagram.
On offices where a voter may select more than one candidate, the number of write-in slots will be
equal to the number of candidate selections permitted. For example, in Arlington we elect two
County Board members in the November election the year before Presidential elections, so two
write-in spaces appear for County Board.

8.9: Voter Instruction

If, after entering the marking station, a voter requests instruction on the ballot and you are unable to
assist without looking at the ballot, the Chief will assign two election officers to assist the voter by
providing verbal instructions. For Special and General elections, the two Officers must represent
different parties. Of course, the voter can always request assistance in marking the ballot, in which case
you must complete the Request for Assistance form.

8.10: Hints for Machine Officers




Each voter receives one, and only one, opportunity to cast a ballot. If the voter inserts his ballot and
then either wants to go back and change a selection, or says he missed voting for one of the offices,
DO NOT, under any circumstances, issue the voter another ballot. Call your
Chief for assistance.
“I Voted” and “Future Voter” Stickers: We recommend that you use the
scissors provided in the election supply bag to cut the backing paper on the
sticker rolls to separate a significant supply of stickers to hand out to voters.

8.11: Green Privacy Folders

If a voter approaches the scanner with a green Provisional Ballot privacy folder, DO NOT permit the
voter to insert his ballot. Call the Chief or Assistant Chief immediately. This voter’s ballot must be
placed in the appropriate provisional ballot envelope. Provisional ballots cannot be scanned and
counted at the polls.
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Chapter 9: Provisional Ballots
If a voter’s name is not on the Pollbook, and the voter claims he is an eligible voter in the precinct, he
must be offered a Provisional Ballot. Provisional Ballots, which are voted on paper, are not counted on
Election Day.
There are several key reasons why a voter might vote a provisional ballot:
•
•
•
•
•

Voter’s name does not appear on the pollbook, and the election staff has authorized you to allow
the voter to vote a provisional ballot, or the staff cannot be contacted or cannot confirm that the
person is qualified to vote (reasons 1 or 2)
An absentee voter who has been mailed a ballot but either lost or did not receive it may vote a
Provisional Ballot at his polling place on Election Day (reason 4)
Voter’s name appears as already voted in this election in the pollbook. (reason 5)
Other (reason 6, needs explanation)
Voter does not have acceptable ID.

An additional reason for voting a provisional ballot would be an extremely rare situation when
extenuating circumstances might compel a local court to extend the hours the polls are open (reason 3).
All voters presenting to vote after the normal 7:00 p.m. closing time up to the new closing time must
vote provisional ballots. The ballots would remain sealed pending the determination of the validity of
the court order in the days after the election. To date, this situation has not occurred in Virginia.

There may be other circumstances when you might offer a voter a Provisional Ballot. A voter whose
name is not on the pollbook may become loud and disruptive, and the Chief may determine that the
most prudent and efficient way to deal with the voter is to have him vote a Provisional Ballot and
determine eligibility later. Or, a voter whose name is not on the pollbook and has been determined to be
ineligible by the election office (or eligible at a different precinct) may insist on voting. In these cases,
the Chief should offer the voter a Provisional Ballot.

Never refuse to offer a voter a Provisional Ballot, even if it has been determined he is not eligible to vote
in your precinct.

No Provisional Ballots are counted or tallied on Election Day. On the
day after the election, the Electoral Board meets to determine the
eligibility of those who voted Provisional Ballots, and then tallies any
ballots voted by eligible voters. Each person whose Provisional Ballot
was not counted is sent a letter by the election office, explaining the
reasons why it was not counted. For your information, the Code of
Virginia (sec. 24.2-653) states that a Provisional Ballot will be counted
only if it is cast in the precinct in which the voter is eligible to vote. So, if someone casts a Provisional
Ballot in your precinct and he is registered in a different precinct, his Provisional Ballot cast in your
precinct cannot by law be counted – even if it is the same ballot as in the voter’s precinct. This is why we
try to direct voters to their correct precincts if they show up in the wrong place – we want to help them
assure their votes will count.
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9.1: Provisional Ballots for Reasons Other than No-ID
The procedures for Provisional Ballots for reasons other than no ID are as follows (see also What-If
#12a):

 Pollbook Officer: If you determine a voter may be eligible to vote a Provisional Ballot, or if the voter
insists on doing so, send the voter to the Chief or Assistant Chief.
 Chief: Complete the Telephone Call-in form, obtaining as much information as possible about where
and when the voter registered to vote. (This step and the next are not necessary for reason 3, 4, or
5.)
 Call the election office. The staff will either direct you to allow the voter to vote a Provisional Ballot,
or provide you with other information about the voter’s eligibility.
 If directed to allow the voter to vote a Provisional Ballot, or if you cannot reach the election office,
check the voter’s ID.
 Give the voter the darker green provisional envelope. Instruct the voter to complete all the
information on the front of the envelope.
 After the voter has done so, review the envelope to assure all information is provided. Make sure
one of the reasons for voting provisionally on the back of the envelope is checked, and that the voter
has signed and dated the envelope.
o If the election is a dual primary, mark either a D or an R on the upper right corner of the front
of the envelope, near the precinct designation.
 Sign the section of the envelope labeled “Signature of Officer of Election.”
 Complete the Precinct Provisional Ballots Log, as described in Section 9.3.
 Provide the voter with a blank paper ballot that you obtain from the
Ballot Officer, a green Provisional Ballot privacy folder, a pen, and
the completed green envelope. If the election is a dual primary or
has more than one ballot style, make sure you obtain the correct
ballot for the voter.
 Direct the voter to a ballot marking station. Instruct the voter to
mark his ballot then fold it and seal it in the envelope.
 Have the voter place the sealed envelope in the ballot bag.
 Hand the voter a green receipt for regular Provisional Ballots, which
states the time, date, and location the Electoral Board will meet to
review Provisional Ballots cast. The specific date and time are on the sign posted in your polling
place, but the Electoral Board typically meets at 12 noon on the Wednesday after the election. Check
the reason the voter voted a provisional ballot on the receipt.
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9.2: No Voter ID Provisional Ballots
Provisional ballots voted because the voter has no ID at the polls will not be counted by the Electoral
Board unless the voter provides a copy of the accepted ID to the Board by no later than 12 noon on the
third business day after the election.

 Note: Before you automatically offer a provisional ballot to a voter who does not have ID, check the
pollbook to confirm that the voter is indeed registered at the correct address in the pollbook and in
your precinct. If you don’t verify that lack of ID is the ONLY reason why the voter must vote
provisional, you may give the voter the false impression that all he needs to do is present valid ID to
have his ballot count, when in fact he may be ineligible for other reasons, such as registered in
another precinct or moved outside of the legal timeframe.

The procedure for Provisional Ballots voted because the voter does not have acceptable ID are similar to
the above, except (see What If #12b):

 You do not need to call these voters in to the office.
 Give the voter a lime green ID-only Provisional Ballot envelope. Instruct the voter to complete all
information on the front of the envelope.
 After the voter has done so, review the envelope to assure all information is provided. Make sure the
voter has signed and dated the envelope.
o If the election is a dual primary, mark either a D or an R on the upper right corner of the front
of the envelope, near the precinct designation.
 Sign the section of the envelope labeled “Signature of Officer of Election.”
 Complete the Precinct Provisional Ballots Log, as described in Section 9.3.
 Provide the voter with a blank paper ballot that you obtain from the Ballot Officer, a green
Provisional Ballot privacy folder, a pen, and the completed green envelope. If the election is a dual
primary or has more than one ballot style, make sure you obtain the correct ballot for the voter.
 Direct the voter to a ballot marking station. Instruct the voter to mark his ballot then fold it and seal
it in the envelope.
 Have the voter place the sealed envelope in the ballot bag.
 Hand the voter a lime-green receipt for ID-only Provisional Ballots, which states the time, date, and
location the Electoral Board will meet to review Provisional Ballots cast and informs the voter he
must provide a copy of his acceptable ID to the Electoral Board or Elections Office by no later than
noon on the third business day after the election.
If a voter who votes a Provisional Ballot for lack of ID only later returns to the polling place with his
acceptable ID, you cannot void his provisional ballot and let him vote a standard ballot. If he is able to
leave a copy of his ID with you, staple it to the Precinct Provisional Ballots Log and note by the voter’s
name on the log that a copy of the ID is attached.

Note that Virginia law is very specific that the voter in this situation must provide a COPY of his ID. Just
bringing the ID to the polling place and having the Officers of Election verify it is not sufficient. If he
cannot leave a copy and you have no means immediately available to make a copy, remind the voter of
the requirements stated on the ID-only provisional ballot receipt. You are under no obligation to hunt
down a copier in your polling place.
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9.3: Precinct Provisional Ballots Log (PPBL)
 For all provisional voters, complete the Precinct Provisional Ballots Log by listing the voter’s name,
Virginia residence address, Social Security number (last four digits), year of birth, and phone
number as indicated on the green envelope. Circle the reason why the voter was issued a provisional
ballot, and provide additional explanation if necessary. Be as thorough as possible, including who in
the election office authorized the provisional ballot if applicable: e.g. “Voter claims she registered to
vote at the DMV in April but name is not on the pollbook. Authorized by Bill.”
 If the election is a dual primary, you will have a separate PPBL for each party ballot. Make sure you
enter the voter’s information on the correct log for the ballot voted.

The day after the election, the Electoral
Board will determine if the voter is
eligible to vote in the precinct and
whether the ballot should be accepted,
based on research of the voter’s
situation by the office staff. It is
therefore very important that you
provide the staff with as much
information as possible about a
provisional voter’s situation. If the staff
has no information about when and
where the voter registered to vote, and
no evidence that the voter has
registered, they will recommend the
Electoral Board reject the provisional
voter’s ballot.

Note: Completion of the Precinct
Provisional Ballots Log is REQUIRED.
At the close of polls, the number of
provisional envelopes in the ballot bag
MUST equal the number of voter entries
on the Log sheet(s).

Pro tip: If you forget to fill out the PPBL
9-1: Precinct Provisional Ballots Log
before the voter inserts their provisional
ballot into the ballot bag, you can
complete the log at the end of the day when you remove the ballot from the ballot bag and before you
insert them into Envelope 1A.

 Once you have completed the information on the log, the ballot can be deposited in the ballot bag.
 Please have the voter complete a Virginia Voter Registration Application, especially if there is any
question regarding his eligibility. This step is not necessary if the Provisional Ballot is used for
voters who do not have ID, for absentee voters who lost or did not receive ballots (#4), or for voters
marked as already voted (#5).
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9-2: Provisional Notice, other than ID only
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Regular Provisional Ballot Envelope (darker green)

9-3: Provisional envelope, reasons other than ID only
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9-4: Provisional notice, ID only
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ID-Only Provisional Ballot Envelope (lime green)

9-5: Provisional envelope, ID only
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Chapter 10: After the Polls Close Checklist
10.1: Polls Close 7:00 p.m.
 Synchronize your watch with your cell phone clock or the Time of Day
number (202-762-1401).
 At 6:45 p.m., announce the polls will close in 15 minutes.
 At precisely 7:00 p.m., announce, “The polls are now officially closed.”
 Only people in line at 7:00 will be permitted to vote. If you have a long line,
we recommend stationing an Election Officer at the end of the line.
 Welcome authorized representatives, if any (see Section 12.1); check and
10-1: Polls Closed!
collect written authorizations. Remind reps that they cannot leave the
polling place until all returns are completed and called in to our office.
 Do not perform any of the steps below until the last voter has voted and exited the polling place!

Chiefs: You can have different teams concurrently perform the tasks listed in the sections below –
pollbooks, paper ballots, SOR, and voting equipment. Other workers can remove signs and get the room
in order.

10.2: Certifying Pollbook Count

10.2.1: Pollbook Officers
 On the pollbooks, tap MenuSummary Report. Make sure this is the sum of check ins from each
pollbook. If not, call 703-228-3456 for further instructions.
 Dual Primaries only: The total will also include a breakdown by political party.

10-2: Get totals off Pollbook, enter on SOR and call-in sheet

 The Statistics are listed below the tabs. You will see the number of Total Voters and Outside the
Polls voters.
 Enter the Outside the Polls voter number on the Call-In Sheet. Also enter this number in Part A, Line
2 of both copies of the SOR. See Figure 10.3.

10.2.2: SOR Officers
 Enter the number for the total voting in Part A of the SOR.
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 Also enter this number under Total Voting on the Call-In Sheet.
A

10-3: Part B of SOR

10.3: Closing Poll Pads

 Remove the thin cord and insert you iSync Drive. A menu will appear. Choose Export Voter Check
Ins. (see below). Repeat on EACH Poll Pad.

 Switch off the Poll Pad by holding the power button on the left side of the Poll Pad. (VERY
IMPORTANT!)
 Pack the units back into their cases, in their proper slots (see figure 10-4)
(1) cord, (2) power brick, (3) ID holder, (4) stylus and (5) arm (green dot up), (6) base.
 Be sure the (7) iPads face up and lie flat.

NOTE: Both Poll Pad units are returned to the case FACE UP except Cases with Printers.
Cases with Printers – units are FACE DOWN.

7

1

6

3

4
5

10-4:

2 Pollbooks in Case

10-5: Pollbook with Printer

 Close the Poll Pad cases. You need to affix seals to these cases and record the seal numbers on the
Seal and Count Form.
 Return the “check-in” Poll Pad case(s) to the precinct cart.
 The Chief’s Poll Pad is returned to the Office.
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10.4: Paper Ballots
10.4.1: Emergency Ballots for Hand-Counting
In an extremely rare situation, you may have to hand-count emergency ballots. This typically would
occur if you were forced to evacuate the polling place or your scanner becomes inoperable and we were
unable to supply you with another scanner, or if you ran out of ballots and had to make photocopies that
could not be read by the scanner.

But probably the most common reason why you would have hand-counted ballots is if you had a
temporary emergency situation and had voters insert their ballots into either the emergency bin
or ballot bag – and then you forgot to remove them and run them through the scanner before
closing it down (oops).
For that reason, you should check for any emergency ballots before you close down the scanner. Once
you have determined the status of emergency ballots and (hopefully) inserted them into the scanner for
counting, the Chief can have one team of workers complete the ballot steps below while another team
closes the equipment.
If you have no emergency ballots that need to be counted by hand, skip to Section 10.4.2.

In the event you do have to hand-count ballots, use the Tally Sheets located in the Chief’s Accordion File.
These are generic forms, so you will need to fill in the following information.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Precinct Number and Name
Election Date
Office or Issue
Each Candidate Name

Hand Count Instructions

1. Count the total number of ballots
(pieces of paper) in the stack
to be counted.
2. Record the number of ballots
to be counted on Line 1.
3. Place tick marks for each candidate
or issue in Column B.
4. Add all tick marks and record the
number in the corresponding
“Total” boxes in column C.
5. Add Column C to obtain sub-totals
and final total.
6. Total on Line 12 of each contest
should equal Line 1 of the contest.
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7. If not - Recount.
8. Record Column C Totals on Part E of
the SOR’s in the Hand Counted
Ballots Column.
9. Complete Part F if there are write-ins.
10.4.2: Counted Ballots
 Remove all ballots from the ballot box by unlocking the left lock. Lift the cover to the ballot
compartment up and off.
 Place all counted ballots, including any emergency ballots you may have counted by hand, in the box
with a Box Label #3 (gray stripe). All Election Officers MUST Sign the seal on the label.
 Assure you have removed all ballots from the ballot box before sealing the envelope or box.
10.4.3: Provisional Ballots
(green and lime green envelopes)
 Cut the seal on the ballot bag and remove, but do not open, sealed provisional ballots in green
envelopes.
 Make sure that the number of provisional ballot envelopes equals the number of entries on the
Precinct Provisional Ballots log sheet(s).
 Dual primaries only: Assure each envelope is marked with a D or R in the upper right corner, to
indicate which ballot was voted. This should correspond to the Precinct Provisional Ballots log
sheets.
 Enclose sealed green and lime green envelopes for provisional ballots cast during normal voting
hours (check boxes 1, 2, 4, 5, or 6 and ID only) in Envelope #1A (green stripe), along with the
Precinct Provisional Ballots log sheet(s).
 Enclose sealed green envelopes for provisional votes cast after normal voting hours due to a court
order extending time for voting (check box 3) in Envelope #1B (green stripe), along with any
separate Precinct Provisional Ballots log sheet(s), if any.
 Enter in Certification section of both Envelopes #1A and Envelopes #1B the number of provisional
ballots enclosed or write “None” if applicable.
 Two officers must seal and sign the Certification section of Envelopes #1A and #1B, even if no
ballots are enclosed.
10.4.4: Unused, Spoiled, and Void Ballots
 Make sure you have completed the Ballot Record Report first!
 Pack all unused ballots, other than those spoiled or voided, in a box with a Box Label #6 (purple
stripe). The seal is on the label. Two Election Officials must sign.
 All ballots spoiled or voided are sealed in Envelope #4 (orange stripe). Affix Signed Seal.
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10.5: Closing Voting and Printing Results
o When it is time to end voting, first check to see if there are any ballots in the Emergency Ballot
Box or the Ballot Bag that need to be cast. If so, insert them into the
scanner.
o Enter the Public Count number from the scanner display in the
Closing section of the SOR, both copies.
o Insert the “Close” Ballot card into the ballot reader.
o

You will be asked (twice) to confirm you wish to close voting.

10-5: Close card

10-6: Close message screens

o

o
o
o
o


Touch “Yes” to continue.
The scanner will print the first copy of the election results, called Election Summary report. The
printer cuts the report automatically. This copy gets attached to SOR #1.
Touch Print Copy at the bottom of the scanner display to print a second copy. This copy gets
attached to SOR #2.
Touch Print Copy to print a third copy. This copy gets attached to the Yellow Printed Return
Sheet.
Touch Done at the bottom of the scanner display.
Hint: You may want to print a fourth copy of the report to give to Election Officers
responsible for completing the Call-in Sheet (see Section 10.6). They can complete the
Call-in and report the results to the office while other Officers are finishing up with the
equipment and SOR.
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Exporting the Ballot Images

1. After the 3rd Summary Report is printed, Press the “Continue” Button on the bottom of the Screen

The Shutdown screen will appear - Do Not shut down the Machine yet.

2. Press the “Image Export” Button
3. Press the “Done” button after the
“Images files exported successfully” screen appears
4. Press the “Shut Down” button.

o General and Special Elections: If the scanner detects that writein votes were cast, you will be prompted to print the Write-in
Report. See Figure 10-7.
o Make sure the box next to Compress Images is checked – it
should be by default.
o Touch Continue.
o The scanner will prepare and print the Write-in Report.
This may take some time in a November election with
uncontested races, so be patient.
o When done, remove the Write-in Report and give it to the
team completing the SOR.
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o When the display shows “Report Printed Successfully,” touch Continue on the scanner’s
display (Figure 10-8).

10-8: Write-in report done and Shut Down

o Touch Shut Down at the bottom of the scanner’s display.
o The scanner will ask if you are sure you want to shut down the scanner. Touch Yes to confirm.
o The scanner will now shut down. The process is complete when the screen is completely blank.

Note: If more than one scanner was assigned to your precinct, you will have a set of tapes from each
scanner. Use Part D of the SOR to enter the totals from the Election Summary tapes from each scanner
and add them together to get the total votes cast for each candidate.

Chiefs: Have the SOR team proceed to Chapter 11, Statement of Results, while
another team or teams proceeds with the remaining steps in this chapter.

10.6: Calling in Unofficial Results
 Complete the Call-In sheet (found originally attached to SOR #1), using the numbers from the
Election Summary Report (or Part E of SOR if you were assigned more than one scanner or handcounted emergency paper ballots; see Section 11.7).
 You also need the number of outside the polls voters, from the Poll Pad pollbooks, and the total
number of provisional ballots voted.
o In dual primaries, the breakdown of votes cast, outside polls voters, and provisional
ballots must be recorded by party.
 Call 703-228-3456 to report the unofficial results OR take a photo of the Call-in Sheet with a
smartphone (we recommend downloading the free app TinyScan) and email it to
voters@arlingtonva.us. Wait for confirmation we received and can read your photo.
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 Authorized reps may leave at this time
 Do NOT post the Call-in Sheet at the polls – return it with your
election materials.
10.6.1: Alternative Web Form for Results

As an alternative to calling in or scanning your results, you can enter
them in a web form if you have a Smartphone. The link is
http://vote.arlingtonva.us/callin/
If you use this alternative form method, please also complete your Callin Sheet and turn it in with your election materials.

10.7: Closing and Sealing the scanner

After the scanner shuts down (see above), the screen will be completely black.
Turn the power switch, on the back of the scanner next to the power cord, off. Very Important!
Return the display screen to its delivery position by releasing the kickstand.
Press the button at the base of the display and lift the display to access the memory compartment.
Break the seal that secures the memory compartment cover. Verify you have entered the seal
number in the Opening section of Part 1 of the Seal and Count Form; throw the seal away.
 Use the barrel key on the Chief’s lanyard to unlock and remove the cover. Press latch to release the
cover (Figure 10-9).






10-9: Unlock with barrel key and press to lift cover

 Remove the TM (transfer media) thumb drive (Figure 10-10) and insert it into Reusable Envelope
#7.
 Replace the cover and relock it.
 Place a new numbered seal on the empty TM compartment. Record the last four digits of the seal
number in the Closing section of Part 1 on the Seal and Count Form in the column for the scanner.
 Return the display to its shipping position and press the button to lock it back in place.
 Use the ballot box key to unlock the two locks on the front of the scanner.
 Slide and lift the scanner off of the ballot box and place it back in its black carrying case.
 Return the scanner to the precinct cart
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10-10: Remove TM (Transfer Media)

10.8: Closing and Sealing the Ballot Marker
Because the ballot marker is not a ballot counting device, it can be closed at any point after the polls are
closed and there are no voters left to vote. We do, however, need to close it down properly to obtain
information on how many ballots were marked on the ballot
marker.
 Touch the lower left corner of the display to access the
“hidden button.”

 The screen will prompt you to enter the election password
(Chiefs and Assistants). See Figure 10-11.

 After you enter the password, the Adminstraive Menu will be
displayed. See Figure 10-12.

10-11: Location of "hidden button"

10-12: Enter Password and Close Voting Screens, BM

Touch Close Voting.
A message is displayed asking you to confirm the close of voting.
Touch Close Voting again.
A second message is displayed asking you to confirm the close of voting.
Touch Close Voting a final and third time. With this last selection, the BM is locked for 24 hours, so
you need to be sure polls are indeed closed and no voters are waiting to use the BM.
 The Close Report will print.






 Enter the Public Count and Protective Count numbers from the Close Report in the Closing section
of Part 1 on the Seal and Count Form.
 Place the ballot marker’s Close Report in Envelope #2B (blue stripe).
 Touch Back on the display screen (Figures 10-13) to return to the Administrative Menu.
 Touch Shut Down. See Figure 10-13, right.
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10-13: Voting closed and Shut Down screens, BM

 The ballot marker will now shut itself down. Turn the power switch to the off position (Very
Important!).
 DO NOT TOUCH the paper compartment seal on the Ballot Marker.
 Record the seal number in the Closing section of Part 1 on the Seal and Count Form.
 Unplug the two power cords from the power outlet but keep them attached to the ballot marker.
 Disconnect the headset and return it to its labeled plastic bag.
 Return the keypad to its holster on the back of the unit and securely wrap the cord around the cable
wrap.
 Gently lift the display, pull the brace back, and return the display to its shipping position. A magnet
will lock it into place.
 Return the unit to its black carrying case.
 Return the ballot marker in its case to the precinct cart.

10.9: Collecting Signs

 Remove any signs you posted outside the polls.
 Carefully remove all signs posted inside the polls. Damaged or dated signs can be discarded or
recycled, if a recycling container is available.
 Remove all tape from all signs.
 Place all large signs back in the large blue plastic bag and place the bag back in the Precinct Cart.
 The red Polling Place sign is stored next to the Ballot Box. Do not try to put it in the blue sign bag.

10.10: Final Duties

 Place all remaining election materials back in the precinct supply case. Please try to return items
(stapler, calculator, etc.) to their correctly labeled plastic envelopes!
 Leave the voting area as clean and organized as possible.
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Chapter 11: Statement of Results
This section is designed to assist you in completing the Statement of Results (SOR), which is the official
record of votes cast in each precinct.
The SOR used in your precinct is provided with the election supplies picked up by your Chief the day
before the election. There is a specific labeled SOR for each precinct, which includes the precinct name
and the specific machine serial numbers assigned to the precinct.

Each SOR is also provided in duplicate, labeled Statement of Results #1 (SOR1) and Statement of Results
#2 (SOR2). The reason there are two is because one gets sealed up after the election, pending any
possible recounts. The other remains in the Office of Elections and is available for public inspection.
Should there be a recount, the two copies are compared to assure they are identical.

That said, SOR1 and SOR2 should be completed by two different individuals at your polling place on
Election Day. This is a check and balance to assure that the totals entered by one individual are not,
accidentally or not, altered by another.

The instructions below assume completion of BOTH SOR1 and SOR2 in each respective section, except
as noted.

11.1: The Ballot Record Report

 If you received additional ballot packs from the Elections Office while the polls were open, enter the
number of packs received on Part 2. Multiply this number by 100 and enter in the Total Ballots
column. If you had none, enter zero. Initial the third column.
 If the Electoral Board authorized you to reproduce ballots, enter the number of ballots reproduced
in Part 2. If you had none, enter zero. Initial the third column.

 In Part 3: Ballots After Polls Closed, enter the number of unopened ballot packs remaining at the
close of polls. Initial the third column.
 Count the number of loose ballots and enter the number in the Total Ballots column. Initial the third
column.
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Figure 11-1: Completed Ballot Record Report, Page 1

 On the second page in Part 5: Ballot Accounting, enter the total number of ballots opened from
Part 4. If all opened packs contained the expected 100 ballots, you can simply multiply the number
of packs opened by 100.
 In all other boxes in Part 5, middle column, tally tick marks entered throughout the day for
Provisional Ballots, Spoiled, Void, and AB Ballots exchanged and enter in the Totals box of each
section.

 In the third column, Part 6, enter the number of ballots issued on the Ballot Marker, from the Close
Report, in the first box.
 If you had any Provisional, Void, or Spoiled ballots issued on the Ballot Marker, complete the
appropriate sections.
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11-2: Completed Ballot Record Report, Page 2
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11.2: Seal and Count Form Part 1: Machines

□ Using the Election Summary Report for each scanner, enter the serial number, protective counter,
and public counter numbers.
□ After you reseal the TM (removable media) compartment, enter the last four digits of the seal you
place back on each scanner.
□ Using the Close Report for the Ballot Marker, enter the serial number, protective counter, and public
counter number.
□ Enter the seal number from the ballot compartment of the Ballot Marker. Because you do not remove
this seal, it should be the same as the number you recorded before the polls opened.

11-3: Completed Seal and Count Form Sections

11.3: Statement of Results (SOR) Part A: Turnout
Prior to completing the call-in sheet, you completed Part A. See Section 10.2.2.

807
1
11-4: Completed Part A
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11.4: Statement of Results (SOR) Part B: Votes Cast
 Use the Election Summary Report(s) to enter the total votes cast on each scanner on Lines 1 and 2.
 If you only have one scanner, write a 0 on line 2.
 Enter the number of hand-counted votes, if any, on Line 3.
 Add Lines 1 through 3 and enter the total on Line 4.

806
0
0
806
11-5: Completed Part B

11.5: Part C: Explanation of Discrepancy
See Section 8.5 and Section 8.6.

If the total numbers of voters checked in (Part A) does not equal the total number of ballots cast (Part B)
at the close of the polls, you MUST provide indication here that you are aware of the discrepancy.
Discrepancies sometimes happen, and sometimes they can’t be explained (humans, after all, do
sometimes make human errors). If you do have a discrepancy, we need to know you are aware of it.
Part C: Discrepancies

11-6: Completed Part C, top section

11.6: Part D: Certification of Officers
□ All Officers of Election must sign here on both copies of the SOR.

11-7: Part D. What's missing here??
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11.7: Part E: Addendum - Votes Cast - Candidates
When you have more than one scanner in use, or if you had any hand-counted ballots, you must tally the
votes cast for each candidate or question.

 From the Election Summary Reports, enter the serial numbers for each scanner and the total
number voting on each scanner. For Total Number Voting, use the number on the Election Summary
Report under “pages cast.”
 If you hand-counted any ballots, enter the total hand-counted in the appropriate column.
 Total the Total Number Voting line across to the total column. This number should equal the number
entered on Line 4 of Part A.
 Using the Election Summary Reports, enter the total votes cast for each candidate and question
under the column for the scanner that corresponds to each report. Since the candidates or questions
are specific to each election, they are not shown in Figure 11-8.

11-8: Part E

11.8: Part F: Write-In Certification
Note: This section is not provided during primary elections, since write-ins are not allowed in primaries.
Use this section ONLY if you are required to hand-count ballots (for example, you ran out of ballots and
the Electoral Board authorized you to reproduce them on a photocopier at your polling place) AND
those hand-counted ballots include write-in votes. Which means 99.9999% of the time you will leave
this form entirely blank.
See Section 8.5 and Section 8.6.

11.9: Yellow Printed Return Sheet (YPRS)
There is only one YPRS provided with your SOR. An Election Summary Report which is made available
at the office of the clerk of the court for public inspection following the election. It’s another check and
balance: The totals of the machine tapes attached to the YPRS should be the same as the totals on the
tapes attached to the SOR on file at the Office of Voter Registration, which in turn will be the same as the
totals on the tapes attached to the SOR sealed in Envelope #2.

□ Enter the serial numbers of all machines used in your precinct.
□ All Officers of Election must sign the YPRS.
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11.10: Precinct Provisional Ballots Log
This log must be completed whenever a provisional ballot is issued. Not only will this help you keep
track of how many provisional ballots were voted in your precinct, but it provides valuable information
to the office staff, who must research each provisional voter and provide recommendations based on
this research to the Electoral Board when they meet to consider whether to accept or reject the voters’
ballots. See Chapter 9.

In a dual primary, there is one copy of this log for each primary for voters voting provisional ballots
during normal voting hours.

There may be multiple pages, depending upon the number of provisional ballots voted. Place these logs
in Envelope 1A along with the provisional ballots.

If you have any provisional ballots cast after normal closing hours because a court has ordered the polls
open longer (extremely rare), you should start a second set of Precinct Provisional Ballots logs for these
voters. These logs are placed in Envelope 1B along with any ballots cast under these conditions.

11.11: Machine Problem Report

Use this sheet to track all issues that occur with scanner, ballot marker, or Poll Pad pollbooks.
This information is a valuable analysis tool for our technicians following the election.





In the Machine Info column, enter the time of the occurrence, the machine serial number, the public
counter and protective counter numbers, and the time the machine is placed back in service.
Under the second column provide a brief description of the problem.
Under Resolution of Problem provide information about what was done to resolve the problem. If a
technician provides you with instruction by phone or comes out to your precinct to deal with the
problem, please note the name of the technician you spoke to and/or visited your precinct.
There is only one copy of this form. Place it in Envelope 2.
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11-9: Machine Problem Report

11.12: Attaching Tapes to SORs
 Staple one Election Summary Report tape from each scanner, if more than one, to the LEFT side of
SOR #1, where indicated.
 Staple one Election Summary Report tape from each scanner, if more than one, to the LEFT side of
SOR #2, where indicated.
 Staple one Election Summary Report tape from each scanner, if more than one, to the LEFT side of
the Yellow Printed Return Sheet, where indicated.

 All other tapes are returned in small Envelope #2B. This includes the Machine Info, Zero Count, and
Write-in Reports from the scanner and the Machine Info, Open, and Close Reports from the ballot
marker.

Chiefs: Don’t forget to sign both copies of the SOR and the Yellow Printed Return Sheet yourself!
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11.13: Finishing Up – Inserting the SORs in the Envelopes
 Once the SORs are complete, insert SOR#1 and SOR#2, along with the Seal and Count Form, the
Ballot Record Report, Oath of Officer, Machine Problem Report, and small Envelope #2B, into
Envelope #2 (reusable blue envelope).
 Seal Envelope #2 with a blue numbered seal, and two officers must sign the tag. Insert the signed tag
in its sleeve located on the backside of the envelope.
 Place the Yellow Printed Return Sheet in Envelope #2A (yellow stripe).
 Seal Envelope #2A with a white label seal, and two officers must sign the seal.

11.14: Packing Envelopes and Boxes

 Check off from the checklist below each envelope or box as it is packed, sealed, and signed.
 Place all envelopes in the supply bag for return to the office.

 Be sure to place the Precinct Provisional Ballots Log into Envelope #1A. This applies whether or not
you have voted provisional ballots.
 Record all seal and count numbers on the Seal and Count Form before sealing it in Envelope 2.
Envelope
Number

 Envelope #1A
(green stripe)
 Envelope #2
(Reusable Blue
Bag)
 Envelope #2A
(yellow stripe)
 Envelope #2B
(blue stripe)
 Box Label #3
(gray stripe)

 Envelope #4
(orange stripe)
 Box Label #6
(purple stripe)

Contents

 Provisional Ballots, cast during
normal voting hours
[Sealed Green Envelopes]
 Precinct Provisional Ballots Log







Statement of Results #1 and #2
Ballot Record Report
Seal and Count Form
Machine Problem Report
Oath of Officer form
Envelope #2B

 Printed Return Sheet (yellow)

 Machine Info and Open Tapes,
BM Close Tape, Write-in Report
 Counted Paper Ballots

 Spoiled Paper Ballots, if any
 Voided Paper Ballots, if any
 Absentee Ballots exchanged at
polls, if any
 Unused Paper Ballots
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Sealing and Signing Requirements
Certification of Officers
 Enter number of envelopes enclosed
 Sign Certification (two officers)
 Seal with label
 Sign and date label (two officers)
 Seal with numbered seal
 Sign and date paper tag (two
officers). Place tag in sleeve on
backside of envelope.

 Seal with label
 Sign and date label (two officers)
 Place this small envelope in large
Envelope #2
 Seal with label
 Sign and date label (ALL officers)
 Seal with label
 Sign and date label (two officers)
 Seal with label
 Sign and date label (two officers)
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Envelope
Number
 Reusable Red
Bag #7

Contents







 Reusable
Maroon Bag #8






The TM from the scanner
Machine keys
Voting permits
Unused (extra) seals
Voter Registration Applications
[used only]
Affirmation of Eligibility forms
[used only]
Request for Assistance form
[used only]
Comment or complaint forms
[used only]
Party/candidate authorization
forms
All other used forms or notes

Sealing and Signing Requirements
 Seal with numbered seal and paper
tag, found in seal file in Chief’s Folder
 Sign and date paper tag (two
officers). Place tag in sleeve.

 No seal or signing required.

When two officers are required to sign a label seal, the two should represent different political parties,
except in single-party primaries.

Note: In dual primaries we do not duplicate envelopes but instead you will insert all required items for
BOTH primaries in the respective envelopes as indicated above.
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Chapter 12: Persons Permitted Inside the Polling Place
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any member or authorized representative of the Arlington County Electoral Board, which includes
the Director of Elections and staff
Officers of Election assigned to work the election
Any authorized Party Representative (see next page)
Any authorized candidate representative (see next page)
Voting equipment technicians
Qualified voters offering to vote
Children age 15 and younger accompanying parents or guardians who are voting
Persons chosen by voters to provide assistance in voting (Request for Assistance form required)
Media, for the purpose of covering the election (cannot interfere with the election)
Special neutral observers, as authorized by the Electoral Board

12.1: Authorized Representatives (Reps)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rep must be a qualified Virginia voter. Check the rep’s Virginia Voter Identification Card or verify
rep’s registration status on the pollbook or through the office. Do not permit a rep to remain inside
the polls if Virginia voter registration status cannot be verified.
Rep must present a letter of authorization to the Chief Officer of Election. Collect these and place in
Bag #8.
Reps cannot sit at the check-in table but must be positioned so they may see and hear what occurs at
the table. Most will sit behind the table.
No campaigning is permitted by anyone inside the polling place.
After polls close, rep shall remain until the precinct’s returns are completed and cannot relay any
results until the Chief has announced the totals.
Reps present after the polls close may witness the completion of the results and make notes but may
not touch or handle and ballot, voting equipment, or official document, nor may they interfere in any
manner.
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Before Polls Open
(§24.2-639)
General and Special Elections
•

One rep of each political party
having a nominee on the ballot
or of each independent
candidate on the ballot

For each pollbook in use:
• One rep of each political party having
a nominee on the ballot or of each
independent candidate on the ballot

•

One rep of each candidate on
the ballot

After Polls Close
(§24.2-655)
•
•

If less than three pollbooks in use, the
Chief officer has discretion to limit reps to
a maximum of three.

•

Primary Elections

While Polls Are Open
(§24.2-604)

Candidates may enter the polling place
only to vote or to visit for no more
than ten minutes.

For each pollbook in use:
• One rep of each primary candidate
(cannot be the candidate). Maximum
of three reps per candidate allowed, at
discretion of Chief Election Officer.
• Candidates may enter the polling place
only to vote or to visit for no more
than ten minutes.

•

Two reps of each political party
having a nominee on the ballot

One rep of each independent
candidate on the ballot (may be
the candidate).

One rep of each primary candidate
(may be the candidate).

12.1.1: Pollwatchers
The Reps are often referred to as “pollwatchers” because during the course of the day, they sit behind
the pollbook table with lists of their supporters and mark off names of voters as they present
themselves to vote. This is one reason why Election Officers are required to repeat the name and
address of each voter.
See the excerpt from our publication Guidelines for Pollwatchers in Section 12.1.3.

Pollwatchers and any other authorized visitors must respect the privacy of voters and not interfere with
the election, but they also must be able to observe election activities. Although they must be permitted
some movement within the polling place rather than only sitting behind the check-in tables, the Chief
should determine a reasonable distance from which they can observe without interference.

Try to be patient and cooperate with pollwatchers – many of them are very nice people, and they have a
legal right to be in the polling place. If they ask you to repeat a voter’s name, you can do so as long as it
does not impede the processing of other voters. Gently but firmly let the pollwatcher know that you can
only repeat the name once, and will not be able to go back through the pollbook to help them find names
they may have missed. If any pollwatcher becomes disruptive or particularly annoying, call your Chief,
who will speak with the pollwatcher and call the Electoral Board for assistance, if necessary.
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12.1.2: Authorization
All pollwatchers must present the Chief with written authorization, signed by either the party chair or
an independent candidate, as appropriate. Often the first rep who appears for pollwatching duty for a
party or independent candidate will present an authorization form listing all individuals authorized to
serve in this capacity during the day. This is perfectly acceptable; you do not need a separate
authorization for each rep, as long as you have previous written authorization listing the individual’s
name. Collect all authorization forms and return them in reusable maroon Bag #8.

See the end of Section 12.1.3 for samples of authorization forms for political party representatives.
These may be on the party/campaign letterhead. Party chairs may be either local, district (8th
Congressional District, for example), or state. Reps with authorization from local party chairs get
priority over district or local chairs. So if four persons present authorization from a particular party and
two are signed by the local chair and two are signed by the state chair, the Chief should allow access to
the two reps with local authorization but only one of the reps with state authorization, for a maximum
of three, if space allows.
Media do not require authorization, although sometimes the Chief may be advised of pending media
visits, if known. Chiefs will be notified of neutral observers in advance. These may or may not present
written authorization, but if the Chief has been advised of the visit in advance, they are permitted
access. If you have unexpected visitors or any questions about visitors, Chiefs should call the office at
703-228-3456. The Director of Elections or Electoral Board may issue verbal authorization on Election
Day to permit access to visitors. See Section 12.1.4 for the Guidelines for Media on Election Day
document provided to media.
12.1.3: Guidelines for Pollwatchers

The following is excerpted for your information from the Arlington Electoral Board’s publication Guidelines for
Pollwatchers and Placement of Political Signs, and is designed to provide guidance to those serving as party
pollwatchers (authorized representatives). The complete publication is available on our web page at
vote.arlingtonva.us.
What Is a Poll Watcher?
Poll watchers are authorized representatives of a party or candidate allowed inside the polling place on Election
Day. Typically, poll watchers are provided with a list of party or candidate supporters, and they listen for names
of voters as they appear to vote. By marking known supporters off their lists, they can assist party or campaign
officials in estimating how their candidates are doing in particular precincts. Other poll watchers may be assigned
by their candidate or party to observe the opening or closing of the polls.

A poll watcher must present the Chief Officer of Election with an authorization form, which must be signed by the
party chair or the candidate, as appropriate. Sample forms are located in the end of this section.

No candidate whose name is printed on the ballot shall serve as a representative of a party or candidate.

All persons serving as poll watchers in Arlington County must be qualified registered voters in Virginia. The Chief
will ask the poll watcher to provide evidence of his Virginia voter registration by asking to see the poll watcher’s
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Voter Identification Card or Notification. If the person does not have a voter card or notice, the Chief will attempt
to verify the individual’s registration, either on the electronic pollbook or by calling the Elections Office. If the
individual’s registration cannot be verified, the person cannot serve as a poll watcher.
Poll watchers are not permitted to campaign inside the polling place.

Poll watchers are not to wear political clothing, buttons, signs, or in any way display preference to any party or
candidate.

Poll watchers cannot loiter or congregate, give, offer, or show any ballot, ticket, or other campaign material to any
person, stop or delay a qualified voter, or interfere with the orderly conduct of the election.
Poll watchers are prohibited from providing assistance to voters who need help in casting their ballots.
(Code of Virginia, §24.2-604 and §24.2-649)
What Characteristics Make a Good Poll Watcher?
Qualifications for good poll watchers include:

• Good hearing – poll watchers must be able to hear voters’ names as the voters identify
themselves and as election officers repeat the names of the voters. Some polling places
are noisy. Election Officers stating the voters’ names have their backs to the poll
watchers. They speak as loudly as possible but some have soft voices.
• Ability to pay close attention. The Election Officers are often extremely busy and have
detailed instructions to follow in their jobs.

• Ability to get along with others. The Election Officers and other representatives are there to guarantee a wellrun, error-free election. Sometimes there are intense situations and all need to work together.

While there have seldom been disruptive incidents in Arlington polling places, the Officers of Election may
require any person who is found by a majority of the officers present to be in violation of §24.2-604 of the Code of
Virginia to remain outside of the prohibited area, which is 40 feet from the entrance to the polling place. Election
Officers also have the authority to call police if they believe any individual is deliberately disrupting the election
and refusing to follow directions. Any person found guilty of violating §24.2-604 shall be guilty of a Class 1
misdemeanor.
What Can Poll Watchers Do Before The Polls Open?

Poll watchers who come to observe the opening of the voting machines should be at the polling place at 5:00 a.m.
These poll watchers must present a special authorization form from either the political party chair or the
candidate, as appropriate.

They must remain until the polls open at 6:00 a.m. These poll watchers may observe what the Election Officers do
as they open the polls, including examining the equipment to assure no votes have been cast before the polls
open. Although the poll watchers may not assist or impede the operation of the Election Officers in any way, they
should speak to the Chief Election Officer if they see any problem. If this does not resolve the problem, they
should call Electoral Board at 703-228-3456.

Poll watchers should check with the Chief Election Officer if they want to ask questions about the process. If the
Chief agrees, they may ask questions as long as they do not impede or delay the work of the Election Officers.
Please understand, however, that sometimes the Chief and other Election Officers may be under a lot of stress at
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the beginning of the day, and may not want to have to take the time to answer questions. While most Election
Officers are happy to answer questions, poll watchers should respect their wishes if the officers do not wish to
talk and need to concentrate on their duties.

In General and Special Elections there may be one representative of each political party. Virginia currently
recognizes only the Democratic and Republican parties as parties eligible to authorize representatives inside the
polling place.

In Primary elections there may be one representative of each political party holding a primary.
(Code of Virginia, §24.2-639)
What Can Poll Watchers Do While The Polls Are Open?

During the day poll watchers typically sit behind the check-in tables where the Election Officers with the poll
books sit. They are not permitted to sit at the tables with the Election Officers. The Chief Election Officer may
designate specific areas in the polling place for poll watchers; this is done primarily to protect the privacy of
voters.

Any separate table used for voters voting provisional ballots or for the Chief Election Officer to assist voters with
questions or issues is not considered a check-in table.

Poll watchers usually check off the names of their supporters when they come to vote, from lists that have been
provided to them in advance. They cannot view the poll book directly themselves, but if it is not busy, they can
ask the Election Officers to check if certain supporters have voted. The Election Officers cannot give a list of those
who have voted to the poll watchers.
In General and Special Elections there may be up to three representatives
of each political party and one representative of each independent
candidate, space permitting in the polling place.
In Primary Elections there may be up to three representatives of each
candidate on the ballot, space permitting in the polling place.

The Chief Election Officer has the discretion of determining whether or not the polling place can accommodate
multiple poll watchers representing a political party or candidate. At least one authorized poll watcher for each
party/candidate must be allowed in the polling place.
Poll watchers authorized to be inside the polling place during the day have the right to be close enough to hear
how election officers resolve issues regarding voters. They do not, however, have the right to interfere with or
disrupt the process. Any questions regarding procedures should be directed to the Chief or Assistant Chief
Officers.

If any voter requests an election officer to assist him with his ballot in the voter’s native language, prior to
assisting the election officer must first ask the poll watchers present if any are proficient in the voter’s language.
If so, those poll watchers are permitted to listen, but not assist, as the election officer provides instructions or
assistance to the voter. They must complete the appropriate section of the Request for Assistance Form.

Poll watchers may utilize hand-held wireless electronic devices such as tablets and smartphones for the purpose
of recording lists of voters present, but they cannot use any such device outfitted with a camera to take photos or
video inside the polls. They are also prohibited from using phones inside the polls for audible purposes, which
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includes phone calls, although they can send and receive text messages. All phones must be set to silent or vibrate
while inside the polls.
If an authorized poll watcher believes his right to properly observe the process has been obstructed and speaking
to the Chief does not resolve the issue, the poll watcher should step outside the voting room and call the Electoral
Board at 703-228-3456. No such calls are permitted inside the polling place.
(Code of Virginia, §24.2-604)
Are Candidates Allowed in the Polling Place?

Candidates on the ballot cannot serve as poll watchers, but they may enter the polling place only to vote or to
visit for no longer than ten minutes. While inside the polling place, the candidate cannot campaign, hinder or
delay voters, or in any way attempt to influence any person in casting his vote. The candidate will not be
permitted to display any form of campaign material, such as buttons, stickers, or apparel, or to distribute
campaign literature, while inside the polling place.
(Code of Virginia, §24.2-604)
What Can Poll Watchers Do After the Polls Close?

When the polls close at 7:00 p.m., poll watchers are entitled to observe the closing of the polls. They cannot leave
the polling place until the results have been called in to the Electoral Board office. These poll watchers must
present a special authorization form from either the political party chair or the candidate, as appropriate.

The poll watchers are permitted to get close enough to the machines and tapes to read the numbers and
information on the machines and the tapes. Although the poll watchers may not assist or impede the operation of
the Election Officers in any way, they should speak to the Chief if they see any problem. If this does not solve the
problem, they should call the Electoral Board at 703-228-3456.
As in the beginning of the day, they should ask the Chief if the Election Officers will be willing to answer their
questions, but defer to the wishes of the Election Officers if they feel stressed and seem reluctant to take the time
to answer.
In General and Special elections there may be two representatives of each party with a candidate on the ballot,
and one representative of each independent candidate.
In Primary elections there may be one representative of each candidate whose name appears on the ballot.

If a party or candidate does not have an authorized representative to observe the closing of the polls, the Chief
Election Officer will ask those congregated outside the Prohibited Area (forty feet from the entrance to the polling
place), if any, if they would like to come in to observe on behalf of that party or candidate.
(Code of Virginia, §24.2-655)
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What Can Pollwatchers Do Outside the Polling Place?
The Code of Virginia prohibits any person from loitering or congregating
within 40 feet of the entrance to any polling place, and from attempting to
give or display any literature or sample ballots for the purpose of
influencing the vote of any individual within this prohibited area. It is also
unlawful to hinder or delay any qualified voter from entering or leaving the
polling place. Officers of election will post a notice outside each polling
place, titled “Prohibited Area,” which details the above.

Persons working outside the polls to promote a political party, candidate, or
issue must remain outside this 40-foot prohibited area. Outside this area, they may distribute information to
persons entering or leaving the polling place.

Please, however, be respectful of and sensitive to voters’ wishes. Many voters are offended by the enthusiasm
displayed by some outside poll workers, and may construe their actions as harassment. If a voter refuses to take
your literature or speak to you, please do not press the issue but respect his wishes.
(Code of Virginia, §24.2-604)
What Can Pollwatchers Do in Regard to Provisional Ballots?
The Precinct Provisional Ballots logs, provisional vote envelopes, and other lists of provisional voters cannot be
released or made available for public inspection by the Electoral Board, General Registrar, staff member, or any
Officer of Election.
(Code of Virginia, §§ 24.2-406, 24.2-407, 24.2-444; 42 USC 15482(a)(5)

Authorization Forms
Below is a sample authorization form for political parties and candidates to use for authorizing
individuals to observe while the polls are open. These may either be reproduced as is, or you may utilize
this format and print the information on your own letterhead.
The authorization form for while the polls are open should be given to the first individual scheduled to
be inside the polling place, and may contain the names of all individuals scheduled for that precinct,
eliminating the need to produce a separate authorization form for each person.

Please instruct your poll watchers to present their authorization form to the Chief Election Officer when
they arrive at the polling place. Poll watchers are also advised to bring their Virginia Voter Registration
Cards to the polls so the Chief can quickly verify they are registered voters.
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Authorization Form For Poll Watchers
While the Polls are Open
This is to certify that the following individuals are representatives of
__________________________________ (name of the party or candidate) in the
____________________ Precinct for the _______________ (enter election date) Election, as
authorized by §24.2-604 of the Code of Virginia.
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
______________________________
Party Chairman or Candidate’s Signature
Date
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12.1.4: Guidelines for the Media on Election Day
(The following is distributed to local media contacts prior to Election Day. If media personnel do not
adhere to these Guidelines, please show them this information. Contact the office at 703-228-3456 if
you have an issue with media. Not all media contacts – national or international press, for example –
may necessarily receive this before the election. All media are welcome at the polls provided they follow
these Guidelines. )
The Arlington County Electoral Board welcomes media representatives in and around our polling places
on Election Day, as long as your presence is not disruptive to the smooth operation of the election, and
voters and election workers do not feel uncomfortable with your presence or feel that their privacy has
been violated. The following Guidelines are intended to assist you in complying with appropriate
procedures and laws on Election Day.
Covering Activity at the Polls
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Upon entering the voting area, contact the Chief Election Officer. The Electoral Board assigns
supervisory authority in the polling place, and he or she is the person who can authorize your
presence. Be prepared to show media credentials or identification.
Although you may take photos or film in the polling place during voting hours, you must first
confer with the Chief Officer regarding camera placement, lighting, etc.
Do not speak with any voter in the voting area.
Do not impede the voting process or the work of the polling place staff.
Do not in any way compromise or endanger the secrecy of a
voter’s ballot, such as taking a photo in such a way that it is clear
how a voter marked the ballot.
Electioneering or obstruction of any kind within a 40-foot radius
of the polling place entrance is strictly prohibited by Virginia law.
Within this 40-foot prohibited area, you cannot:
o Wear any campaign buttons, stickers, or regalia
o Hand out campaign literature
o Urge the election or defeat of any candidate or issue on the
ballot
Your presence in the polling place is authorized for media
coverage only. Please leave promptly after completing your work.
If the Chief Election Officer believes you are being disruptive to
the process, you may be asked to exit the polling place. Please
comply and leave if so requested.

Exit Polling
•
•
•
•

Question only those people leaving the polling place.
Be sure to advise people that responding to questions is voluntary. If someone refuses to answer or
seems uncomfortable or annoyed, do not press him further.
Do not interfere in any way with access to the polling place.
Do not position yourself within 40 feet of the entrance to the polling place.
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Chapter 13: Poll Pad Lookup Hints
13.1: Search by Precinct, County, or Regional Area
13.1.1: Find Voter by Precinct
•

From the Voter Look-up Screen, Click on Advanced Search

•

Type in the Precinct Code using a leading zero + the three-digit Precinct Code. Ex. 0027

13.1.2: Searching Outside of Your Precinct:
•
•
•

Voters who are registered in the precinct will be listed first on white lines.
Voters in all other Arlington Precincts will be listed next on gray lines.
If you tap a voter in the Wrong Precinct, you will see the Wrong Location Screen. The precinct
information is correct on this screen. The Email, Text, and Print Location buttons will not work.
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When you touch Go Back to return to the Voter Lookup Screen, tap the large Start Over button in the
upper left of the screen. This will take you back to the launch screen, where you can start looking up the
next voter.
13.1.3: Find Voter by Address

The default search is by name, but if you have difficulty finding a voter’s name, you can also search by
address. As a general rule, this is not widely recommended because address searches can be a bit tricky,
but there are circumstances where this feature can be helpful.
Find by Address looks at the entire database and not just Arlington. Street Addresses located in the
Precinct are listed first on white lines in alphabetical order of the voter’s last name. Outside the
Precinct Addresses are listed next in gray also in alphabetical order. North and South Arlington

From the Voter Lookup screen, tap the tab in the middle of the screen labeled Advanced Search to get
this display.

Address Search:
Named Streets
Named Streets
• Most named streets in Arlington have a street direction (N or S) that appears before the street
name, but there are some streets that have no direction at all. Examples: the Boulevards (Wilson,
Washington, Arlington, Yorktown, etc.), most Drives (Fairfax, Army Navy), Campbell Avenue, Lee
Highway, Columbia Pike, and several others.
•
•
•
•
•

The street direction is not used in the Poll Pad search fields.

Type in the first letter of the street. A Drop-down list will appear.

Streets located within the precinct will be listed first in uppercase. Scroll down the list to
find the street and select it.
The results list will show Street Addresses located in the Precinct first on white lines in
alphabetical order of the voter’s last name.

Outside the Precinct Addresses are listed next on gray lines also in alphabetical order. North and
South Arlington designations are intermingled.
Example: You are looking for a voter who says he lives at 1932 N Powhatan St. Enter “P”.
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•

Choose “Powhatan St” under Street and “1932” under House #. You should see the voters
registered at that address.
PO Boxes will be listed before street names when “P” is entered.

Numbered Streets
• All have the street direction (N or S) after the street name
• All have exponents in the street name, such as 5th, 23rd, 31st
• Caution: In some parts of the county we may have the same street name with different types –
2nd RD, 2nd ST, and 2nd PL, for example. These are intermingled in the search results list.
•

Typing in the street field will trigger the drop-down list. A drop-down list will appear.
o Single digit Streets (1st, 9th, etc.) will be at the bottom of the list.

•
•

•

o Only the first digit of a number needs to be entered.

The results list will show Street Addresses located in the Precinct first on white lines in
alphabetical order of the voter’s last name.

Outside the Precinct Addresses are listed next on gray lines, also in alphabetical order. North
and South Arlington designations are intermingled.
o Different Street types (St., Rd., Pl., etc.) are intermingled as are N and S designations.

Using the House # field will narrow the results.

Example: you cannot find your voter by name, and he says he lives at 6119 18th Rd N.
•

From Voter Lookup, select Advanced Search. Enter “18” in the Street field and “6119” in the
House # field.

Use the RESET button to clear the fields on the Advanced Search Screen.
Tap START OVER after searching for a voter by address to return to the Launch Screen.
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Chapter 14: Other Information
14.1: Cell Phone and Electronic Device Use Policy
Except use by Officers of Election for official election-related business, the Arlington Electoral Board has
adopted a policy where only “silent” use of cell phones and electronic devices is permitted inside the
polling place. If a voter enters the polling place talking on a cell phone, ask him to end the call
immediately or to go outside beyond the 40-foot prohibited area to complete his call.

This means that voters may continue to use items such as cell phones, MP3 players,
and game devices inside the polling place as long as they are used for silent or
vibrating receipt of voice mail, text messaging, or email. Silent game playing is also
permitted. The key point is that voters can engage in such activities while they wait
in line provided they are not disruptive, which includes verbal conversations and
sound-enhanced functions on their devices. If voters are waiting in line outside the
polling place, even if they are within the 40-foot prohibited area boundary, they
can use their devices to make and receive calls, but such activities must cease once
they enter the polling place.

For purposes of this policy, Officers of Election can use some discretion on the definition of the polling
place as the room where voting takes place, especially in facilities where the voting room is located at
some distance from the entrance to the building, and thus likely to result in voter lines in the hallways.

Election officers should never use their personal cell phones for non-election business inside the voting
room, except when the officer’s personal cell phone has been designated as the primary contact number
for the election office, in which case the phone is usually that of the Chief or Assistant Chief.
If you must make a brief personal call, ask your Chief if you can take a break, and then make a very brief
call in the hallway or another nearby area away from voters. While in the polling place, election officers
must turn off all personal cell phones. You can check for messages on your breaks. If you want to leave
an emergency contact number with family members, use the office number, 703-228-3456.
14.1.1: Ballot Selfies and Other Photographs

In 2016 the Virginia State Board of Elections adopted a resolution stating that it is permissible for
voters to use camera devices inside the polling place. This includes photos of the voter’s voted ballot or
“selfies” of the voter inside the polls.

Officers of Election must use discretion with voters using cameras. Most of the time, a voter will quickly
snap a photo and be done. If Officers believe a voter is being disruptive, however, they should ask the
voter to cease the activity. For example, if a voter is taking a video of other voters and the others object
or complain, you should ask the voter to stop. A voter taking a video and trying to narrate at the same
time is clearly being disruptive.
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A lot of times voters, particularly first-time voters, may want a
photograph to help them commemorate the experience. The best
course of action is to try to accommodate them if possible so they’ll
leave happy.

Please note that political party or candidate representatives
authorized to be present inside the polling place may use electronic
devices to check information or send messages, but they are
prohibited from using cameras. If you see a rep attempting to film or
photograph inside the polls, call the Chief immediately.

Media may film or photograph inside the polls as long as they do not disrupt or compromise voters’
privacy. They may not interview voters inside the polls. If a voter objects to being photographed, the
media representative must comply with the voter’s wishes. See Section 12.1.4, Guidelines for the Media
on Election Day, for more information.

14.2: Disruptive Voters

Never argue with a voter about any situation. If a voter becomes confused and doesn’t understand your
instructions, take a deep breath, count silently to ten, smile, and patiently try again. Never, ever, berate
or insult a voter! If the voter becomes abusive or disruptive, call your Chief. The Chief should take the
voter aside and offer the voter a Comment Form, if appropriate.

Some voters may wish to engage you in conversation about election-related issues that have been in the
news. It is not your role to try to explain such things to voters. Have the voter complete a Comment
Form. After the election, the Director of Elections and Electoral Board respond to comments made by
voters at the polls.

14.3: Employment Protection for Officers of Election
The Code of Virginia provides certain employment protections to officers of election. The Code also
states that officers who work the election shall not be required to start any work shift beginning after 5
p.m. on Election Day or before 3 a.m. the following day. Note: You may want to bring this provision to
the attention of your employer’s human resources department, since your employer will undoubtedly
need to define “reasonable notice.” This might not be applicable or enforceable if you work for the
federal government or your employer is outside of Virginia.

§ 24.2-118.1 Prohibition on discrimination in employment; penalty.
Any person who serves as an officer of election as defined in § 24.2-101 shall neither be
discharged from employment, nor have any adverse personnel action taken against him, nor
shall he be required to use sick leave or vacation time, as a result of his absence from
employment due to such service, provided he gave reasonable notice to his employer of such
service. No person who serves four or more hours, including travel time, on his day of service
shall be required to start any work shift that begins on or after 5:00 p.m. on the day of his service
or begins before 3:00 a.m. on the day following the day of his service. Any employer violating the
provisions of this section shall be guilty of a Class 3 misdemeanor.
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14.4: Jury Exemption for Officers of Election
Similar to the employment protection, Officers of Election are exempt from serving on a jury on Election
Day. You should request an exemption from the Clerk of the Court where you have been called to duty.
The exemption may not be applicable if you are called for federal jury duty.

§ 8.01-341.1. Exemptions from jury service upon request.
15. Any general registrar, member of a local electoral board, or person appointed or employed by
either the general registrar or the local electoral board, except officers of election appointed
pursuant to Article 5 (§ 24.2-115 et seq.) of Chapter 1 of Title 24.2; however, this exemption shall
apply only to jury service starting (i) during the period beginning 90 days prior to any election
and continuing through election day, (ii) during the period to ascertain the results of the election
and continuing for 10 days after the local electoral board certifies the results of the election
under § 24.2-671 or the State Board of Elections certifies the results of the election under § 24.2679, or (iii) during the period of an election recount or contested election pursuant to Chapter 8
(§ 24.2-800 et seq.) of Title 24.2. Any officer of election shall be exempt from jury service
only on election day and during the periods set forth in clauses (ii) and (iii).

14.5: Compensation of officers
Officers of Election may choose not to be paid for serving on Election Day. This may be useful if you
want to serve but don’t want additional compensation for tax or social security benefit issues. If you are
interested in waiving your compensation, please contact the Deputy Director.
§ 24.2-116. Compensation of officers, volunteer officers. An officer of election may waive
compensation and serve as an unpaid volunteer officer. Unpaid volunteer officers shall possess
the qualifications and fulfill the requirements that apply to paid officers of election.

14.6: What Do You Do When It’s Slow?

During most elections, there is typically some “down time” when you won’t have many voters arriving
to vote. This is particularly true on long primary election days! Election Officers typically bring books or
hobbies with them to the polls to amuse themselves during slow periods. This is fine as long as the item
doesn’t interfere with the election process. Electronic items are not permitted because they might give
the impression that you are attempting to influence others by being connected to outside news sources.
If, however, the precinct team is in agreement on listening to music, a portable, not personal, CD player
or an MP3 player connected to speakers is acceptable, as long as the music is neutral in nature (classical,
jazz, or instrumental, for example) and played discreetly.
Examples of acceptable items include:
o Books, newspapers or magazines (but be discreet if any appear political or partisan in nature)
o E-readers like Kindle or Nook are permitted ONLY if the wi-fi function is not used. Please use
them for reading purpose only.
o Crossword, sudoku, or jigsaw puzzles (a jigsaw is fine if you have an out-of-the way place to set it
up and want to involve the entire team)
o Board games or playing cards (see note above on jigsaws – but no gambling at the polls!)
o Sewing, knitting, or other similar craft projects
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Unacceptable items while inside the polling place include:
o Laptop computers or tablets
o Personal cell/smartphone use
o Portable televisions or DVD players
o Radios
o Personal music devices, like MP3 players or CD players

Note that authorized political party/candidate representatives are permitted by law to use wireless
electronic devices inside the polling place for the purpose of recording supporters as they come to vote.
If such devices are equipped with a camera, they are prohibited from using the camera feature. They are
also prohibited from making or receiving phone calls while inside the polls.
The Electoral Board has no objection to Election Officers using cameras inside the polls to record their
election experience, provided you follow these guidelines:
• Do not photograph voters, authorized visitors, or other Officers without first asking their
permission.
• Never photograph a voter in a way that the voter’s privacy is compromised, either by
photographing the pollbook or a ballot.
• You must be willing to share your photos with the Electoral Board for archival purposes.
• There may be situations where taking a photograph is appropriate for evidence purposes, such if
there is a disruptive incident. Or an earthquake . . . Please use your discretion when taking
photos.

14.7: Other Helpful Hints

• Remember that you cannot leave the polling place during the day, although you will of course be
allowed “biological breaks.” This means you should be prepared to bring adequate food and drink to
get you through the long day. You can have a friend or family member deliver food for you, if you
wish. Some polling places have kitchen facilities available for your use; check with your Chief before
Election Day.
• Try to get a good night’s sleep before Election Day so you will be fresh and ready to go early in the
morning.
• Be aware that voters and other Election Officers may have allergy or asthma issues. Do not wear
perfumes, colognes, or any noticeably scented personal hygiene product while you work at the polls.
• Dress comfortably but not sloppily – remember, you are representing Arlington County.
• Do not wear any article of clothing or jewelry that conveys a political or social message.
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14.8: Phone Numbers for Other Northern Virginia Localities
Sometimes a voter will show up at the polls whose name is not on the pollbook, and the election staff
confirms the voter is registered and eligible to vote in another jurisdiction. While the staff can provide
polling place addresses in other jurisdictions, we cannot provide the voter with detailed directions or
answer specific questions about his registration status. The voter must call the election office for his
respective locality to obtain more detailed information.
City of Alexandria

703-838-4050

City of Fairfax

703-385-7890

Fairfax County

703-222-0776

City of Falls Church
Loudoun County

Prince William County

703-248-5085
703-777-0380
703-792-6470

14.9: Some Other Key Election Laws for Officers of Election

§ 24.2- 643 Procedures at polling place
An officer of election shall ask the voter for his full name and current residence address and repeat, in a
voice audible to party and candidate representatives present, the full name and address stated by the
voter.
[Note: Although the Code does not specifically state that the voter must state his full name and current
residence address, the implication is that you ask the voter to do so. If the voter prefers to provide the
information to the election officer in writing, the election officer is still required by law to audibly
repeat the name and address.]

§ 24.2-604 Prohibited activities at polls . . . presence of representatives of parties or
candidates
D. It shall be unlawful for any authorized representative, voter, or any other person in the room to (i)
hinder or delay a qualified voter; (ii) give, tender, or exhibit any ballot, ticket, or other campaign
material to any person; (iii) solicit or in any manner attempt to influence any person in casting his vote;
(iv) hinder or delay any officer of election; or (v) otherwise impede the orderly conduct of the election.

[Note: If the party representatives ask you to repeat names and addresses multiple times (providing you
are stating them clearly in the first place), or attempt to look through the pollbook or sit at your table,
they are in violation of this section.]
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Prohibition of Campaign Material inside the Polling Place
Sec. 24.2-604.A of the Code of Virginia prohibits any individual to “give,
tender, or exhibit any ballot, ticket, or other campaign material to any
person or to solicit or in any manner attempt to influence any person in
casting his vote” within 40 feet of any entrance to any polling place.

This does not prohibit voters from entering the polling place wearing buttons, stickers, or other
campaign apparel, provided they do not engage in overt campaigning or attempt to influence other
voters.

Election officers, authorized party or candidate representatives, and authorized visitors are prohibited
from wearing campaign apparel inside the polling place.
Voters may bring sample ballots or candidate brochures into the polling place for the purposes of
assisting them as they vote their ballots, as long as these items are not displayed in such a manner that
they may be construed as an attempt to influence the votes of others. In other words, the voter may
carry such items discreetly in his hand, but if he blatantly displays them to or attempt to discuss them
with other voters, he would be considered in violation of the above statute.

Officers of Election may require any person found by a majority of the officers present to be in violation
of this section to leave the polling place and remain outside the 40-foot prohibited area. Any person
violating this section shall be guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.

§ 24.2-653 Voter whose name does not appear on pollbook
When a person offers to vote . . . and the general registrar is not available or cannot state that the person
is registered to vote, then such person shall be allowed to vote by paper ballot . . . and provide, subject to
the penalties for making false statements . . . information required. . . . If the electoral board determines
that such person was not entitled to vote as a qualified voter in the precinct in which he offered the
provisional vote . . . his vote shall not be counted.
[Note: You must also offer a provisional ballot to any voter who claims he is qualified to vote in the
precinct, even if the election office tells you the voter is registered elsewhere or otherwise not eligible.
The point is that in order for the Electoral Board to accept the ballot, the voter must demonstrate that
he is eligible to vote in the precinct. For example, if he is on the rolls in another precinct, he can either
go to the other precinct where his vote will be counted, or vote provisional in your precinct, where it
will most likely not be counted. So while any voter who is willing to affirm his eligibility can vote a
provisional ballot, only those who are determined to be eligible will have their ballots counted.]
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§24.2-643

1

Voter does not have acceptable photo ID or you are
unsure you can accept the provided ID.
Is not having photo ID the only reason the voter must vote a provisional ballot?
• If yes, go to problem 14b and have them vote a provisional ballot.
• If no, go to problem 14a and have them vote a provisional ballot.

Voter Identification List:
IDs listed below are valid if they appear genuine and show a photo of the voter.
IF ID has an expiration date, it cannot have been expired for more than one year.
• Valid Virginia driver’s license or Virginia DMV-issued ID.
• Valid United States passport or passport card.
• Any other valid photo ID issued by a government agency of the
Commonwealth, one of its political subdivisions, or the United States.
• Valid student photo ID issued by any public or private high school or
institution of higher education located in Virginia. Chief should have a list of
qualified colleges and universities.
• Valid employee photo ID issued in ordinary course of business.
• Tribal ID issued by one of the 11 recognized tribes in Virginia,
[§8.01-385, 51.1-700]:
o Cheroenhaka (Nottoway)
o Nottoway of Virginia
o Chickahominy
o Pamunkey
o Eastern Chickahominy
o Patawomeck
o Mattaponi
o Rappahannock
o Monacan
o Upper Mattaponi
o Nansemond



Never turn a voter away because of lack of ID. If you are unsure whether a voter
has presented an acceptable ID, call the General Registrar.

4
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Use Affirmation of Eligibility form ELECT – 651
§24.2-643

2

Name on photo ID does not match name in pollbook.
1. Allow voter to vote if the name on the voter’s photo ID is:
• similar to the name in the pollbook; and/or
• lists a maiden name, nickname, or initials instead of the full name.



If you believe the person on the ID is not the voter, use the Affirmation of
Eligibility to challenge the voter.

1. Officer fills out and initials Section A on the Affirmation of Eligibility and
checks Box C.

2. Officer (or other Challenger) fills out and signs the Statement of Challenger
using Reason #7.

3. Voter fills out and signs Section B – Affirmation of Voter.
4. Officer makes sure voter signs Section B.
5. Officer checks voter into the pollbook and indicates in the pollbook that a
statement was signed.

6. Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.
7. Voter casts ballot as normal in precinct.



If challenged voter will not sign the Affirmation of Eligibility, they cannot vote.
Go to problem 14a and follow the provisional instructions using Reason #6.
§24.2-643 (C)

3

Voter provides address (orally or in writing) that
does not match address in pollbook.
1. Refer to “Moving Conditions” Chart on Page 7 and/or Problems 5-8.



The address the voter provides orally or in writing must match the address in
the pollbook, but it does NOT have to match the address on the photo ID.
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If an address on a photo ID does not match the address on the pollbook, it does
not make the ID unacceptable for proving voter identity.
Some acceptable forms of photo ID do not have an address.
If you are uncertain, call the General Registrar.
Use Affirmation of Eligibility form ELECT-651
§ 24.2-428.2, §24.2-651

4

Voter is marked “Inactive”
Has voter moved?
• If yes, go to problems 5-8
• If no, you must challenge the voter using the Affirmation of Eligibility Form.

1. Officer fills out and initials Section A on the Affirmation of Eligibility form
and checks Box A. Disregard Statement of Challenger.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



Voter fills out and signs Section B –Affirmation of Voter.
Officer makes sure voter signs Section B.
Enter the Chief’s password.
Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.
Voter casts ballot as normal in precinct.

Why does this happen?

Voter was sent an address confirmation notice and the Elections Office did not receive
a response. The confirmation notice was sent because:
• There was a possible address change OR
• Previous mailings from the Election Office were returned as undeliverable.

Use this “Moving Conditions” chart when a voter has moved.
Ask the voter:
Question #1: Where did you move?
15-6

Question #2: When did you move?

Where did
voter move?


Within
precinct

Within
county/city

To a different
county/city still
within Virginia

Outside of
Virginia

After
November 5,
2019

See problem 5:
Voter can vote.

See problem 6:
Voter can vote in
precinct where
registered.

See problem 7:
Voter can vote in
precinct where
registered.

See problem 8b
for presidential
elections;
see problem 8a
for nonpresidential
elections.

Between
November 9,
2016 and
November 5,
2019

See problem 5:
Voter can vote.

See problem 6:
Voter can vote in
precinct where
registered with
Affirmation of
Eligibility.

See problem 7:
Voter may vote a
provisional ballot
in precinct where
they live.

See problem 8a
for presidential
elections;
see problem 8a
for nonpresidential
elections.

Before
November 9,
2016

See problem 5:
Voter can vote.

See problem 6:
Voter may vote
provisionally in
precinct where
they live.

See problem 7:
Voter may vote a
provisional ballot
in precinct where
they live.

See problem 8a
for presidential
elections;
see problem 8a
for nonpresidential
elections.

When did
voter move?
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§24.2-401

5

Voter moved within the same precinct.


1.
2.
3.
4.

Voter might be marked ‘inactive’
Officer asks voter to complete and sign a Voter Registration application.
Officer checks voter into the pollbook as normal.
Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.
Voter casts ballot as normal in the precinct.
§24.2-401

6

Voter moved to a different precinct within the same
county/city AND congressional district.



Voter might be marked ‘inactive’

Choose which statement describes when the voter moved and use the instructions
that follow.

Voter moved on or after November 5, 2019.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Voter completes and signs a Voter Registration application.
Officer checks voter into the pollbook as normal.
Voter casts ballot as normal in precinct where still registered.
Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.

Voter moved between November 8, 2016 and Nov. 5, 2019.
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1. Officer fills out and initials Section A on the Affirmation of Eligibility form and
checks Box C and Box 4.

2. Voter fills out and signs Section B – Affirmation of Voter using their new
address.

3. Officer checks voter into the pollbook.
4. Voter casts ballot as normal in precinct where still registered.
5. Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.

Voter moved before November 9, 2016.
1. Voter may vote a provisional ballot. See problem 14a, Reason #1 or #2.
2. Voter completes and signs a Voter Registration Application.
§24.2-401

7

Voter moved to a different county/city.



Voter might be marked ‘inactive’

Choose which statement describes when the voter moved and use the instructions
that follow.

Voter moved on or after November 5, 2019.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Voter completes and signs a Voter Registration application.
Officer checks voter into the pollbook as normal.
Voter casts ballot as normal in precinct where still registered.
Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.

Voter moved before November 5, 2019.
1. Voter may vote a provisional ballot. See problem 14a, Reason #1 or #2.
2. Voter completes and signs a Voter Registration Application.
3. Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.
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§ 24.2-401, § 24.2-402

8

Voter moved to another state.
Is this a presidential election?

If No, go to problem 8a.
If Yes
• Did the voter move out of state more than 30 days ago? Go to problem 8a.
• Did the voter move out of state less than 30 days ago? Go to problem 8b.

8a:

Voter is no longer eligible to vote in Virginia.
1. Ask voter to fill out a Cancellation Request form (ELECT 427(A))
2. Place Cancellation Request or note in Maroon Bag #8.
If voter insists they are registered and eligible to vote in the precinct, they may vote a
provisional ballot. See problem 14a, Reason #1 or #2, or #6.

8b:
Voter may vote a “Presidential-Only” Ballot.

(This is a presidential election AND voter moved out of state less than 30 days ago.)

15-10

1.

Officer fills out and initials Section A on the Affirmation of Eligibility form and
checks Box C and Box 3.

2.

Voter fills out and signs Section B – Affirmation of Voter using new address.

3.

Officer tells voter that the General Registrar will cancel the voter’s Virginia
registration after this election.

4.

Officer checks voter into the pollbook.

5.

Officer indicates in the pollbook that voter voted a presidential-only ballot.

6.

Officer issues a presidential-only ballot.

7.

Voter casts presidential-only ballot as normal in the precinct.

8.

Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.

§ 24.2-420.1, § 24.2-453, , § 24.2-653.1, § 24.2-708, § 24.2-711, §24.2-712

9

Voter marked “Fed Only” in pollbook.



Voter can only vote for federal offices.

1. Check voter into the pollbook.
2. Give voter a Federal Only ballot.

9a

Voter marked “Fed Only” and absentee in pollbook and they have their absentee
ballot.
Go to problem 19 and follow instructions.

9b

Voter marked “Fed Only” and absentee in pollbook and they DO NOT have their
absentee ballot.
Go to problem 20 and follow instructions.
§24.2-652

10

Voter’s name is not in the pollbook.
1. Check for correct spelling or a recent name change.
2. Check if voter is in the right polling place. Ask voter for their:
• address;
• when/where they registered to vote; and
• when/where they last voted.
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3. Collect any documentation or registration receipts provided by the voter and
put them in Maroon Bag #8.

4. Call the General Registrar. The GR will either:
• instruct you to add a voter’s name to the pollbook;
• tell you the person can vote a provisional ballot. (See problem 14a); or
• let you know if voter is registered and eligible to vote in another precinct.





If General Registrar is unavailable or unable to confirm qualifications, voter may
vote a provisional ballot. See problem 14a, using Reason #1 or #2.
Overseas and Military voters (or voters who have recently separated from the
military) as well as spouses and dependents may be able to register today,
§ 24.2-420.1. Call the General Registrar.
Only the General Registrar can authorize adding a voter to the pollbook. The
General Registrar will give you instructions if that is necessary.
§24.2-651

11

Voter is challenged.



A qualified voter can challenge another voter. An Election Officer may be
required to challenge a voter.

1. Officer fills out and initials Section A of the Affirmation of Eligibility form and
checks Box C.
2. Challenger fills out and signs the Statement of Challenger.
3. Challenged voter fills out and signs Section B – Affirmation of Voter.
4. Officer makes sure voter signs Section B.
5. Officer checks voter into the pollbook and indicates in the pollbook that a
statement or oath was signed.
6. Voter casts ballot as normal in the precinct.
7. Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.
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If challenged voter will not sign the Affirmation of Eligibility, then they cannot
vote normally but can vote a provisional ballot. Go to problem 14a and follow

instructions using Reason #6, Other.



If challenger will not sign the Affirmation of Eligibility, then there is no challenge
and the voter, if otherwise qualified, votes in the normal way in the precinct.
§ 24.2-651.1

12

Voter’s name marked in pollbook as already voted.
1. Tell voter they can vote a provisional ballot.
2. Go to problem 14a and follow instructions using Reason #5.

Provisional Reason Codes
Voter’s name 1
is NOT on
pollbook and 2
voter:
Voter’s name 3
IS on
pollbook and 4
voter:
5

§24.2-653

is a resident of the precinct, or has been since the
November general election last year.

Complete VRA

has been a resident of the precinct for the last two
federal elections, is now a resident of the county
or city, and current residence is in the same
congressional district as this precinct.
is voting after normal poll closing time due to
court order.

Complete VRA

applied for an absentee ballot, but does not have
the ballot with them.
is shown in the pollbook as already having voted.

6

Other. (any reason not captured in the other
codes)

No
ID

voter did not show required ID.

Complete VRA if voter
is not on the pollbook
or the address needs
to be updated.
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§24.2-653

14a

Voter must vote a provisional ballot.
Voter is voting a provisional ballot for Reasons #1 – #6.
If the only reason for voting a provisional ballot is because of ID, go to 14b.
1.

Voter who is not on the pollbook or whose address needs to be updated, fills
out a Voter Registration application.

2.

Voter fills out and signs the statement on the front of the green provisional
vote envelope.

3.

Officer signs front of envelope and marks reason for casting a provisional
ballot on back of the envelope.

4.

Officer asks voter for photo ID. If voter does not have ID, check box on the
back of the envelope that reads, ‘No ID: voter also did not show ID.’

5.
6.

Officer gets a ballot from the ballot officer.

7.
8.

Ballot Officer marks on the Ballot Record Report that a provisional ballot was
used.
Voter votes a ballot and seals ballot in the provisional ballot envelope.
Officer copies the information from the green provisional envelope onto
Provisional Ballot log.

9. Officer places the envelope in provisional ballot box.
10. Officer gives voter the green Provisional Voter Notice(s).
11. Officer checks voter in as a provisional voter or otherwise indicates in the
pollbook that voter voted a provisional ballot.
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Provisional ballots must be cast in the precinct where the voter is qualified to
vote—this usually means the provisional ballot will be cast in the precinct where
the voter currently lives.
Absentee voters or voters shown as already having voted who must vote a
provisional ballot need not fill out a Voter Registration Application, unless
required for another reason.

§24.2-653

14b

Voter must vote a provisional ballot because they did
not show photo ID.
For all other reasons, see 14a.
1. Voter fills out and signs the statement on the front of the lime green provisional
ballot envelope.
2. Officer signs the front of the envelope.
3. Officer gets a ballot from the ballot officer.
4. Ballot Officer marks on the Ballot Record Report that a provisional ballot was
used.
5. Voter votes a ballot and seals ballot in the lime green provisional ballot
envelope.
6. Officer copies the information from the provisional envelope onto Provisional
Ballot log.
7. Officer places the envelope in the provisional ballot box.
8. Officer gives the voter the lime green Provisional Voter Notice.
9. Officer checks the voter in as a provisional voter or otherwise indicates in the
pollbook that the voter voted a provisional ballot.




Information from both types of provisional envelopes are recorded on the same
provisional log sheet.
If there is a dual-party primary, there will be separate log sheets for each
primary.

15-15

Use Request for Assistance form ELECT-649.
§ 24.2-649

15

Voter asks for help voting.
1. Officer explains the purpose of the Request for Assistance form to the voter and
assistant.
2. Officer helps the voter determine who the assistant will be. Use the criteria on the
Request for Assistance form.
3. Voter signs Section A – Request of Voter.



If voter is unable to sign, ask the assistant to write
‘voter unable to sign’ and to print the voter’s name.

4. Assistant fills out and signs Section B – Agreement of Assistant.
5. Officer checks in voter as normal.
6. Officer indicates in the pollbook that assistance was given.
7. Officer shows the voter and assistant to the voting booth.
8. Voter or assistant places the ballot in the scanner or ballot box.
9. Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.




16

If appropriate, let voters know they have the option to mark their ballot using
an electronic ballot marking device with an audio ballot and/or larger text.
If the assistant chosen by the voter is age 15 or younger, neither the voter nor
the assistant is required to complete the form.
Use Request for Assistance form ELECT-649.
§ 24.2-649(C)

Voter asks an Election Officer to translate the ballot.
The following can translate a ballot and instructions for a voter:
• An Election Officer. Follow the instructions below.
15-16

• A volunteer including third party volunteers. See Problem 15.
• A person designated by the voter. See Problem 15.



One representative interpreter for each party or candidate is allowed to
observe.

1. Officer explains the purpose of the Request for Assistance form to the voter
and assistant.

2. Voter fills out and signs Section A – Request of Voter.
3. Election Officer-Translator fills out and signs Section C – Voter Asks Officer to
Translate Ballot.

4. If Election Officer-Translator will be assisting the voter in the booth, they
must also complete and sign Section B – Agreement of Assistant.

5. Officer checks voter in as normal and indicates they used an assistance form.
6. Officer shows voter to the voting booth (and assistant, if requested).
7. Voter or assistant places the ballot in the scanner or ballot box.



17

If the assistant chosen by the voter is age 15 or younger, neither the voter nor
the assistant is required to complete the form.
Use Request for Assistance form ELECT-649.
§ 24.2-649

Voter is blind or low vision and asks for assistance.




Let voters know they have the option to mark their ballot independently using
an electronic ballot marking device with an audio ballot and/or larger text.
If voter chooses to use the electronic ballot marking device, an assistant may
help but is not required. If an assistant is used:

15-17

1. Officer explains the purpose of the Request for Assistance form to the voter
and assistant.

2. Officer helps the voter determine who the assistant will be. Use the criteria
for blind voters on the Request for Assistance form.



Voters who are blind do not have to sign this form, but they must show ID.

1. Officer writes ‘blind voter’ on the signature line in Section A – Request of
Voter and prints voter’s name on the line below the signature.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Assistant completes and signs Section B – Agreement of Assistant.
Officer checks in voter as normal.
Officer indicates in the pollbook that assistance was given.
Officer shows the voter and assistant to the voting booth.
Voter or assistant places the ballot in the scanner or ballot box.
Officer places completed documents in Maroon Bag #8.

If Election Officer is explaining how the electronic ballot marking device works, but will
not be assisting voter with the ballot itself, no Request for Assistance form is needed.
§ 24.2-638, § 24.2-649

18

Voter asks to vote outside of the polling place.
Voters may vote outside and within 150 feet of the entrance to the polling place if they are:
• 65 or older; OR,
• Physically disabled.

1. Check voter into the pollbook as normal (including a review of photo ID).
2. Indicate in the pollbook that this is an Outside the Polls (OP) voter.
3. Two Election Officers from different political parties bring the Request for
Assistance form, pen, privacy envelope, and ballot to the voter.

4. Officer will place the voted ballot in the scanner or ballot box.
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If this would leave too few Election Officers in the polling place to meet legal
requirements, then the Election Chief or Assistant Election Chief can go alone.
If voter asks for help voting, go to problem 15.

§ 24.2-708; § 24.2-709

19

Absentee voter comes to polling place
WITH their absentee ballot.
1. Officer makes sure that voter is marked as having been issued an absentee
ballot. If not, go to 14a using Reason #5.

2. Voter places ballot in Orange Envelope #4.
3. Officer checks voter into pollbook and has them cast vote as normal.
Checking in this voter will require the Chief’s password to override the AB
symbol and complete the check-in process.

4. Ballot officer indicates on the Ballot Record Report that an absentee ballot
has been returned and spoiled.

20

§ 24.2-653; § 24.2-707; § 24.2-708

Absentee voter comes to polling place
WITHOUT their absentee ballot
1. If voter says they did not vote, go to problem 14a using Reason #5.

21

§ 24.2-653

Court orders polls to stay open past 7 p.m.
Voters who arrive at the polling place after 7 p.m. will vote a provisional ballot.




Let all voters who arrive BEFORE 7 p.m. finish voting before you begin issuing
Provisional ballots to those who arrive after 7 p.m.
All provisional ballots issued using Reason #3 must be separated from other
provisional ballots and placed in Envelope #1B
15-19

Use Authorization to Reproduce Ballots form ELECT-646.1.
§ 24.2-646.1

22

You run low on ballots or provisional ballot
envelopes.
If you run low on ballot supplies:

1. Chief Officer will ask the Electoral Board for more ballots.
2. Follow instructions on the “Authorization to Reproduce Ballots” form.

If you run low on provisional ballot envelopes, create an envelope on plain
paper:
1. Copy the front and back of an unused provisional envelope onto a single piece of
paper. This paper does not need to be green.
2. Fill out fields as you would on the normal provisional ballot envelope.
3. Use problem 14a for provisional ballot instructions.
4. Wrap and secure the paper with the provisional ballot- envelope information
around the voter’s completed provisional ballot.




Use available materials, such as paper clips.
Keep voter’s information visible.

23

Voting equipment has malfunctioned.
23a

Electronic Pollbooks
1. Contact the General Registrar and follow their instructions.
If you do not have back-up paper pollbooks:
1. Have all voters vote a provisional ballot. Go to problem 14a using
Reason #6 - Other.
2. Write ‘pollbook malfunction’ on the provisional ballot envelope.

15-20

23b

Tabulation Machine - Scanner
1.
2.
3.
4.

Contact the General Registrar and follow their instructions.
Continue normal check-in procedures allowing voters to vote.
Place the uncounted ballots in a secure container or compartment.
Count the ballots after the polls close.
a. If you have a working scanner, run each of the uncounted ballots through
the scanner.
b. If you do not have a working scanner, count the ballots manually.

15-21

After Nov. 5,
2019?
Complete VRA.
Voter may vote
standard ballot.

Complete AOE,
Check Box C
and Challenger
Section Box 4.
Voter may vote
standard ballot.

After Nov. 8, 2016
but before Nov. 5,
2019?

Voter is ineligible
to vote standard
ballot. Complete
VRA. May vote
provisional ballot

After Nov. 5,
2019?

PB = Pollbook
AOE = Affirmation of Eligibility
VRA = Voter Registration

Complete VRA.
Voter may vote
standard ballot.

Voter is ineligible to
vote. Complete
VRA to send to new
locality. May vote
provisional ballot.

No

No – Eligible to
vote standard
ballot.

2020 Elections

Yes: Complete
AOE. Check Box
A. Voter votes
standard ballot.

Does voter have
Inactive
by name in PB?

Voter is ineligible
to vote. May
offer provisional
ballot only.

Out of Virginia?

Before Nov. 5,
2019?

Out of Arlington but
within Virginia?

Complete VRA.
Voter may vote
standard ballot

Within the same
Arlington precinct?

Before Nov. 8,
2016?

Within Arlington to a
different precinct?

Yes

from address in PB?

Has voter moved

Chapter 16: Guide to Completing Forms at the polls
It is essential that forms used at the polls be filled in completely and accurately. If there is a recount, if
there is a contested election, or if a person questions why we took some action regarding his or her
registration, we must be able to justify it with the forms completed at the polls. Although the Chief
Election Officer is primarily responsible for proper form completion, this duty may be delegated to
another election officer.

Blank (unused) forms are sent to the polls in the blue accordion
folder 8A. Used forms must be returned in reusable maroon Bag
#8. Please place any unused forms back in the accordion folder
at the end of the election.

Note: Some forms pre-printed by the Virginia Department of
Elections may instruct you to place used copies in Envelope #8.
Instead of an envelope, we use reusable maroon Bag #8 for used
forms.

16.1: About the Use of Social Security Numbers on Forms
Most of the election-related forms now only require the last four digits of the voter’s Social Security
number (SSN4) as a required field. Many voters are understandably uncomfortable about providing
their full SSN. Although the SSN helps the elections staff in locating the voter’s record, in most cases it is
not a hard requirement on election forms, with the exception of the Virginia Voter Registration
Application.
In most cases we can assist our voters without a full SSN, although it is helpful if they are willing to
provide it. If the voter refuses to provide either his full SSN or SSN4, simply make a note on the form you
are completing. There may be some cases, such as the Telephone Call-In Form, where staff might inform
you they cannot perform thorough research on a voter’s record without the SSN or at least SSN4. In
these cases, the onus is on the voter to decide to disclose his SSN.
As an alternative, you can list the voter’s assigned Identification Number, which you can find by
selecting the voter’s name on the pollbook, and then tapping the Identification tab. This only helps, of
course, if the voter is actually listed on the pollbook. If the voter has a voter information card, this
number is on the card.

Virginia Voter Registration Applications submitted without SSNs will be denied by the Elections Office,
unless the voter is already registered to vote in Virginia and provides adequate identifying information.
The denied voter will be sent a notice of denial and a new application, giving him the opportunity to
correct the missing information.

Arlington Election Day Guide
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16.2: Telephone Call-In Form
You will need to call the office to check on the status for many voters. Fill this form out for these people
before you call the office, so that we will have the information we need to properly assist you.
The bottom half of the form is where you must check the disposition of the voter’s problem. We review
each of these forms after the election. Therefore, be sure to check the correct box, so that we can verify
that it was taken care of after the election.

16.3: Affirmation of Eligibility
These are the most critical (and confusing) of all forms. They must be completed fully and accurately.
Fill in the precinct number and name and the election date in Section A.

Make sure that you check the correct box for the reason why the form is used. Never use this form
without checking the box that explains why you are using it.

Box A: If Box A is checked, the voter must be Inactive on the pollbook but states he did not move from
the address listed. The voter must complete all information in Section B. The address provided by the
voter MUST be the same as the address printed in the pollbook. If the address listed by the voter is
different, check your chart at the end of Chapter 14 to determine which form the voter must complete.
(Note the form says voter has a ? in front of his name; this means the same as “inactive.”)

Box B: Only check Box B if the Voter Registration staff authorizes you to do so. The voter must
complete all of the information in Section B.

Box C: Check Box C whenever a voter is challenged at the polls. The challenge could be for a number of
reasons, and there are several situations where an Officer of Election must challenge a voter.

Arlington Election Day Guide
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Chief: Complete “Statement of Challenger” section by printing the voter’s name, checking Box # 4, and
signing and printing your name as the person challenging the voter. Key reasons when an Officer of
Election (typically the Chief) would challenge a voter include:

Box 3: The voter has moved out of Virginia in the 30 days before a Presidential election, and is entitled
to return to his former polling place to vote a ballot for President/Vice President only. Completion of
this form authorizes the Election Office to remove his name from the rolls after the election.
Box 4: Used when a voter has moved within Arlington only. This voter may or may not be listed as
Inactive on the pollbook.

Box 8: Used when the pollbook indicates this voter has already voted in the election. This is typically a
result of a clerical error by the Pollbook Officer, but state law now requires the voter complete the
Affirmation and vote a Provisional Ballot.

Other reasons in the Statement of Challenger section may be used if the voter is challenged by someone
else in the polling place. This could be another voter or an observer, such as a pollwatcher.
In all cases:

Arlington Election Day Guide
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Have voter read the Affirmation of Voter statement (Part B, second page), then print his name and new
address, and the date of his move, if applicable. Voter must sign the form.

Some of these voters who moved may have already sent in a change of address to the office after the
registration books closed, too late to be printed on the Pollbooks. However, they must complete this
form and the date of their move because you need to verify the date of the move to ensure they are
eligible voters. The voter must first show identification, then complete the form as described above.
Arlington Election Day Guide
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Once the voter signs the form and you verify that it is complete, take the voter back to the check-in
table.

16.4: Apartment Number Update Sheet

This form should only be used by voters who moved to a different apartment number in the same
building. It’s designed to save time for voters and election officers alike, since it is completed at the
pollbook and the voter does not need to step out of line.

The voter enters his or her name, year of birth, and new apartment number, and then signs the form. If
the voter is unable to sign or refuses to sign, the Pollbook Officer should initial the form, provided the
voter has affirmed the new apartment number to the pollbook officer.

16.5: Voter Registration Application/Change of Address Form
The following people use this form:
•

Voters who moved within the same precinct or changed his or her name. This voter may or may
not have “Inactive” by his name in the pollbook.

•

The following sections of the form must be completed: social security number or date of birth,
name, new address, and the voter’s signature (or your signature on behalf of the voter).

•

The following sections of the form must be completed: social security number or date of birth,
name, new address, and the voter’s signature.

Voter moved within Virginia, including within Arlington, after the last November election. This
voter may or may not have “Inactive” by his name in the pollbook.

Voter lives in Virginia but is not qualified to vote. This future voter needs to register to vote. The
voter needs to complete the entire form.

Do not use this form if:
•

Voters have apartment number changes within the same building. In this case use the Apartment
Number Update Sheet, which is completed at the pollbook.

Arlington Election Day Guide
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•
•

The person has moved out of state. This form is for persons to register in Virginia only.

The person has received a letter from the Voter Registration Office explaining that their
application arrived after the registration books closed for the election (21 days in advance for
general and primary elections, 15 days for special elections). The voter should be advised to
contact the Voter Registration office if his new voter card does not arrive within a month’s time.

It is not necessary to complete the bottom or receipt portion of the form. This section is used for
registered groups that conduct voter registration drives. As Officers of Election you are authorized to
officially accept voter registration applications so this section does not apply. But if the voter insists, by
all means complete it.
If you have any questions about form usage, call our office at 703-228-3456.

Arlington Election Day Guide
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16.6: Election Day Referral Form
Chiefs: This form is used to direct voters who show up at the wrong polling place to their correct polling
place. Complete this form after the voter’s correct polling place is verified on the pollbook or by the
Office of Voter Registration. Be sure to include the voter’s name and address we have on our rolls, as
listed on the pollbook or directed by the office. Also include the name of the staff member authorizing
the information, and your name as Chief.

Arlington Election Day Guide
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16.7: Request to Cancel Voter Registration
•
•
•
•

Use this form for persons who say they have moved out of Virginia.
Ask the voter to complete the form. If the voter refuses to complete the form but verbally informs
you he has moved out of state, you complete the form.
Have voter sign the form. If voter refuses, you sign and write “election officer” after your
signature.
Explain to the voter that he must register to vote in his new state.

Arlington Election Day Guide
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16.8: Notification of Death of Registered Voter
Use this form whenever a voter informs you that a relative or friend has died.
*

All notifications must be verified through reliable source e.g. Public Health Records, Obituary
prior to cancellation of registration, unless notification is provided by immediate family member
e.g. parent, spouse or sibling.

Arlington Election Day Guide
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Polling Place Emergency Guide
Arlington County Officer of Voter Registration

Emergency Coordinator Duties

1. Conduct Safety Assessment for the Polling Location

• Locate fire extinguishers/fire alarms.
• Identify emergency escape routes/exits.
• Designate a meeting point to be used in the case of evacuation. Meeting Point
must be at least 300 feet away from the building and outside of parking areas.
• Identify potential hazard areas (icy steps/sidewalks, slick/wet floors) and notify
custodial or management staff of the polling place to correct the hazards.

2. Familiarize yourself with emergency equipment, procedures, and contacts.
3. Assign tasks during an emergency
4. Complete contact information and emergency meeting point above.
4. Communicate meeting point to all polling place team members.

Emergency Contacts
Elections Office

703-228-3456

Facility Contact

__________________

Chief Contact

__________________

Meeting Point:

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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Emergency Situations
Fire

1. Call 9-1-1 to report the fire.
2. If the fire is very small and contained, attempt to extinguish with a fire
extinguisher.
3. If the fire cannot be extinguished, evacuate all voters and election officers to the
predetermined meeting point.
4. If evacuation is necessary, follow procedures below.
5. Call the Elections Office when safe to do so.

Weather

The Elections Office will monitor reports of extreme weather conditions. In the event of a
report of dangerous pending conditions or if you are experiencing any of these conditions,
follow the appropriate plans:
Earthquake. Evacuate the building as described below and assemble at the
predetermined meeting point.
Tornado. Assemble voters and election officials in an interior space away from
windows. Get under something sturdy like a desk or table if possible.
Ice or Snow. Contact your facility’s janitors or assign an election officer to keep
entrances free of ice and snow. Post signs indicating “caution” areas (wet floors, icy
walkways, etc.). Keep the Elections Office apprised of present and changing
conditions.
Flood. Contact your facility’s janitors or assign an election officer to keep areas dry.
Post signs indicating “caution” areas (wet floors). Keep the Elections Office apprised
of present and changing conditions.

Medical Emergency

If you are uncertain of whether someone is need of medical assistance, air on the side of
caution and contact emergency services at 9-1-1.
1. Call 9-1-1. The election officer should identify themselves, give the precinct
address, and provide details on the person’s condition or injury.
2. Do NOT touch the person or offer to treat or provide medications to the individual.
3. Do NOT instruct the individual on a course of treatment (unless a licensed
4. Do NOT make any statement admitting guilt or wrongdoing.
5. Complete an Incident Report Form.
6. Call the Elections Office to report the incident.
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Bomb Threat

If you or the facility receive a bomb threat:
1. Evacuate all voters and election officers from the polling place using the
instructions in this guide.
2. Call 9-1-1 to inform emergency services.
3. Call the Elections Office when safe to do so.

Power Outage

1. Contact the Elections Office. They will attempt to get power restored or auxiliary
power provided.
2. If possible, contact the facility staff of the polling place.
3. Pollbooks: Has battery power, so checking in voters can continue.
4. Scanner: Does not run on a battery. Instruct the voter to deposit their ballots into
the emergency ballot slot on the back of the ballot box.
5. Use (and suggest voters use) cell phone flash lights until power is restored.
6. The polling location may temporarily be moved to another area of the building
where natural light is available or car headlights can be directed into the area.

If power cannot be restored, the electoral board may opt to move polling to another
location. Should this happen, follow the directions on relocating a polling place below.

Unruly Behavior

In the event of a poll watcher or voter disrupting the polls or person(s) campaigning within
the prohibited area. Unsafe behavior may include the following:
• Display of weapons.
• Shoving, pushing, unnecessary physical contact, abusive language or gestures.
• Statements that contain violent descriptions.
1. Two election officers should ask the offender(s) to leave.
2. If the person persists, call 9-1-1 and identify yourself as an Election Officer.
3. Complete an Incident Report.




Section 24.2-606 of the Code of Virginia authorizes officers of election to
appoint in writing one or more persons, who will have all the powers of a lawenforcement officer in the polling place and within the prohibited area. This
action should be taken as the last resort for the protection of Election Officers
and the public.
Do not get personally involved if it is believed an assault is occurring. Instead,
call 911 and complete the Incident Report.
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Election Officer Emergencies
Chief Election Officer does not arrive

1. Any election officer present should notify the Elections Office by 5:15 a.m.
2. The Elections Office will attempt to reach the Chief at his home.
3. If the chief cannot immediately get to the polls with the supplies and pollbooks, a
Rover will come unlock the precinct cart and deliver extra Chief’s supplies.

Chief Election Officer has an Emergency before the election,

The Assistant Chief will now serve as Chief and will be notified to pick up the supplies.

Supplies are Destroyed or Missing

The supplies should not to be left overnight in a car. In the event of them being
destroyed or missing, contact the Elections Office immediately.

Election Officers do not Show

Contact the Election Office as soon as possible. The Elections Office will attempt to
replace the officers. The other election officers must proceed in opening the polls.

Polling Location Locked
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Chief should contact the facility staff.
If the Chief cannot make contact, they should contact the Elections Office.
The Chief has 1 pollbook, 100 ballots, and a Green Ballot Bag.
Begin voting at 6am (even if not yet in the facility).
The Chief should contact the Elections Office once they gain entry the polling place.
If the location cannot be opened, the Elections Office may authorize relocation.



Section 24.2-603 of the Code of Virginia states that polls MUST be open and
allow voters to cast their vote at 6:00 a.m.

Technical Difficulties at Elections Office
Elections Office phones are not working

Cell phones may be used until service is restored. All precincts must be notified of the
new temporary number at which the staff may be reached.

Power failure at the Elections Office

The Director shall determine if the office will be relocated. All election officers will be
notified of the new location and contact information.
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Relocation of Polling Place
If an Election Day emergency requires the polling place be moved to an alternate
location:

1. The Chief should contact the Elections Office.
2. If the polling site must be evacuated, election officials should follow the emergency
3.
4.
5.

6.

procedures on page 6 provided in this document.
The Elections Office will contact local emergency services.
After contact with local emergency services, the Elections Office should contact the
Commissioner of the Virginia Department of Elections with an alternate location
and proposed method of handling the continuation of the election.
If safety permits, an alternate location must be established within 1,000 feet of the
prior polling site. If it is unsafe to do so, an alternate location may be chosen
outside of this limit, but not to exceed 1,500 feet outside the precinct boundary.
Arrangements should be made to transport the necessary equipment and supplies
to the new location. Resume voting as soon as possible after the VDOE
Commissioner approves the new location.
If the Electoral Board opts to move polling to another location, the election officers
must leave directions to the new location posted on the doors (post on both
regular and handicapped accessible entryways) and the time you vacated this
polling place.
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Evacuation from the Polling Location
1. Alert all present individuals of the emergency and the Meeting Point.
2. Scanner Officer should take note of the “Public Counter” number on machine(s).
3. IF TIME PERMITS, polling place officials should take with them the following:
• Green Ballot Bag
• Pollbook (s)
• Public Count number recorded from each machine
• Ballots
• Pens
• Paper
• Necessary forms and materials to allow voting to continue, such as Affirmation
of Eligibility and provisional ballot envelopes
• Voting equipment (if feasible)
• Personal belongings
4. Evacuate all election officials and voters to the Meeting Point.
5. Designated officer should notify the Elections Office ASAP.
6. Designated officer should ensure that all election officers and evacuated voters are
accounted for.
7. Designated Officer should list the names of those who checked in before the
evacuation but were unable to vote.
8. Officers should advise voters they may do one of the following:
• Wait until the building can be re-entered.
• Leave and return before 7 p.m.
• Vote & cast in the Green Ballot Bag (if officers have the materials to allow it).
9. Attempt to resume the election at the Meeting Point only if circumstances permit.
Any voter who leaves and later returns to vote MUST be allowed to go to the head of any
line of persons waiting to vote.

Updated 2/7/2020
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Definitions of Election Terms

Absentee Ballot

A ballot cast by a qualified voter who is unable to go to the polls on Election Day.
Absentee ballots in Arlington cannot be returned to and accepted at the polling place;
they must be returned to the Central Absentee Precinct in order to be counted.

Absentee Voting

A way people can vote if they must be out of town or are unable to get to their polling
place on Election Day. They are either mailed a ballot and return it by mail to their local
elections office, or voters can cast an absentee ballot in person in advance of the election
at their local elections office. In Virginia and some other states, absentee ballots are
counted on Election Day, but in others, the absentee ballots may be counted as much as a
week after the election.

Absentee Voter

Affirmation of
Eligibility
Assistant Chief
Election Officer
Assistant
Registrar

Assisted Voter

At-large
ATI

Ballot

A person who requested and was issued a ballot before Election Day.

A form certain voters are required to complete to affirm their eligibility to vote. The
form is used in three circumstances only: (1) The voter has been marked as inactive and
has not moved from the address listed on the pollbook; (2) The voter’s name has been
omitted from the pollbook in error and the elections staff has authorized election
officers to add him to the list; or (3) The voter is challenged by another voter or an
officer of election. The voter challenge can be for a variety of reasons, as noted on the
form.
The second in-charge election officer at the polling place on Election Day. The assistant
will assist the chief with troubleshooting and management of precinct operations.

Any one of a number of employees of the Office of Elections who assist the Director of
Elections in the maintenance of Arlington’s registered voters. Although certain
employees may have specialized functions or job titles, they are all considered Assistant
Registrars, meaning they have the authority to register voters and assist election officers
on Election Day in determining whether an individual is qualified to vote. The office also
has a number of volunteer assistant registrars who help register voters at locations
outside the office, such as schools and senior centers.
A voter who requests assistance in completing his ballot. Any voter who is physically or
educationally unable to vote unassisted can have anyone of his choosing assist him. The
only restrictions are the person assisting cannot be the voter’s employer, representative
of the voter’s union, or a political party/candidate representative authorized to be in the
polling place. A Request for Assistance form must be completed for each assisted voter,
which is signed by both the voter and the person assisting, unless the voter is blind. If
the voter is blind, the election officer completes the form with the name of the blind
voter; the person assisting must still sign the form.

Candidates for certain types of offices can be elected one of two ways. They may be
elected to represent certain geographic areas within the jurisdiction, such as a district or
ward. Only the residents of the district may vote for the office. But if a candidate is
elected at-large, he or she represents the entire jurisdiction, and all voters may vote for
the office. Arlington’s County Board, Constitutional Officers, School Board are elected atlarge, while our State Senators, State Delegates, and Congressional Representative are
elected by district.
Audio Tactile Interface – ballot marking interface with audio and keypad or binary (sip
and puff) input.

The list of all candidates and issues upon which a voter is entitled to vote in an election.
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Ballot Alert
Ballot Bag
Ballot Box
Ballot Marker
Candidate
Central Absentee
Precinct (CAP)
Chief Election
Officer
Citizen

Closed Primary
Congressional
Districts (CD)

Constitutional
Officer

The scanner reads and validates all inserted ballots. If the scanner detects an overvote
or no selections made, it rejects the ballot and prints out a Ballot Alert for the voter
and/or election officers to take further actions.

A sealed ballot bag in which any provisional ballots cast on in the precinct are inserted.
In rare emergency cases, such as a polling place evacuation where the scanner is not
available, Election Officers may need to have voters insert voted standard ballots into
the ballot bag for security. Note: While Arlington uses ballot bags, other jurisdictions
may use a box or other sealed container.

The large container on which the scanner sits, into which all voted ballots are deposited
after being read by the scanner. The ballot box remains closed and sealed throughout
Election Day.

The ballot marker or marking device is an interface that voters with disabilities or
functional limitations may use to mark a ballot. The voter has the option of using a
touch-screen or an audio ballot, the latter of which is marked using an ATI. The Ballot
Marker produces a paper ballot, which is then inserted into the scanner to be counted.
See also OVI.
A person who seeks, or who has been suggested for, an elected office.

In jurisdictions with a CAP, absentee ballots are counted on Election Day in a central
location, rather in the voters’ precincts. The tally of absentee votes is reported as a
separate precinct. This consolidates absentee balloting operations for voters as well as
for election officers. In Arlington, the CAP is located in the same building as the Office of
Elections.
The election officer in charge of precinct operations on Election Day.

A person who is a member of a country or state; citizens have certain duties and rights,
one of which is the right to vote.

A primary election in which only a political party’s members may vote on its nominees.
Because Virginia does not register voters by political party, we do not have closed
primaries. Maryland, on the other hand, does have party registration and closed
primaries.
A political subdivision in which the nation is divided for the purposes of elected U.S.
Representatives. Each district contains about 570,000 people. Arlington County is in
Virginia’s 8th Congressional District.

A city, county, or state office established by a state’s Constitution. Arlington County has
five Constitutional officers: Clerk of the Circuit Court, Commonwealth’s Attorney, Sheriff,
Commissioner of Revenue, and Treasurer.

Deputy
Registrar/Deputy
Director of
Elections

The deputy is the second-most senior position in the Office of Elections, and takes over
for the director in the director’s absence. In Arlington, the deputy is also responsible for
administering the election officer program, and is empowered by the electoral board to
continuously recruit election officers and assign them to precincts on Election Day.

Election

The process whereby eligible persons vote to determine who will hold a political office,
or how certain legal questions will be decided.

District

A subdivision of the state or of a county, city or other unit of local government in which
all registered voters residing within the district are entitled to participate in the election
of one or more candidates to serve as the district’s representatives.
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Election Day

Election Officer
Election Summary
Report
Electoral Board

Electoral College
Federal

Federal Voting
Assistance
Program (FVAP)

Federal Post Card
Application
(FPCA)
Franchise

General Election
General
Registrar/Director
of Elections
Gubernatorial
Election

The day reserved for people to vote. In general elections, it is by state law the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in November. Primary elections for offices to be elected
in November are held on the second Tuesday in June, except for presidential primaries,
which are currently held on the first Tuesday in March in presidential election years. In
Virginia, all special elections are also held on Tuesdays, and some cities and towns hold
May general elections and March primaries, also on Tuesdays.

Individuals appointed by the Electoral Board and assigned to work in the precinct on
Election Day to conduct the election. Election officers are appointed for a term of one
year, from March 1 until the end of the following February, and may be assigned to work
any election held during their term. The Electoral Board meets every February to
appoint election officers for the coming year.
After the polls close and election officers close the election on the voting machines, an
Election Summary Report is produced that provides the vote totals for all ballots cast in
the precinct.

In Virginia, each city or county has a three-member electoral board, appointed by the
circuit court. Two members represent the party of the current governor, while the third
represents the party that came in second during the last gubernatorial election.
Electoral board members serve staggered three-year terms. They are responsible for
appointing the General Registrar/Director of Elections and officers of election, and for
conducting specific tasks related to the election.

The voters of each state selected to formally elect the U.S. President and Vice President.
Each state has as many electors as it does U.S. Representatives and U.S. Senators. In most
states the candidate who receives the plurality of popular vote in the state receives all of
its electoral votes. Electors for each political party are selected by the party’s members,
typically at conventions.
Of or describing a union of states having a central government or pertaining to that
government.

An office within the Department of Defense responsible for administering the Uniformed
and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA). This law requires states and
territories to permit members of the Armed Forces and overseas U.S. citizens living
abroad to register and vote absentee in all federal elections.
A form used by members of the armed forces, overseas citizens, and dependents
residing with them to both register to vote, if necessary, and to request absentee ballots.
The constitutional right to vote.

An election, other than a primary election, that recurs at fixed dates.

The chief staff elections administrator. This position is appointed by the electoral board
for a four-year term, effective July 1 of the year following the year the governor takes
office. The Director appoints and hires all other staff in the Office of Elections, and is
responsible for maintaining the list of registered voters and for assisting the electoral
board in conducting elections. (Note: Under the Constitution of Virginia, the formal title
for this position is General Registrar, which is why you see references to “registrar” in
sections of the Code of Virginia and on state forms. Arlington, along with many other
jurisdictions, has chosen to refer to the position as Director of Elections as well. The two
terms are thus used interchangeably.)
The selection of a governor by a state's voters.
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Header Card

The first ballot-like card that is inserted into the scanner at startup. Header cards tell the
scanner which ballot styles to accept for the specified precinct.

Inactive Voter

These are voters for whom the Office of Elections has received written postal notice that
the voter has moved. The voter has been sent a notice asking him to confirm his
residence address but has not replied to the notice. “Inactive” will appear next to the
voter’s name in the pollbook. The chief must determine if the voter is eligible to vote,
and if so, have the voter complete the required paperwork before voting.

Help America Vote
Act (HAVA)

Incumbent

Independent
Issues

Local Election
Motor Voter

National Voter
Registration Act
(NVRA)
Nominee
Online Voter
Registration
(OVR)
Open primary

Optical scan ballot
Overvote

Election reform legislation passed by Congress in 2002, requiring certain uniformities in
federal elections. HAVA also requires all polling places be accessible to those with
disabilities.

A person now holding an office.

A candidate not belonging to one of the major political parties.

Problems, ideas to be talked about, questions, decided upon and voted on.
A city or county election.

A nickname for the National Voter Registration Act of 1993, so named because it
required motor vehicle divisions to provide voter registration services.

This 1993 federal law requires that states allow residents to obtain voter registration
materials as they apply for a driver’s license as well as utilize given public services.
Completion of a voter registration form at one of these facilities does not guarantee
registration, however, as in most cases the forms must first be forwarded to the
appropriate election officials for verification and processing.
The person that a political party chooses to represent it in a general election. This is
called nomination.

Now available in Virginia as well as many other states, a way for citizens to register to
vote electronically. In Virginia the data provided by the applicant is matched against
data at the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV). If the applicant has a current DMV
record, the registration is transmitted electronically to the local elections office, who
processes the application and mails the voter a voter information card.

A primary election that differs from a closed primary in that all voters, regardless of
party affiliation, may vote for a party’s nominee. Because Virginia does not have voter
registration by political party, any registered voter may vote in any primary being held.
If, however, both the Democratic and Republican parties are holding primaries at the
same time, the voter must decide which party’s ballot he wishes to vote, as he can only
vote in one party’s primary.

A paper ballot that requires voters to either fill in a bubble or oval in order to mark
selections and cast a vote. Once the ballots are marked, they are inserted into a special
counting machine or scanner that is programmed to read the markings and, at the close
of the polls, tabulates the votes.

When a voter has made more choices on the ballot than allowed, it is called an overvote.
The scanner will alert a voter if an overvote is detected, and the voter can either request
a new ballot or have the scanner override his ballot if he chooses. If he chooses override,
no selections will be counted for any race where an overvote is detected.
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OVI (OpenElect
Voter Interface)
OVO (OpenElect
Voting Optical
Scan)
Party

Petition
Political Action
Committee (PAC)
Poll
Pollbook

Polling Place
Precinct

Protective
Counter Number
Provisional Ballots
Provisional Voter
Public

A ballot marking device that allows voters to mark ballots electronically, but does not
tally votes. The OVI complies with ADA (Americans with Disability Act) standards,
allowing voters to mark ballots independently via either a touchscreen or audio
interface. The BM then prints a ballot that is inserted into the scanner, to be tallied with
all other ballots.
The OVO, or scanner, reads and takes a digital image of all ballots voted in the precinct
and inserted into the scanner by voters. At the close of polls, Election Officers initiate a
closedown process that tallies all of the ballots cast.
A group of people who join together because they share many ideas about what the
government should do.

A document containing a formal request to place a candidate or question on the ballot,
signed by registered voters. The number of signatures required is dependent upon the
type of office or election.

An organization of 50 or more people that is created to raise money for favored political
candidates and is registered with the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and/or the
Virginia Department of Elections, as applicable. A PAC may be formed by any group,
including businesses, labor unions, and special interest bodies.
A place where votes are cast; also refers to a survey to assess public opinion or to
forecast an election.

The official list of registered voters for the precinct. After the election, the pollbook
becomes the official list of those who voted, based on the names that have been marked
as such. Arlington uses electronic pollbooks.
The facility where voting takes place on Election Day.

A division of voters by neighborhood; smallest political unit in U.S. politics. Cities and
counties are divided into precinct polling districts, each containing 200 to 5,000 voters,
and a polling place. Polling place and precinct are often used interchangeably, although
in some cases, two or more precincts might share a single polling place. In Arlington,
however, each precinct has its own polling place.

Each voting machine is equipped with a continuous counter that indicates the number of
votes that have ever been cast on that particular machine. This number is never reset,
and continues from election to election. When the Electoral Board certifies the machines
for the election, they mark the protective counter number for each machine on the
precinct’s Statement of Results (SOR). When the machines are opened at the polls on
Election Day, election officers must verify the actual protective counter number on the
machine is what has been written on the SOR. At the end of the day, election officers
note the new protective counter number on the SOR; the difference between the ending
and opening numbers should be equal to the public counter number.
Ballots cast by provisional voters.

A voter claiming to be a registered voter in the precinct but whose qualification and
eligibility cannot be determined at the time he presents himself to vote. The voter is
permitted to cast a paper ballot provisional on determination of his qualifications. The
ballot is not opened and counted on Election Day. It will only be counted if the elections
staff determines the individual is eligible to vote and the Electoral Board votes to accept
the ballot.
Of or having to do with the people as a whole.
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Public Counter
Number
Referendum
Request for
Assistance
Scanner
Special Election
Statement of
Results (SOR)

Statewide Election
TM

Telephone Call-in
Form
Training Class
Undervote

Voter Information
Card

Prior to each election, the public counter number is reset to zero on each machine. Each
time a ballot is cast, the number advances. The end-of-day total is the number of people
who voted on that machine for that election. This number should be equal to the
difference between the ending and opening protective counter numbers.
The legal process of submitting to the voters for their approval or rejection of proposed
state or local laws or constitutional amendments.

Form used when a voter requests assistance in marking his ballot. Any voter with
physical or educational needs may ask any individual to assist him, provided the person
assisting is not the voter’s employer or a representative of the voter’s union. Both the
voter and the person assisting must complete the Request for Assistance Form, unless the
voter is blind, in which case the election officer completes the form on their behalf.
The device into which all voted ballots are inserted to be counted. The scanner reads
and records each ballot as it is inserted by the voter. At the close of the polls, election
officers initiate the process of counting and tallying all ballots. See also OVO.

An election that is not regularly scheduled but called for a specific purpose, such as to
present a ballot question to voters or to fill a vacancy. Special elections in Virginia are
always held on Tuesdays, and may be held at the same time as a general election.
The form used by election officers to certify the election results in their precinct.
Election officers certify the number of paper ballots used, the public and protective
count numbers from each machine, and the number of names marked off in the
pollbooks. Election officers also list and certify the write-in votes cast.
An election held throughout the state.

Transport Media – the removable thumb drive that provides redundant data collection
on the scanner.

Before any problem calls are made to the office, the chief, assistant chief, or other
designated election officer must complete this form, which included information about
the voter that the office needs to determine his eligibility.
Session that election officers must attend prior to working at the polls on Election Day,
in which they are instructed on proper procedures.

If a voter chooses to vote for fewer than the maximum number of selections he can make
for any office or question, it is considered an undervote. The number of undervotes for
each office are indicated on the machine tally tapes. Of course, no one is required to vote
for all offices or questions on the ballot, so unlike overvotes, the scanner does not
automatically reject ballots where undervotes are detected.

After someone registers to vote or updates their registration address or name, and the
Elections staff has successfully entered the information into the registration database,
the voter is mailed a voter information card, which both serves as verification of
registration and indicates the name and location of the voter’s polling place, as well as
the districts in which the voter resides. The office also mails out new voter cards to
affected voters whenever a polling place or precinct boundaries are changed. The Voter
Information Card is cannot be used as an acceptable form of ID for voting.
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Voting Machine
Technician

“What-If”

Write-in Votes
Zero Count Report

One of several individuals employed by the Electoral Board to provided technical and
professional assistance in regards to the voting system. The technicians program, load,
and assist the Electoral Board in testing the ballots prior to each election; maintain the
voting machines and related equipment, such as the precinct carts, ballot bags, and
signs; assist in the delivery and pick-up of machines to and from polling places; and
perform troubleshooting tasks for election officers on Election Day. Arlington has a head
technician and several assistants.
This is a document produced by the Virginia Department of Elections that serves as a
valuable tool for election officials and election staff on Election Day. It instructs election
officers “what” actions to take “if” certain scenarios occur at the polls, such as if a voter
has changed his address or if a voter arrives at the polls who has requested an absentee
ballot. The solution section also cites the appropriate sections of the Code of Virginia.

The means by which a voter can cast a vote for someone other than the names of the
candidates who have qualified to appear on the ballot. Voters must fill in the oval on the
office on which they wish to write-in, and then enter the candidate’s name on the blank
line. Write-in votes are not permitted in primary elections, because all candidates on the
primary ballot are those who have been certified by the appropriate party chair.
When the voting machines are opened, they produce a report that shows that no votes,
or zero votes, have been cast for any of the candidates for any of the offices. Election
officers must verify that all counts are equal to zero.
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Voting Machine Troubleshooting Tips
For any voting machine problems:
 Take the machine out of service and call the office at 703-228-3456.
 Document on Machine Problem Report (attached to SOR #1):
o Time the error occurred
o Serial number of problem machine
o Who was using the machine (voter or EO; name is not necessary for voter)
o What was the problem – error message, what was observed, etc.
o When the problem occurred – was the machine activated, about to be activated, etc.
o The public and protective counters of the machine, if known

Keep the Machine Problem Report attached to SOR #1, and place it in Envelope #2 at the end of the
election.
If you are instructed by phone on the correction of a machine problem, document:
 The name of the person providing assistance
 The procedure used to correct the problem (e.g. restart machine)
 Results of the procedure (successful or not)
 Public counter number
 Time the machine was placed back in service

If a technician visits your polling place to correct the problem, document:
 The name of the technician, staff, or Electoral Board member
 Procedure used to correct the problem
 Results of the procedure (successful or not)
 Public counter number
 Time machine placed back in service, or time substitute machine placed into service. If substitute,
document the machine’s serial number and public and protective counter numbers on Statement of
Results, as instructed by staff.
Voting Machine Security

Tampering with voting equipment is a Class 5 felony (Code of Virginia, §24.2-1009).

Do not permit any unauthorized individuals to touch the scanner or accessible device, except during
normal voting. All machine technicians and Voter Registration staff members will have County ID
badges. The Electoral Board members will also have special ID badges, authorizing them to enter the
polling place on Election Day. If you are in doubt about any individual, call the office at 703-228-3456.

If you suspect any voter is tampering with the voting equipment, call your Chief immediately. Chiefs
should ask the voter to step aside and try to question the voter about his actions. Call the office at 703228-3456 for assistance. If a majority of the election officers believes the voter is disruptive or unruly,
you can also call the police at 911.
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